47.

At its 3030th to 3032nd meetings, on 3, 4 and 5 August 2009, the Commission adopted the

commentaries to the draft articles on the responsibility of international organizations as adopted
on first reading (sect. C.2 below).
48.

At the 3030th meeting, on 3 August 2009, the Commission decided, in accordance with

articles 16 to 21 of its Statute to transmit the draft articles (see sect. C below), through the
Secretary-General, to Governments and international organizations for comments and
observations, with the request that such comments and observations be submitted to the
Secretary-General by 1 January 2011.
49.

At its 3030th meeting, on 3 August 2009, the Commission expressed its deep appreciation

for the outstanding contribution the Special Rapporteur, Mr. Giorgio Gaja, had made to the
treatment of the topic through his scholarly research and vast experience, thus enabling the
Commission to bring to a successful conclusion its first reading of the draft articles on the
responsibility of international organizations.
C. Text of the draft articles on responsibility of international
organizations adopted by the Commission on first reading
1. Text of the draft articles
50.

The text of the draft articles adopted by the Commission on first reading is reproduced

below.
RESPONSIBILITY OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
PART ONE
INTRODUCTION
Article 1
Scope of the present draft articles
1.
The present draft articles apply to the international responsibility of an international
organization for an act that is wrongful under international law.
2.
The present draft articles also apply to the international responsibility of a State for
the internationally wrongful act of an international organization.
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Article 2
Use of terms
For the purposes of the present draft articles,
(a) “International organization” means an organization established by a treaty or
other instrument governed by international law and possessing its own international legal
personality. International organizations may include as members, in addition to States,
other entities;
(b) “Rules of the organization” means, in particular, the constituent instruments,
decisions, resolutions and other acts of the organization adopted in accordance with those
instruments, and established practice of the organization;
(c) “Agent” includes officials and other persons or entities through whom the
organization acts.
PART TWO
THE INTERNATIONALLY WRONGFUL ACT OF AN
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
CHAPTER I
GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Article 3
Responsibility of an international organization for its
internationally wrongful acts
Every internationally wrongful act of an international organization entails the
international responsibility of the international organization.
Article 4
Elements of an internationally wrongful act of an international organization
There is an internationally wrongful act of an international organization when
conduct consisting of an action or omission:
(a)

Is attributable to the international organization under international law; and

(b) Constitutes a breach of an international obligation of that international
organization.
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CHAPTER II
ATTRIBUTION OF CONDUCT TO AN
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
Article 5
General rule on attribution of conduct to an international organization
1.
The conduct of an organ or agent of an international organization in the performance
of functions of that organ or agent shall be considered as an act of that organization under
international law whatever position the organ or agent holds in respect of the organization.
2.
Rules of the organization shall apply to the determination of the functions of its
organs and agents.
Article 6
Conduct of organs or agents placed at the disposal of an international
organization by a State or another international organization
The conduct of an organ of a State or an organ or agent of an international
organization that is placed at the disposal of another international organization shall be
considered under international law an act of the latter organization if the organization
exercises effective control over that conduct.
Article 7
Excess of authority or contravention of instructions
The conduct of an organ or an agent of an international organization shall be
considered an act of that organization under international law if the organ or agent acts in
that capacity, even though the conduct exceeds the authority of that organ or agent or
contravenes instructions.
Article 8
Conduct acknowledged and adopted by an
international organization as its own
Conduct which is not attributable to an international organization under the
preceding draft articles shall nevertheless be considered an act of that international
organization under international law if and to the extent that the organization
acknowledges and adopts the conduct in question as its own.
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CHAPTER III
BREACH OF AN INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATION
Article 9
Existence of a breach of an international obligation
1.
There is a breach of an international obligation by an international organization when
an act of that international organization is not in conformity with what is required
of it by that obligation, regardless of its origin and character.
2.
Paragraph 1 includes the breach of an international obligation that may arise under
the rules of the organization.
Article 10
International obligation in force for an
international organization
An act of an international organization does not constitute a breach of an
international obligation unless the international organization is bound by the obligation
in question at the time the act occurs.
Article 11
Extension in time of the breach of an international obligation
1.
The breach of an international obligation by an act of an international organization
not having a continuing character occurs at the moment when the act is performed, even if
its effects continue.
2.
The breach of an international obligation by an act of an international organization
having a continuing character extends over the entire period during which the act continues
and remains not in conformity with the international obligation.
3.
The breach of an international obligation requiring an international organization to
prevent a given event occurs when the event occurs and extends over the entire
period during which the event continues and remains not in conformity with that
obligation.
Article 12
Breach consisting of a composite act
1.
The breach of an international obligation by an international organization through a
series of actions and omissions defined in aggregate as wrongful, occurs when the action or
omission occurs which, taken with the other actions or omissions, is sufficient to constitute
the wrongful act.
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2.
In such a case, the breach extends over the entire period starting with the first of the
actions or omissions of the series and lasts for as long as these actions or omissions are
repeated and remain not in conformity with the international obligation.
CHAPTER IV
RESPONSIBILITY OF AN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
IN CONNECTION WITH THE ACT OF A STATE OR ANOTHER
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
Article 13
Aid or assistance in the commission of an internationally wrongful act
An international organization which aids or assists a State or another international
organization in the commission of an internationally wrongful act by the State or the latter
organization is internationally responsible for doing so if:
(a) That organization does so with knowledge of the circumstances of the
internationally wrongful act; and
(b)

The act would be internationally wrongful if committed by that organization.
Article 14
Direction and control exercised over the commission of an
internationally wrongful act

An international organization which directs and controls a State or another
international organization in the commission of an internationally wrongful act by the State
or the latter organization is internationally responsible for that act if:
(a) That organization does so with knowledge of the circumstances of the
internationally wrongful act; and
(b)

The act would be internationally wrongful if committed by that organization.
Article 15
Coercion of a State or another international organization

An international organization which coerces a State or another international
organization to commit an act is internationally responsible for that act if:
(a) The act would, but for the coercion, be an internationally wrongful act of the
coerced State or international organization; and
(b) The coercing international organization does so with knowledge of the
circumstances of the act.
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Article 16
Decisions, authorizations and recommendations addressed to
member States and international organizations
1.
An international organization incurs international responsibility if it adopts a
decision binding a member State or international organization to commit an act that would
be internationally wrongful if committed by the former organization and would circumvent
an international obligation of the former organization.
2.

An international organization incurs international responsibility if:

(a) It authorizes a member State or international organization to commit an act that
would be internationally wrongful if committed by the former organization and would
circumvent an international obligation of the former organization, or recommends that a
member State or international organization commit such an act; and
(b) That State or international organization commits the act in question because of
that authorization or recommendation.
3.
Paragraphs 1 and 2 apply whether or not the act in question is internationally
wrongful for the member State or international organization to which the decision,
authorization or recommendation is directed.
Article 17
Responsibility of an international organization member
of another international organization
Without prejudice to articles 13 to 16, the international responsibility of an
international organization that is a member of another international organization also arises
in relation to an act of the latter under the conditions set out in articles 60 and 61 for States
that are members of an international organization.
Article 18
Effect of this chapter
This chapter is without prejudice to the international responsibility of the State or
international organization which commits the act in question, or of any other State or
international organization.
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CHAPTER V
CIRCUMSTANCES PRECLUDING WRONGFULNESS
Article 19
Consent
Valid consent by a State or an international organization to the commission of a
given act by another international organization precludes the wrongfulness of that act in
relation to that State or the former organization to the extent that the act remains within the
limits of that consent.
Article 20
Self-defence
The wrongfulness of an act of an international organization is precluded if and to the
extent that the act constitutes a lawful measure of self-defence under international law.
Article 21
Countermeasures
1.
Subject to paragraph 2, the wrongfulness of an act of an international organization
not in conformity with an international obligation towards a State or another international
organization is precluded if and to the extent that the act constitutes a countermeasure
taken in accordance with the substantive and procedural conditions required by
international law, including those set forth in Chapter II of Part IV for countermeasures
taken against another international organization.
2.
An international organization may not take countermeasures against a responsible
member State or international organization under the conditions referred to in paragraph 1
unless:
(a)

The countermeasures are not inconsistent with the rules of the organization;

and
(b) No appropriate means are available for otherwise inducing compliance with the
obligations of the responsible State or international organization concerning cessation of
the breach and reparation.
Article 22
Force majeure
1.
The wrongfulness of an act of an international organization not in conformity with an
international obligation of that organization is precluded if the act is due to force majeure,
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that is, the occurrence of an irresistible force or of an unforeseen event, beyond the control
of the organization, making it materially impossible in the circumstances to perform the
obligation.
2.

Paragraph 1 does not apply if:

(a) The situation of force majeure is due, either alone or in combination with other
factors, to the conduct of the organization invoking it; or
(b)

The organization has assumed the risk of that situation occurring.
Article 23
Distress

1.
The wrongfulness of an act of an international organization not in conformity with an
international obligation of that organization is precluded if the author of the act in question
has no other reasonable way, in a situation of distress, of saving the author’s life or the
lives of other persons entrusted to the author’s care.
2.

Paragraph 1 does not apply if:

(a) The situation of distress is due, either alone or in combination with other
factors, to the conduct of the organization invoking it; or
(b)

The act in question is likely to create a comparable or greater peril.
Article 24
Necessity

1.
Necessity may not be invoked by an international organization as a ground for
precluding the wrongfulness of an act not in conformity with an international obligation of
that organization unless the act:
(a) Is the only means for the organization to safeguard against a grave and
imminent peril an essential interest of the international community as a whole when the
organization has, in accordance with international law, the function to protect that interest;
and
(b) Does not seriously impair an essential interest of the State or States towards
which the obligation exists, or of the international community as a whole.
2.
In any case, necessity may not be invoked by an international organization as a
ground for precluding wrongfulness if:
(a) The international obligation in question excludes the possibility of invoking
necessity; or
(b)
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The organization has contributed to the situation of necessity.

Article 25
Compliance with peremptory norms
Nothing in this chapter precludes the wrongfulness of any act of an international
organization which is not in conformity with an obligation arising under a peremptory
norm of general international law.
Article 26
Consequences of invoking a circumstance precluding wrongfulness
The invocation of a circumstance precluding wrongfulness in accordance with this
chapter is without prejudice to:
(a) Compliance with the obligation in question, if and to the extent that the
circumstance precluding wrongfulness no longer exists;
(b)
question.

The question of compensation for any material loss caused by the act in
PART THREE
CONTENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY
OF AN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
CHAPTER I
GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Article 27
Legal consequences of an internationally wrongful act

The international responsibility of an international organization which is entailed by
an internationally wrongful act in accordance with the provisions of Part Two involves
legal consequences as set out in this Part.
Article 28
Continued duty of performance
The legal consequences of an internationally wrongful act under this Part do not
affect the continued duty of the responsible international organization to perform the
obligation breached.
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Article 29
Cessation and non-repetition
The international organization responsible for the internationally wrongful act is
under an obligation:
(a)

To cease that act, if it is continuing;

(b) To offer appropriate assurances and guarantees of non-repetition, if
circumstances so require.
Article 30
Reparation
1.
The responsible international organization is under an obligation to make full
reparation for the injury caused by the internationally wrongful act.
2.
Injury includes any damage, whether material or moral, caused by the internationally
wrongful act of an international organization.
Article 31
Irrelevance of the rules of the organization
1.
The responsible international organization may not rely on its rules as justification
for failure to comply with its obligations under this Part.
2.
Paragraph 1 is without prejudice to the applicability of the rules of an international
organization in respect of the responsibility of the organization towards its member States
and organizations.
Article 32
Scope of international obligations set out in this Part
1.
The obligations of the responsible international organization set out in this Part may
be owed to one or more other organizations, to one or more States, or to the international
community as a whole, depending in particular on the character and content of the
international obligation and on the circumstances of the breach.
2.
This Part is without prejudice to any right, arising from the international
responsibility of an international organization, which may accrue directly to any person or
entity other than a State or an international organization.
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CHAPTER II
REPARATION FOR INJURY
Article 33
Forms of reparation
Full reparation for the injury caused by the internationally wrongful act shall take
the form of restitution, compensation and satisfaction, either singly or in combination, in
accordance with the provisions of this chapter.
Article 34
Restitution
An international organization responsible for an internationally wrongful act is under
an obligation to make restitution, that is, to re-establish the situation which existed before
the wrongful act was committed, provided and to the extent that restitution:
(a)

Is not materially impossible;

(b) Does not involve a burden out of all proportion to the benefit deriving from
restitution instead of compensation.
Article 35
Compensation
1.
The international organization responsible for an internationally wrongful act is
under an obligation to compensate for the damage caused thereby, insofar as such damage
is not made good by restitution.
2.
The compensation shall cover any financially assessable damage including loss of
profits insofar as it is established.
Article 36
Satisfaction
1.
The international organization responsible for an internationally wrongful act is
under an obligation to give satisfaction for the injury caused by that act insofar as it cannot
be made good by restitution or compensation.
2.
Satisfaction may consist in an acknowledgement of the breach, an expression of
regret, a formal apology or another appropriate modality.
3.
Satisfaction shall not be out of proportion to the injury and may not take a form
humiliating to the responsible international organization.
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Article 37
Interest
1.
Interest on any principal sum due under this chapter shall be payable when necessary
in order to ensure full reparation. The interest rate and mode of calculation shall be set so
as to achieve that result.
2.
Interest runs from the date when the principal sum should have been paid until the
date the obligation to pay is fulfilled.
Article 38
Contribution to the injury
In the determination of reparation, account shall be taken of the contribution to the
injury by wilful or negligent action or omission of the injured State or international
organization or of any person or entity in relation to whom reparation is sought.
Article 39
Ensuring the effective performance of the obligation of reparation
The members of a responsible international organization are required to take, in
accordance with the rules of the organization, all appropriate measures in order to provide
the organization with the means for effectively fulfilling its obligations under this chapter.
CHAPTER III
SERIOUS BREACHES OF OBLIGATIONS UNDER PEREMPTORY
NORMS OF GENERAL INTERNATIONAL LAW
Article 40
Application of this chapter
1.
This chapter applies to the international responsibility which is entailed by a serious
breach by an international organization of an obligation arising under a peremptory norm
of general international law.
2.
A breach of such an obligation is serious if it involves a gross or systematic failure
by the responsible international organization to fulfil the obligation.
Article 41
Particular consequences of a serious breach
of an obligation under this chapter
1.
States and international organizations shall cooperate to bring to an end through
lawful means any serious breach within the meaning of article 40.
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2.
No State or international organization shall recognize as lawful a situation created
by a serious breach within the meaning of article 40, nor render aid or assistance in
maintaining that situation.
3.
This article is without prejudice to the other consequences referred to in this Part
and to such further consequences that a breach to which this chapter applies may entail
under international law.
PART FOUR
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL
RESPONSIBILITY OF AN INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATION
CHAPTER I
INVOCATION OF THE RESPONSIBILITY OF
AN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
Article 42
Invocation of responsibility by an injured State
or international organization
A State or an international organization is entitled as an injured State or an injured
international organization to invoke the responsibility of another international organization
if the obligation breached is owed to:
(a)

That State or the former international organization individually;

(b) A group of States or international organizations including that State or the
former international organization, or the international community as a whole, and the
breach of the obligation:
(i)

Specially affects that State or that international organization; or

(ii)

Is of such a character as radically to change the position of all the other
States and international organizations to which the obligation is owed with
respect to the further performance of the obligation.
Article 43

Notice of claim by an injured State or international organization
1.
An injured State or international organization which invokes the responsibility of
another international organization shall give notice of its claim to that organization.
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2.

The injured State or international organization may specify in particular:

(a) The conduct that the responsible international organization should take in order
to cease the wrongful act, if it is continuing;
(b) What form reparation should take in accordance with the provisions of
Part Three.
Article 44
Admissibility of claims
1.
An injured State may not invoke the responsibility of an international organization if
the claim is not brought in accordance with any applicable rule relating to nationality of
claims.
2.
When a rule requiring the exhaustion of local remedies applies to a claim, an injured
State or international organization may not invoke the responsibility of another
international organization if any available and effective remedy provided by that
organization has not been exhausted.
Article 45
Loss of the right to invoke responsibility
The responsibility of an international organization may not be invoked if:
(a)

The injured State or international organization has validly waived the claim;

(b) The injured State or international organization is to be considered as having, by
reason of its conduct, validly acquiesced in the lapse of the claim.
Article 46
Plurality of injured States or international organizations
Where several States or international organizations are injured by the same
internationally wrongful act of an international organization, each injured State or
international organization may separately invoke the responsibility of the international
organization for the internationally wrongful act.
Article 47
Plurality of responsible States or international organizations
1.
Where an international organization and one or more States or other organizations
are responsible for the same internationally wrongful act, the responsibility of each State or
international organization may be invoked in relation to that act.
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2.
Subsidiary responsibility, as in the case of article 61, may be invoked insofar as the
invocation of the primary responsibility has not led to reparation.
3.

Paragraphs 1 and 2:

(a) Do not permit any injured State or international organization to recover, by
way of compensation, more than the damage it has suffered;
(b) Are without prejudice to any right of recourse that the State or international
organization providing reparation may have against the other responsible States or
international organizations.
Article 48
Invocation of responsibility by a State or an international organization
other than an injured State or international organization
1.
A State or an international organization other than an injured State or international
organization is entitled to invoke the responsibility of another international organization in
accordance with paragraph 4 if the obligation breached is owed to a group of States or
international organizations, including the State or organization that invokes responsibility,
and is established for the protection of a collective interest of the group.
2.
A State other than an injured State is entitled to invoke the responsibility of an
international organization in accordance with paragraph 4 if the obligation breached is
owed to the international community as a whole.
3.
An international organization other than an injured international organization is
entitled to invoke the responsibility of another international organization in accordance
with paragraph 4 if the obligation breached is owed to the international community as a
whole and safeguarding the interest of the international community underlying the
obligation breached is included among the functions of the international organization
invoking responsibility.
4.
A State or an international organization entitled to invoke responsibility under
paragraphs 1 to 3 may claim from the responsible international organization:
(a) Cessation of the internationally wrongful act, and assurances and guarantees of
non-repetition in accordance with article 29; and
(b) Performance of the obligation of reparation in accordance with Part Three, in
the interest of the injured State or international organization or of the beneficiaries of the
obligation breached.
5.
The requirements for the invocation of responsibility by an injured State or
international organization under articles 43, 44, paragraph 2, and 45 apply to an invocation
of responsibility by a State or international organization entitled to do so under
paragraphs 1 to 4.
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Article 49
Scope of this Part
This Part is without prejudice to the entitlement that a person or entity other than a
State or an international organization may have to invoke the international responsibility of
an international organization.
CHAPTER II
COUNTERMEASURES
Article 50
Object and limits of countermeasures
1.
An injured State or an injured international organization may only take
countermeasures against an international organization which is responsible for an
internationally wrongful act in order to induce that organization to comply with its
obligations under Part Three.
2.
Countermeasures are limited to the non-performance for the time being of
international obligations of the State or international organization taking the measures
towards the responsible international organization.
3.
Countermeasures shall, as far as possible, be taken in such a way as to permit the
resumption of performance of the obligations in question.
4.
Countermeasures shall, as far as possible, be taken in such a way as to
limit their effects on the exercise by the responsible international organization of its
functions.
Article 51
Countermeasures by members of an international organization
An injured State or international organization which is a member of a responsible
international organization may not take countermeasures against that organization under
the conditions set out in the present chapter unless:
(a)

The countermeasures are not inconsistent with the rules of the organization;

and
(b) No appropriate means are available for otherwise inducing compliance with the
obligations of the responsible organization under Part Three.
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Article 52
Obligations not affected by countermeasures
1.

Countermeasures shall not affect:

(a) The obligation to refrain from the threat or use of force as embodied in the
Charter of the United Nations;
(b)

Obligations for the protection of fundamental human rights;

(c)

Obligations of a humanitarian character prohibiting reprisals;

(d)

Other obligations under peremptory norms of general international law.

2.
An injured State or international organization taking countermeasures is not relieved
from fulfilling its obligations:
(a) Under any dispute settlement procedure applicable between the injured State or
international organization and the responsible international organization;
(b) To respect any inviolability of agents of the responsible international
organization and of the premises, archives and documents of that organization.
Article 53
Proportionality
Countermeasures must be commensurate with the injury suffered, taking into account
the gravity of the internationally wrongful act and the rights in question.
Article 54
Conditions relating to resort to countermeasures
1.

Before taking countermeasures, an injured State or international organization shall:

(a) Call upon the responsible international organization, in accordance with
article 43, to fulfil its obligations under Part Three;
(b) Notify the responsible international organization of any decision to take
countermeasures and offer to negotiate with that organization.
2.
Notwithstanding paragraph 1 (b), the injured State or international organization may
take such urgent countermeasures as are necessary to preserve its rights.
3.
Countermeasures may not be taken, and if already taken must be suspended without
undue delay if:
(a)

The internationally wrongful act has ceased; and
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(b) The dispute is pending before a court or tribunal which has the authority to
make decisions binding on the parties.
4.
Paragraph 3 does not apply if the responsible international organization fails to
implement the dispute settlement procedures in good faith.
Article 55
Termination of countermeasures
Countermeasures shall be terminated as soon as the responsible international
organization has complied with its obligations under Part Three in relation to the
internationally wrongful act.
Article 56
Measures taken by an entity other than an injured
State or international organization
This chapter is without prejudice to the right of any State or international
organization, entitled under article 48, paragraphs 1 to 3, to invoke the responsibility of an
international organization, to take lawful measures against the latter international
organization to ensure cessation of the breach and reparation in the interest of the injured
party or of the beneficiaries of the obligation breached.
PART FIVE
RESPONSIBILITY OF A STATE IN CONNECTION WITH
THE ACT OF AN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
Article 57
Aid or assistance by a State in the commission of an internationally
wrongful act by an international organization
A State which aids or assists an international organization in the commission of an
internationally wrongful act by the latter is internationally responsible for doing so if:
(a) That State does so with knowledge of the circumstances of the internationally
wrongful act; and
(b)

The act would be internationally wrongful if committed by that State.
Article 58

Direction and control exercised by a State over the commission of an
internationally wrongful act by an international organization
A State which directs and controls an international organization in the commission of
an internationally wrongful act by the latter is internationally responsible for that act if:
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(a) That State does so with knowledge of the circumstances of the internationally
wrongful act; and
(b)

The act would be internationally wrongful if committed by that State.
Article 59
Coercion of an international organization by a State

A State which coerces an international organization to commit an act is
internationally responsible for that act if:
(a) The act would, but for the coercion, be an internationally wrongful act of that
international organization; and
(b)

That State does so with knowledge of the circumstances of the act.
Article 60
Responsibility of a member State seeking to avoid compliance

1.
A State member of an international organization incurs international responsibility if
it seeks to avoid complying with one of its own international obligations by taking
advantage of the fact that the organization has competence in relation to the subject matter
of that obligation, thereby prompting the organization to commit an act that, if committed
by the State, would have constituted a breach of the obligation.
2.
Paragraph 1 applies whether or not the act in question is internationally wrongful for
the international organization.
Article 61
Responsibility of a State member of an international organization
for the internationally wrongful act of that organization
1.
Without prejudice to articles 57 to 60, a State member of an international
organization is responsible for an internationally wrongful act of that organization if:
(a)

It has accepted responsibility for that act; or

(b)

It has led the injured party to rely on its responsibility.

2.
The international responsibility of a State which is entailed in accordance with
paragraph 1 is presumed to be subsidiary.
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Article 62
Effect of this Part
This Part is without prejudice to international responsibility, under other provisions
of these draft articles, of the international organization which commits the act in question,
or of any other international organization.
PART SIX
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Article 63
Lex specialis
These articles do not apply where and to the extent that the conditions for the
existence of an internationally wrongful act or the content or implementation of the
international responsibility of an international organization, or a State for an internationally
wrongful act of an international organization, are governed by special rules of international
law, including rules of the organization applicable to the relations between the
international organization and its members.
Article 64
Questions of international responsibility not regulated by these articles
The applicable rules of international law continue to govern questions concerning the
responsibility of an international organization or a State for an internationally wrongful act
to the extent that they are not regulated by these articles.
Article 65
Individual responsibility
These articles are without prejudice to any question of the individual responsibility
under international law of any person acting on behalf of an international organization or a
State.
Article 66
Charter of the United Nations
These articles are without prejudice to the Charter of the United Nations.
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2. Text of the draft articles with commentaries thereto
51.

The text of the draft articles, together with commentaries thereto, provisionally adopted by

the Commission on first reading is reproduced below. This text comprises a consolidated version
of the commentaries adopted so far by the Commission, including the modifications and
additions made to commentaries previously adopted and commentaries adopted at the sixty-first
session of the Commission.
RESPONSIBILITY OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
PART ONE
INTRODUCTION
Article 1
Scope of the present draft articles
1.
The present draft articles apply to the international responsibility of an international
organization for an act that is wrongful under international law.
2.
The present draft articles also apply to the international responsibility of a State for
the internationally wrongful act of an international organization.
Commentary
(1)

The definition of the scope of the draft articles in article 1 is intended to be as

comprehensive and accurate as possible. While article 1 covers all the issues that are to be
addressed in the following articles, this is without prejudice to any solution that will be given to
those issues. Thus, for instance, the reference in paragraph 2 to the international responsibility of
a State for the internationally wrongful act of an international organization does not imply that
such a responsibility will be held to exist.
(2)

For the purposes of the draft articles, the term “international organization” is defined in

article 2. This definition contributes to delimiting the scope of the draft articles.
(3)

An international organization’s responsibility may be asserted under different systems of

law. Before a national court, a natural or legal person will probably invoke the organization’s
responsibility or liability under one or the other municipal law. The reference in paragraph 1 of
article 1 and throughout the draft articles to international responsibility makes it clear that the
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articles only take the perspective of international law and consider whether an international
organization is responsible under that law. Thus, issues of responsibility or liability under
municipal law are not as such covered by the draft articles. This is without prejudice to the
applicability of certain principles or rules of international law when the question of an
organization’s responsibility or liability arises before a national court.
(4)

Paragraph 1 of article 1 concerns the cases in which an international organization incurs

international responsibility. The most frequent case will be that of the organization committing
an internationally wrongful act. However, there are other instances in which an international
organization’s responsibility may arise. One may envisage, for example, cases analogous to
those referred to in Chapter IV of Part One of the articles on the responsibility of States for
internationally wrongful acts.24 An international organization may thus be held responsible if it
aids or assists another organization or a State in committing an internationally wrongful act, or if
it directs and controls another organization or a State in that commission, or else if it coerces
another organization or a State to commit an act that would be, but for the coercion, an
internationally wrongful act. Another case in which an international organization may be held
responsible is that of an internationally wrongful act committed by another international
organization of which the first organization is a member.
(5)

The reference in paragraph 1 to acts that are wrongful under international law implies that

the present articles do not address the question of liability for injurious consequences arising out
of acts not prohibited by international law. The choice made by the Commission to separate, with
regard to States, the question of liability for acts not prohibited from the question of international
responsibility prompts a similar choice in relation to international organizations. Thus, as in the
case of States, international responsibility is linked with a breach of an obligation under
international law. International responsibility may thus arise from an activity that is not
prohibited by international law only when a breach of an obligation under international law
occurs in relation to that activity, for instance if an international organization fails to comply
with an obligation to take preventive measures in relation to a not prohibited activity.

24

Yearbook of the International Law Commission 2001, vol. II (Part Two), pp. 64-71.
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(6)

Paragraph 2 includes within the scope of the present articles some issues that have been

identified, but not dealt with, in the articles on responsibility of States for internationally
wrongful acts. According to article 57 of those articles:
“[they] are without prejudice to any question of the responsibility under international law
of an international organization, or of any State for the conduct of an international
organization”.25
The main question that was left out in the articles on State responsibility, and that will be
considered in the present draft articles, is the issue of the responsibility of a State which is a
member of an international organization for a wrongful act committed by the organization.
(7)

The wording of Chapter IV of Part One of the articles on the responsibility of States for

internationally wrongful acts only refers to the cases in which a State aids, assists, directs,
controls or coerces another State.26 Should the question of similar conduct by a State with regard
to an international organization not be regarded as covered, at least by analogy, in the articles on
State responsibility, the present articles will fill the resulting gap.
(8)

Paragraph 2 does not include questions of attribution of conduct to a State, whether an

international organization is involved or not. Chapter II of Part One of the articles on the
responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts deals, albeit implicitly, with attribution
of conduct to a State when an international organization or one of its organs acts as a State organ,
generally or only under particular circumstances. Article 4 refers to the “internal law of the
State” as the main criterion for identifying State organs, and internal law will rarely include an
international organization or one of its organs among State organs. However, article 4 does not
consider the status of such organs under internal law as a necessary requirement.27 Thus, an
organization or one of its organs may be considered as a State organ under article 4 also when it
acts as a de facto organ of a State. An international organization may also be, under the
circumstances, as provided for in article 5, a “person or entity which is not an organ of the State

25

Ibid., p. 141.
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Ibid., pp. 64-71.
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Ibid., p. 40.
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under article 4 but which is empowered by the law of that State to exercise elements of the
governmental authority”.28 Article 6 then considers the case in which an organ is “placed at the
disposal of a State by another State”.29 A similar eventuality, which may or may not be
considered as implicitly covered by article 6, could arise if an international organization places
one of its organs at the disposal of a State. The commentary on article 6 notes that this
eventuality “raises difficult questions of the relations between States and international
organizations”.30 International organizations are not referred to in the commentaries on articles 4
and 5. While it appears that all questions of attribution of conduct to States are nevertheless
within the scope of the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts, and should
therefore not be considered anew, some aspects of attribution of conduct to either a State or an
international organization will be further elucidated in the discussion of attribution of conduct to
international organizations.
(9)

The present articles will deal with the symmetrical question of a State or a State organ

acting as an organ of an international organization. This question concerns the attribution of
conduct to an international organization and is therefore covered by paragraph 1 of article 1.
(10) The present articles do not address issues relating to the international responsibility that a
State may incur towards an international organization. These issues are arguably covered by the
articles on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts. Although the latter
articles do not specifically mention international organizations when considering circumstances
precluding wrongfulness, the content of international responsibility or the invocation of the
international responsibility of a State, one should not assume that they concern only relations
between States with regard to those matters. The articles may be applied by analogy also to the
relation between a responsible State and an international organization. When, for instance,
article 20 sets forth that “[v]alid consent by a State to the commission of a given act by another
State precludes the wrongfulness of that act in relation to the former State to the extent that the
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act remains within the limits of that consent”,31 the provision may be understood as covering by
analogy also the case where a valid consent to the commission of the act of the State is given by
an international organization.
Article 2
Use of terms
For the purposes of the present draft articles,
(a) “International organization” means an organization established by a treaty or
other instrument governed by international law and possessing its own international legal
personality. International organizations may include as members, in addition to States,
other entities;
(b) “Rules of the organization” means, in particular, the constituent instruments,
decisions, resolutions and other acts of the organization adopted in accordance with those
instruments, and established practice of the organization;
(c) “Agent” includes officials and other persons or entities through whom the
organization acts.
Commentary
(1)

The definition of “international organization” given in article 2, subparagraph (a), is

considered as appropriate for the purposes of draft articles and is not intended as a definition for
all purposes. It outlines certain common characteristics of the international organizations to
which the following articles apply. The same characteristics may be relevant for purposes other
than the international responsibility of international organizations.
(2)

The fact that an international organization does not possess one or more of the

characteristics set forth in article 2, subparagraph (a), and thus is not within the definition for the
purposes of the present articles, does not imply that certain principles and rules stated in the
following articles do not apply also to that organization.
(3)

Starting from the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties of 23 May 1969,32 several

codification conventions have succinctly defined the term “international organization” as

31

Ibid., p. 72.
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United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1155, p. 331. The relevant provision is article 2 (1) (i).
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“intergovernmental organization”.33 In each case the definition was given only for the purposes
of the relevant convention and not for all purposes. The text of some of these codification
conventions added some further elements to the definition: for instance, the Vienna Convention
on the Law of Treaties between States and International Organizations or between International
Organizations of 21 March 1986 only applies to those intergovernmental organizations which
have the capacity to conclude treaties.34 No additional element would be required in the case of
international responsibility apart from possessing an obligation under international law.
However, the adoption of a different definition is preferable for several reasons. First, it is
questionable whether by defining an international organization as an intergovernmental
organization one provides much information: it is not even clear whether the term
“intergovernmental organization” refers to the constituent instrument or to actual membership.
Second, the term “intergovernmental” is in any case inappropriate to a certain extent, because
several important international organizations have been established by State organs other than
governments or by those organs together with governments, nor are States always represented by
governments within the organizations. Third, an increasing number of international organizations
include among their members entities other than States as well as States; the term
“intergovernmental organization” might be thought to exclude these organizations, although with
regard to international responsibility it is difficult to see why one should reach solutions that
differ from those applying to organizations of which only States are members.
(4)

Most international organizations are established by treaties. Thus, a reference in the

definition to treaties as constituent instruments reflects prevailing practice. However, forms of
international cooperation are sometimes established without a treaty. In certain cases, for

33

See article I (1) (1) of the Vienna Convention on the Representation of States in their Relations with International
Organizations of a Universal Character of 14 March 1975, A/CONF.67/16, art. 2 (1) (n) of the Vienna Convention
on Succession of States in respect of Treaties of 23 August 1978, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1946, p. 3, and
art. 2 (1) (i) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties between States and International Organizations or
between International Organizations of 21 March 1986, A/CONF.129/15.
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See article 6 of the Convention (ibid.). As the Commission noted with regard to the corresponding draft articles:
“Either an international organization has the capacity to conclude at least one treaty, in which case the
rules in the draft articles will be applicable to it, or, despite its title, it does not have that capacity, in which
case it is pointless to state explicitly that the draft articles do not apply to it.” Yearbook ... 1981, vol. II
(Part Two), p. 124.
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instance with regard to the Nordic Council, a treaty was subsequently concluded.35 In other
cases, although an implicit agreement may be held to exist, member States insisted that there was
no treaty concluded to that effect, as for example in respect of the Organization for Security and
Co-operation in Europe (OSCE).36 In order to cover organizations established by States on the
international plane without a treaty, article 2 refers, as an alternative to treaties, to any “other
instrument governed by international law”. This wording is intended to include instruments, such
as resolutions adopted by an international organization or by a conference of States. Examples of
international organizations that have been so established include the Pan American Institute of
Geography and History (PAIGH),37 the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC),38 and OSCE.39
(5)

The reference to “a treaty or other instrument governed by international law” is not

intended to exclude entities other than States from being regarded as members of an international
organization. This is unproblematic with regard to international organizations which, so long as
they have a treaty-making capacity, may well be a party to a constituent treaty. The situation is
likely to be different with regard to entities other than States and international organizations.
However, even if the entity other than a State does not possess treaty-making capacity or cannot
take part in the adoption of the constituent instrument, it may be accepted as a member of the
organization so established.
(6)

The definition in article 2 does not cover organizations that are established through

instruments governed by municipal law, unless a treaty or other instrument governed by
international law has been subsequently adopted and has entered into force.40 Thus the

35

The text of the Treaty of Cooperation of 23 March 1962, as amended is available at the website of the Nordic
Council: http://www.norden.org/en/publications/2005-713.
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At its Budapest session in 1995 the Conference for Security and Co-operation in Europe took the decision to
adopt the name of “Organization”. International Legal Materials, vol. 34 (1995), p. 773.
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See A.J. Peaslee (ed.), International Governmental Organizations (3rd ed), Part III and Part IV
(The Hague/Boston/London: Nijhoff, 1979), pp. 389-403.
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See P.J.G. Kapteyn, P.H. Lauwaars, P.H. Kooijmans, H.G. Schermers and M. van Leeuwen Boomkamp,
International Organization and Integration (The Hague: Nijhoff, 1984), II.K.3.2.a.
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definition does not include organizations such as the World Conservation Union (IUCN),
although over 70 States are among its members,41 or the Institut du Monde Arabe, which was
established as a foundation under French law by 20 States.42
(7)

Article 2 also requires the international organization to possess “international legal

personality”. The acquisition of legal personality under international law does not depend on the
inclusion in the constituent instrument of a provision such as Article 104 of the United Nations
Charter, which reads as follows:
“The Organization shall enjoy in the territory of each of its Members such legal
capacity as may be necessary for the exercise of its functions and the fulfilment of its
purposes.”
The purpose of this type of provision in the constituent instrument is to impose on the member
States an obligation to recognize the organization’s legal personality under their internal laws. A
similar obligation is imposed on the host State when a similar text is included in the headquarters
agreement.43
(8)

The acquisition by an international organization of legal personality under international

law is appraised in different ways. According to one view, the mere existence for an organization
of an obligation under international law implies that the organization possesses legal personality.
According to another view, further elements are required. While the International Court of
Justice has not identified particular prerequisites, its dicta on the legal personality of
international organizations do not appear to set stringent requirements for this purpose. In its
advisory opinion on the Interpretation of the Agreement of 25 March 1951 between the WHO
and Egypt the Court stated:
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See http://www.iucn.org.
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A description of the status of this organization may be found in a reply by the Minister of Foreign Affairs of
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“International organizations are subjects of international law and, as such, are bound by
any obligations incumbent upon them under general rules of international law, under their
constitutions or under international agreements to which they are parties.”44
In its advisory opinion on the Legality of the Use by a State of Nuclear Weapons in Armed
Conflict, the Court noted:
“The Court need hardly point out that international organizations are subjects of
international law which do not, unlike States, possess a general competence.”45
While it may be held that, when making both these statements, the Court had an international
organization of the type of the World Health Organization (WHO) in mind, the wording is quite
general and appears to take a liberal view of the acquisition by international organizations of
legal personality under international law.
(9)

In the passages quoted in the previous paragraph, and more explicitly in its advisory

opinion on Reparation for Injuries Suffered in the Service of the United Nations,46 the Court
appeared to favour the view that when legal personality of an organization exists, it is an
“objective” personality. Thus, it would not be necessary to enquire whether the legal personality
of an organization has been recognized by an injured State before considering whether the
organization may be held internationally responsible according to the present articles.
(10) The legal personality of an organization which may give rise to the international
responsibility of that organization needs to be “distinct from that of its member States”.47
This element is reflected in the requirement in article 2, subparagraph (a), that the international
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legal personality should be the organization’s “own”, a term that the Commission considers as
synonymous with the phrase “distinct from that of its member States”. The existence for the
organization of a distinct legal personality does not exclude the possibility of a certain
conduct being attributed both to the organization and to one or more of its members or to all its
members.
(11) The second sentence of article 2, subparagraph (a), intends first of all to emphasize the role
that States play in practice with regard to all the international organizations which are considered
in the present articles. This key role was expressed by the International Court of Justice, albeit
incidentally, in its advisory opinion on the Legality of the Use by a State of Nuclear Weapons in
Armed Conflict, in the following sentence:
“International organizations are governed by the ‘principle of speciality’, that is to say,
they are invested by the States which create them with powers, the limits of which are a
function of the common interests whose promotion those States entrust to them.”48
Many international organizations have only States as members. In other organizations, which
have a different membership, the presence of States among the members is essential for the
organization to be considered in the present articles.49 This requirement is intended to be
conveyed by the words “in addition to States”.
(12) The presence of States as members may take the form of participation as members by
individual State organs or agencies. Thus, for instance, the Arab States Broadcasting
Union, which was established by a treaty, lists “broadcasting organizations” as its full
members.50
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(13) The reference in the second sentence of article 2, subparagraph (a), to entities other than
States - such as international organizations,51 territories52 or private entities53 - as additional
members of an organization points to a significant trend in practice, in which international
organizations increasingly tend to have a mixed membership in order to make cooperation more
effective in certain areas.
(14) International organizations within the scope of the present articles are significantly varied
in their functions, type and size of membership and resources. However, since the principles and
rules set forth in the articles are of a general character, they are intended to apply to all these
international organizations, subject to special rules of international law that may relate to one or
more international organizations. In the application of these principles and rules, the specific,
factual or legal circumstances pertaining to the international organization concerned should be
taken into account, where appropriate. It is clear, for example, that most technical organizations
are unlikely to be ever in the position of coercing a State, or that the impact of a certain
countermeasure is likely to vary greatly according to the specific character of the targeted
organization.
(15) The definition of “rules of the organization” in subparagraph (b) is to a large extent based
on the definition of the same term that is included in the 1986 Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties between States and International Organizations and between International
Organizations.54 Apart from a few minor stylistic changes, the definition in subparagraph (b)
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differs from the one contained in the codification convention only because it refers, together with
“decisions” and “resolutions”, to “other acts of the organization”. This addition is intended to
cover more comprehensively the great variety of acts that international organizations adopt. The
words “in particular” have nevertheless been retained, since the rules of the organization may
also include agreements concluded by the organization with third parties and judicial or arbitral
decisions binding the organization. For the purpose of attribution, decisions, resolutions and
other acts of the organization are relevant, whether they are regarded as binding or not, insofar as
they give functions to organs or agents in accordance with the constituent instruments of the
organization. The latter instruments are referred to in the plural, consistently with the wording of
the codification convention,55 although a given organization may well possess a single
constituent instrument.
(16) One important feature of the definition of “rules of the organization” in subparagraph (b) is
that it gives considerable weight to practice. The definition appears to provide a balance between
the rules enshrined in the constituent instruments and formally accepted by the members of the
organization, on the one hand, and the need for the organization to develop as an institution, on
the other hand. As the International Court of Justice said in its advisory opinion on Reparation
for Injuries Suffered in the Service of the United Nations:
“Whereas a State possesses the totality of international rights and duties recognized by
international law, the rights and duties of an entity such as the Organization must depend
upon its purposes and functions as specified or implied in its constituent documents and
developed in practice.”56
(17) The definition of the rules of the organization is not intended to imply that all the rules
pertaining to a given international organization are placed at the same level. The rules of the
organization concerned will provide, expressly or implicitly, for a hierarchy among the different
kinds of rules. For instance, the acts adopted by an international organization will generally not
be able to derogate from its constituent instruments.
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(18) Subparagraph (c) provides a definition of the term “agent” which is based on a passage in
the advisory opinion of the International Court of Justice on Reparation for Injuries Suffered in
the Service of the United Nations. When considering the capacity of the United Nations to bring
a claim in case of an injury, the Court said:
“The Court understands the word ‘agent’ in the most liberal sense, that is to say, any
person who, whether a paid official or not, and whether permanently employed or not, has
been charged by an organ of the organization with carrying out, or helping to carry out, one
of its functions - in short, any person through whom it acts.”57
(19) International organizations do not act only through natural persons, whether officials or
not. Thus, the definition of “agent” also covers entities through whom the organization acts.
(20) The definition of “agent” is of particular relevance to the question of attribution of conduct
to an international organization. It is therefore preferable to develop the analysis of various
aspects of this definition in the context of attribution, especially in article 5 and the related
commentary.
PART TWO
THE INTERNATIONALLY WRONGFUL ACT OF
AN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
CHAPTER I
GENERAL PRINCIPLES
(1)

Articles 3 and 4 have an introductory character. They state general principles that apply to

the most frequent cases occurring within the scope of the present articles as defined in article 1:
those in which an international organization is internationally responsible for its own
internationally wrongful acts. The statement of general principles is without prejudice to the
existence of cases in which an organization’s international responsibility may be established for
conduct of a State or of another organization. Moreover, the general principles clearly do not
apply to the issues of State responsibility referred to in article 1, paragraph 2.
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Article 3
Responsibility of an international organization
for its internationally wrongful acts
Every internationally wrongful act of an international organization entails the
international responsibility of the international organization.
Commentary
(1)

The general principle, as stated in article 3, is modelled on that applicable to States

according to the articles on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts; the
same applies to the principle stated in article 4.58 There seems to be little reason for formulating
these principles in another manner. It is noteworthy that in a report on peacekeeping operations
the United Nations Secretary-General referred to:
“the principle of State responsibility - widely accepted to be applicable to international
organizations - that damage caused in breach of an international obligation and which is
attributable to the State (or to the Organization) entails the international responsibility of
the State (or of the Organization) [...]”.59
(2)

The order and wording of article 3 are identical to those appearing in article 1 of the

articles on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts, but for the replacement
of the word “State” with “international organization”.
(3)

When an international organization commits an internationally wrongful act, its

international responsibility is entailed. One may find a statement of this principle in the advisory
opinion of the International Court of Justice on Difference Relating to Immunity from Legal
Process of a Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights, in which the Court said:
“[...] the Court wishes to point out that the question of immunity from legal process is
distinct from the issue of compensation for any damages incurred as a result of acts
performed by the United Nations or by its agents acting in their official capacity.
58
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“The United Nations may be required to bear responsibility for the damage arising from
such acts.”60
(4)

The meaning of international responsibility is not defined in article 3, nor is it in the

corresponding provisions of the articles on the responsibility of States. There the consequences
of an internationally wrongful act are dealt with in Part Two of the text, which concerns the
“content of the international responsibility of a State”.61 Also in the present articles the content
of international responsibility is addressed in further articles (Part Three).
(5)

Neither for States nor for international organizations is the legal relationship arising out of

an internationally wrongful act necessarily bilateral. The breach of the obligation may well affect
more than one subject of international law or the international community as a whole. Thus in
appropriate circumstances more than one subject may invoke, as an injured subject or otherwise,
the international responsibility of an international organization.
(6)

The fact that an international organization is responsible for an internationally wrongful act

does not exclude the existence of parallel responsibility of other subjects of international law in
the same set of circumstances. For instance, an international organization may have cooperated
with a State in the breach of an obligation imposed on both.
Article 4
Elements of an internationally wrongful act
of an international organization
There is an internationally wrongful act of an international organization when
conduct consisting of an action or omission:
(a)

Is attributable to the international organization under international law; and

(b) Constitutes a breach of an international obligation of that international
organization.
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Commentary
(1)

As in the case of States, the attribution of conduct to an international organization is one of

the two essential elements for an internationally wrongful act to occur. The term “conduct” is
intended to cover both acts and omissions on the part of the international organization. The
rules pertaining to attribution of conduct to an international organization are set forth in
Chapter II.
(2)

A second essential element, to be examined in Chapter III, is that conduct constitutes the

breach of an obligation under international law. The obligation may result either from a treaty
binding the international organization or from any other source of international law applicable to
the organization. As the International Court of Justice noted in its advisory opinion on the
Interpretation of the Agreement of 25 March 1951 between the WHO and Egypt, international
organizations
“are bound by any obligations incumbent upon them under general rules of international
law, under their constitutions or under international agreements to which they are
parties.”62
A breach is thus possible with regard to any of these international obligations.
(3)

Again as in the case of States, damage does not appear to be an element necessary for

international responsibility of an international organization to arise.
(4)

Article 4 does not include a provision similar to article 3 on the responsibility of States for

internationally wrongful acts.63 That article contains two sentences, the first one of which, by
saying that “the characterization of an act of a State as internationally wrongful is governed by
international law”, makes a rather obvious statement. This sentence could be transposed to
international organizations, but may be viewed as superfluous, since it is clearly implied in the
principle that an internationally wrongful act consists in the breach of an obligation under
international law. Once this principle has been stated, it seems hardly necessary to add that the
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characterization of an act as wrongful depends on international law. The apparent reason for the
inclusion of the first sentence in article 3 of the articles on the responsibility of States lies in the
fact that it provides a link to the second sentence.
(5)

The second sentence in article 3 on State responsibility cannot be easily adapted to the case

of international organizations. When it says that the characterization of an act as wrongful under
international law “is not affected by the characterization of the same act as lawful by internal
law”, this text intends to stress the point that internal law, which depends on the unilateral will of
the State, may never justify what constitutes, on the part of the same State, the breach of an
obligation under international law. The difficulty in transposing this principle to international
organizations arises from the fact that the internal law of an international organization cannot be
sharply differentiated from international law.64 At least the constituent instrument of the
international organization is a treaty or another instrument governed by international law; some
further parts of the internal law of the organization may be viewed as belonging to international
law. One important distinction is whether the relevant obligation exists towards a member or a
non-member State, although this distinction is not necessarily conclusive, because it would be
questionable to say that the internal law of the organization always prevails over the obligation
that the organization has under international law towards a member State. On the other hand,
with regard to non-member States, Article 103 of the United Nations Charter may provide a
justification for the organization’s conduct in breach of an obligation under a treaty with a
non-member State. Thus, the relations between international law and the internal law of an
international organization appear too complex to be expressed in a general principle.
CHAPTER II
ATTRIBUTION OF CONDUCT TO AN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
(1)

According to article 4 of the present articles, attribution of conduct under international law

to an international organization is one condition for an international wrongful act of that
international organization to arise, the other condition being that the same conduct constitutes a
breach of an obligation that exists under international law for the international organization.
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Articles 5 to 8 below address the question of attribution of conduct to an international
organization. As stated in article 4, conduct is intended to include actions and omissions.
(2)

As was noted in the introductory commentary on Chapter I, the responsibility of an

international organization may in certain cases arise also when conduct is not attributable to that
international organization.65 In these cases conduct would be attributed to a State or to another
international organization. In the latter case, rules on attribution of conduct to an international
organization are also relevant.
(3)

Like articles 4 to 11 on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts,66

articles 5 to 8 of the present articles deal with attribution of conduct, not with attribution of
responsibility. Practice often focuses on attribution of responsibility rather than on attribution
of conduct. This is also true of several legal instruments. For instance, Annex IX of the
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, after requiring that international organizations
and their member States declare their respective competences with regard to matters covered by
the Convention, thus considers in article 6 the question of attribution of responsibility:
“Parties which have competence under article 5 of this Annex shall have responsibility for
failure to comply with obligations or for any other violation of this Convention.”67
Attribution of conduct to the responsible party is not necessarily implied.
(4)

Although it may not frequently occur in practice, dual or even multiple attribution of

conduct cannot be excluded. Thus, attribution of a certain conduct to an international
organization does not imply that the same conduct cannot be attributed to a State, nor vice versa
does attribution of conduct to a State rule out attribution of the same conduct to an international
organization. One could also envisage conduct being simultaneously attributed to two or more
international organizations, for instance when they establish a joint organ and act through that
organ.
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(5)

As was done on second reading with regard to the articles on State responsibility, the

current draft only provides positive criteria of attribution. Thus, the present articles do not point
to cases in which conduct cannot be attributed to the organization. For instance, the articles do
not say, but only imply, that conduct of military forces of States or international organizations is
not attributable to the United Nations when the Security Council authorizes States or
international organizations to take necessary measures outside a chain of command linking those
forces to the United Nations. This point was made by the Director of the Field Administration
and Logistics Division of the Department of Peacekeeping Operations of the United Nations in a
letter to the Permanent Representative of Belgium to the United Nations, concerning a claim
resulting from a car accident in Somalia, in the following terms:
“UNITAF troops were not under the command of the United Nations and the Organization
has constantly declined liability for any claims made in respect of incidents involving those
troops.”68
(6)

Articles 5 to 8 of the present articles cover most issues that are dealt with in regard to

States in articles 4 to 11 of the articles on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful
acts. However, there is no text in the present articles covering the issues addressed in articles 9
and 10 on State responsibility.69 The latter articles relate to conduct carried out in the absence or
default of the official authorities, and, to conduct of an insurrectional or other movement. These
cases are unlikely to arise with regard to international organizations, because they presuppose
that the entity to which conduct is attributed exercises control of territory. Although one may
find a few examples of an international organization administering territory,70 the likelihood of
any of the above issues becoming relevant in that context appears too remote to warrant the
presence of a specific provision. It is however understood that, should such an issue nevertheless
arise in respect of an international organization, one would have to apply the pertinent rule which
is applicable to States by analogy to that organization, either article 9 or article 10 of the articles
on responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts.
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(7)

Some of the practice which addresses questions of attribution of conduct to international

organizations does so in the context of issues of civil liability rather than of issues of
responsibility for internationally wrongful acts. The said practice is nevertheless relevant for
the purpose of attribution of conduct under international law when it states or applies a criterion
that is not intended as relevant only to the specific question under consideration.
Article 5
General rule on attribution of conduct to an
international organization
1.
The conduct of an organ or agent of an international organization in the performance
of functions of that organ or agent shall be considered as an act of that organization under
international law whatever position the organ or agent holds in respect of the organization.
2.
Rules of the organization shall apply to the determination of the functions of its
organs and agents.
Commentary
(1)

According to article 4 on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts,71

attribution of conduct to a State is basically premised on the characterization as “State organ” of
the acting person or entity. However, as the commentary makes clear,72 attribution could hardly
depend on the use of a particular terminology in the internal law of the State concerned. Similar
reasoning could be made with regard to the corresponding system of law relating to international
organizations.
(2)

It is noteworthy that, while some provisions of the Charter of the United Nations use the

term “organs”,73 the International Court of Justice, when dealing with the status of persons acting
for the United Nations, considered relevant only the fact that a person had been conferred
functions by an organ of the United Nations. The Court used the term “agent” and did not
consider relevant the fact that the person in question had or did not have an official status. In its
advisory opinion on Reparation for injuries suffered in the service of the United Nations,
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the Court noted that the question addressed by the General Assembly concerned the capacity of
the United Nations to bring a claim in case of injury caused to one of its agents and said:
“The Court understands the word ‘agent’ in the most liberal sense, that is to say, any
person who, whether a paid official or not, and whether permanently employed or not, has
been charged by an organ of the organization with carrying out, or helping to carry out, one
of its functions - in short, any person through whom it acts.”74
In the later advisory opinion on the Applicability of article VI, section 22, of the Convention on
the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations, the Court noted that:
“In practice, according to the information supplied by the Secretary-General, the
United Nations has had occasion to entrust missions - increasingly varied in nature - to
persons not having the status of United Nations officials.”75
With regard to privileges and immunities, the Court also said in the same opinion:
“The essence of the matter lies not in their administrative position but in the nature of their
mission.”76
(3)

More recently, in its advisory opinion on Difference Relating to Immunity from Legal

Process of a Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights, the Court pointed out
that:
“the question of immunity from legal process is distinct from the issue of compensation for
any damages incurred as a result of acts performed by the United Nations or by its agents
acting in their official capacity”.77
In the same opinion the Court briefly addressed also the question of attribution of conduct,
noting that in case of:
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“[...] damages incurred as a result of acts performed by the United Nations or by its agents
acting in their official capacity ... [t]he United Nations may be required to bear
responsibility for the damage arising from such acts.”78
Thus, according to the Court, conduct of the United Nations includes, apart from that of its
principal and subsidiary organs, acts or omissions of its “agents”. This term is intended to refer
not only to officials but also to other persons acting for the United Nations on the basis of
functions conferred by an organ of the organization.
(4)

What was said by the International Court of Justice with regard to the United Nations

applies more generally to international organizations, most of which act through their organs
(whether so defined or not) and a variety of agents to which the carrying out of the
organization’s functions is entrusted. As was stated in a decision of the Swiss Federal Council of
30 October 1996:
“As a rule, one attributes to an international organization acts and omissions of its organs
of all rank and nature and of its agents in the exercise of their competences.”79
(5)

The distinction between organs and agents does not appear to be relevant for the purpose

of attribution of conduct to an international organization. The conduct of both organs and agents
is attributable to the organization. When persons or entities are characterized as organs or agents
by the rules of the organization, there is no doubt that the conduct of those persons or entities has
to be attributed, in principle, to the organization.
(6)

The reference in paragraph 1 to the fact that the organ or agent acts “in the performance of

functions of that organ or agent” is intended to make it clear that conduct is attributable to the
international organization when the organ or agent exercises functions that have been given to
that organ or agent, and at any event is not attributable when the organ or agent acts in a private
capacity. The question of attribution of ultra vires conduct is addressed in article 7.
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(7)

According to article 4, paragraph 1, on the responsibility of States for internationally

wrongful acts, attribution to a State of conduct of an organ takes place “whether the organ
exercises legislative, executive, judicial or any other functions, whatever position it holds in the
organization of the State, and whatever its character as an organ of the central Government or of
a territorial unit of the State”.80 The latter specification could hardly apply to an international
organization. The other elements could be retained, but it is preferable to use simpler wording,
also in view of the fact that, while all States may be held to exercise all the above-mentioned
functions, organizations vary significantly from one another also in this regard. Thus paragraph 1
simply states “whatever position the organ or agent holds in respect of the organization”.
(8)

The international organization concerned establishes which functions are entrusted to each

organ or agent. This is generally done, as indicated in paragraph 2, by the “rules of the
organization”. By not making application of the rules of the organization the only criterion, the
wording of paragraph 2 is intended to leave the possibility open that, in exceptional
circumstances, functions may be considered as given to an organ or agent even if this could not
be said to be based on the rules of the organization.
(9)

Article 5 of the articles on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts

concerns “conduct of persons or entities exercising elements of governmental authority”.81 This
terminology is generally not appropriate for international organizations. One would have to
express in a different way the link that an entity may have with an international organization. It
is however superfluous to put in the present articles an additional provision in order to include
persons or entities in a situation corresponding to the one envisaged in article 5 of the articles on
the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts. The term “agent” is given in
subparagraph (c) of article 2 a wide meaning that adequately covers these persons or entities.
(10) A similar conclusion may be reached with regard to the persons or groups of persons
referred to in article 8 of the articles on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful
acts.82 This provision concerns persons or groups of persons acting in fact on the instructions, or
under the direction or control, of a State. Should instead persons or groups of persons act under
80
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the instructions, or the direction or control, of an international organization, they would have to
be regarded as agents according to the definition given in subparagraph (c) of article 2. As was
noted above in paragraph (8) of the present commentary, in exceptional cases, a person or entity
would be considered, for the purpose of attribution of conduct, as entrusted with functions of the
organization, even if this was not pursuant to the rules of the organization.
Article 6
Conduct of organs or agents placed at the disposal of an international
organization by a State or another international organization
The conduct of an organ of a State or an organ or agent of an international
organization that is placed at the disposal of another international organization shall be
considered under international law an act of the latter organization if the organization
exercises effective control over that conduct.
Commentary
(1)

When an organ of a State is placed at the disposal of an international organization, the

organ may be fully seconded to that organization. In this case the organ’s conduct would clearly
be attributable only to the receiving organization. The same consequence would apply when an
organ or agent of one international organization is fully seconded to another organization. In
these cases, the general rule set out in article 5 would apply. Article 6 deals with the different
situation in which the lent organ or agent still acts to a certain extent as organ of the lending
State or as organ or agent of the lending organization. This occurs for instance in the case of
military contingents that a State places at the disposal of the United Nations for a peacekeeping
operation, since the State retains disciplinary powers and criminal jurisdiction over the members
of the national contingent.83 In this situation the problem arises whether a specific conduct of the
lent organ or agent is to be attributed to the receiving organization or to the lending State or
organization.
(2)

The lending State or organization may conclude an agreement with the receiving

organization over placing an organ or agent at the latter organization’s disposal. The agreement
may state which State or organization would be responsible for conduct of that organ or agent.
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For example, according to the model contribution agreement relating to military contingents
placed at the disposal of the United Nations by one of its Member States, the United Nations is
regarded as liable towards third parties, but has a right of recovery from the contributing State
under circumstances such as “loss, damage, death or injury [arising] from gross negligence or
wilful misconduct of the personnel provided by the Government”.84 The agreement appears to
deal only with distribution of responsibility and not with attribution of conduct. At any event,
this type of agreement is not conclusive because it governs only the relations between the
contributing State or organization and the receiving organization and could thus not have the
effect of depriving a third party of any right that that party may have towards the State or
organization which is responsible under the general rules.
(3)

The criterion for attribution of conduct either to the contributing State or organization or to

the receiving organization is based according to article 6 on the factual control that is exercised
over the specific conduct taken by the organ or agent placed at the receiving organization’s
disposal. Article 6 of the articles on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful
acts85 takes a similar approach, although it is differently worded. According to the latter article,
what is relevant is that “the organ is acting in the exercise of elements of the governmental
authority of the State at whose disposal it is placed”. However, the commentary on article 6 on
the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts explains that, for conduct to be
attributed to the receiving State, it must be “under its exclusive direction and control, rather than
on instructions from the sending State”.86 At any event, the wording of article 6 cannot be
replicated here, because the reference to “the exercise of elements of governmental authority” is
unsuitable to international organizations.
(4)

With regard to States, the existence of control has been mainly discussed in relation to the

question whether conduct of persons or of groups of persons, especially irregular armed forces,
is attributable to a State.87 In the context of the placing of an organ or agent at the disposal of an
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international organization, control plays a different role. It does not concern the issue whether a
certain conduct is attributable at all to a State or an international organization, but rather to which
entity - the contributing State or organization or the receiving organization - conduct is
attributable.
(5)

The United Nations assumes that in principle it has exclusive control of the deployment of

national contingents in a peacekeeping force. This premise led the United Nations Legal Counsel
to state:
“As a subsidiary organ of the United Nations, an act of a peacekeeping force is, in
principle, imputable to the Organization, and if committed in violation of an international
obligation entails the international responsibility of the Organization and its liability in
compensation.”88
This statement sums up United Nations practice relating to the United Nations Operation in the
Congo (ONUC),89 the United Nations Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP)90 and later
peacekeeping forces.91
(6)

Practice relating to peacekeeping forces is particularly significant in the present context

because of the control that the contributing State retains over disciplinary and criminal matters.92
This may have consequences with regard to attribution of conduct. For instance, the Office of
Legal Affairs of the United Nations took the following line with regard to compliance with
obligations under the 1973 Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna and Flora:93
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“Since the Convention places the responsibility for enforcing its provisions on the States
parties and since the troop-contributing States retain jurisdiction over the criminal acts of
their military personnel, the responsibility for enforcing the provisions of the Convention
rests with those troop-contributing States which are parties to the Convention.”94
Attribution of conduct to the contributing State is clearly linked with the retention of some
powers by that State over its national contingent and thus on the control that the State possesses
in the relevant respect.
(7)

As has been held by several scholars,95 when an organ or agent is placed at the disposal of

an international organization, the decisive question in relation to attribution of a given conduct
appears to be who has effective control over the conduct in question. For instance, it would be
difficult to attribute to the United Nations conduct of forces in circumstances such as those
described in the report of the commission of inquiry which was established in order to
investigate armed attacks on UNOSOM II personnel:
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“The Force Commander of UNOSOM II was not in effective control of several national
contingents which, in varying degrees, persisted in seeking orders from their home
authorities before executing orders of the Forces Command. Many major operations
undertaken under the United Nations flag and in the context of UNOSOM’s mandate were
totally outside the command and control of the United Nations, even though the
repercussions impacted crucially on the mission of UNOSOM and the safety of its
personnel.”96
(8)

The United Nations Secretary-General held that the criterion of the “degree of effective

control” was decisive with regard to joint operations:
“The international responsibility of the United Nations for combat-related activities of
United Nations forces is premised on the assumption that the operation in question is under
the exclusive command and control of the United Nations [...] In joint operations,
international responsibility for the conduct of the troops lies where operational command
and control is vested according to the arrangements establishing the modalities of
cooperation between the State or States providing the troops and the United Nations. In the
absence of formal arrangements between the United Nations and the State or States
providing troops, responsibility would be determined in each and every case according to
the degree of effective control exercised by either party in the conduct of the operation.”97
What has been held with regard to joint operations, such as those involving UNOSOM II and the
Quick Reaction Force in Somalia, should also apply to peacekeeping operations, insofar as it is
possible to distinguish in their regard areas of effective control respectively pertaining to the
United Nations and the contributing State. While it is understandable that, for the sake of
efficiency of military operations, the United Nations insists on claiming exclusive command and
control over peacekeeping forces, attribution of conduct should also in this regard be based on a
factual criterion.
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(9)

The European Court of Human Rights considered, first in Behrami and Behrami v. France

and Saramati v. France, Germany and Norway,98 its jurisdiction ratione personae in relation to
the conduct of forces placed in Kosovo at the disposal of the United Nations (United Nations
Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK)) or authorized by the United Nations
(Kosovo Force (KFOR)). The Court referred to the current work of the International Law
Commission and in particular to the criterion of “effective control” that had been provisionally
adopted by the Commission. While not formulating any criticism to this criterion, the Court
considered that the decisive factor was whether “the United Nations Security Council retained
ultimate authority and control so that operational command only was delegated”.99 While
acknowledging “the effectiveness or unity of NATO command in operational matters”
concerning KFOR,100 the Court noted that the presence of KFOR in Kosovo was based on a
resolution adopted by the Security Council and concluded that “KFOR was exercising lawfully
delegated Chapter VII powers of the UNSC so that the impugned action was, in principle,
‘attributable’ to the UN within the meaning of the word outlined [in article 4 of the present
articles]”.101 One may note that, when applying the criterion of effective control, “operational”
control would seem more significant than “ultimate” control, since the latter hardly implies a role
in the act in question.102 It is therefore not surprising that in his report of June 2008 on the
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United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo, the United Nations
Secretary-General distanced himself from the latter criterion and stated: “It is understood that the
international responsibility of the United Nations will be limited in the extent of its effective
operational control.”103
(10) In Kasumaj v. Greece104 and Gajić v. Germany105 the European Court of Human Rights
reiterated its view concerning the attribution to the United Nations of conduct taken by national
contingents allocated to KFOR. Likewise in Berić and others v. Bosnia and Herzegovina106 the
same Court quoted verbatim and at length its previous decision in Behrami and Saramati when
reaching the conclusion that also the conduct of the High Representative in Bosnia and
Herzegovina had to be attributed to the United Nations.
(11) Also the decision of the House of Lords in Al-Jedda107 contained ample references to the
current work of the Commission. One of the majority opinions stated that “[i]t was common
ground between the parties that the governing principle [was] that expressed by the International
Law Commission in article [6] of its draft articles on Responsibility of International
Organizations”.108 The House of Lords was confronted with a claim arising from the detention of
a person by British troops in Iraq. In its resolution 1546 (2004) the Security Council had
previously authorized the presence of the multinational force in that country. The majority
opinions appeared to endorse the views expressed by the European Court of Human Rights in
Behrami and Saramati, but distinguished the facts of the case and concluded that it could not
“realistically be said that US and UK forces were under the effective command and control of
the UN, or that UK forces were under such command and control when they detained the
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appellant”.109 This conclusion appears to be in line with the way in which the criterion of
effective control was intended.
(12) The same could be said of the approach taken by a judgment of the District Court of
The Hague concerning the attribution of the conduct of the Dutch contingent in the
United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) in relation to the massacre in Srebrenica. This
judgment contained only a general reference to the Commission’s articles.110 The Court found
that “the reprehended acts of Dutchbat should be assessed as those of an UNPROFOR
contingent” and that “these acts and omissions should be attributed strictly, as a matter of
principle, to the United Nations”.111 The Court then considered that if “Dutchbat was instructed
by the Dutch authorities to ignore UN orders or to go against them, and Dutchbat behaved in
accordance with this instruction from the Netherlands, this constitutes a violation of the factual
basis on which the attribution to the UN rests.”112 The Court did not find that there was sufficient
evidence for reaching such a conclusion.
(13) The principles applicable to peacekeeping forces may be extended to other State organs
placed at the disposal of the United Nations, such as disaster relief units, about which the
United Nations Secretary-General wrote:
“If the disaster relief unit is itself established by the United Nations, the unit would be a
subsidiary organ of the United Nations. A disaster relief unit of this kind would be similar
in legal status to, for example, the United Nations Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP) [...]”113
(14) Similar conclusions would have to be reached in the rarer case that an international
organization places one of its organs at the disposal of another international organization.
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An example is provided by the Pan American Sanitary Conference, which, as a result of an
agreement between the World Health Organization (WHO) and the Pan American Health
Organization (PAHO), serves “respectively as the Regional Committee and the Regional Office
of the World Health Organization for the Western Hemisphere, within the provisions of the
Constitution of the World Health Organization”.114 The Legal Counsel of WHO noted that:
“On the basis of that arrangement, acts of PAHO and of its staff could engage the
responsibility of WHO.”115
Article 7
Excess of authority or contravention of instructions
The conduct of an organ or an agent of an international organization shall be
considered an act of that organization under international law if the organ or agent acts in
that capacity, even though the conduct exceeds the authority of that organ or agent or
contravenes instructions.
Commentary
(1)

Article 7 deals with ultra vires conduct of organs or agents of an international

organization. This conduct may exceed the competence of the organization.116 It also may be
within the competence of the organization, but exceed the authority of the acting organ or agent.
While the wording only refers to the second case, the first case is also covered because an act
exceeding the competence of the organization necessarily exceeds the organ’s or agent’s
authority.
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Letter of 19 December 2003 from the Legal Counsel of WHO to the United Nations Legal Counsel,
A/CN.4/545, sect. II.H.
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As the International Court of Justice said in its advisory opinion on Legality of the use by a State of nuclear
weapons in armed conflicts:
“[...] international organizations [...] do not, unlike States, possess a general competence. International
organizations are governed by the ‘principle of speciality’, that is to say, they are invested by the States
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(2)

Article 7 has to be read in the context of the other provisions relating to attribution,

especially article 5. It is to be understood that, in accordance with article 5, organs and agents are
persons and entities exercising functions of the organization. Apart from exceptional cases
(paragraph (10) of the commentary on article 5) the rules of the organization, as defined in
article 2, subparagraph (b), will govern the issue whether an organ or agent has authority to
undertake a certain conduct. It is implied that instructions are relevant to the purpose of
attribution of conduct only if they are binding the organ or agent. Also in this regard the rules of
the organization will generally be decisive.
(3)

The wording of article 7 closely follows that of article 7 on the responsibility of States for

internationally wrongful acts.117 The main textual difference is due to the fact that the latter
article takes the wording of articles 4 and 5 on State responsibility into account and thus
considers the ultra vires conduct of “an organ of a State or a person or entity empowered to
exercise elements of governmental authority”, while the present article only needs to be aligned
with article 5 and thus more simply refers to “an organ or an agent of an international
organization”.
(4)

The key element for attribution both in article 7 on the responsibility of States for

internationally wrongful acts and in the present article is the requirement that the organ or agent
acts “in that capacity”. This wording is intended to convey the need for a close link between the
ultra vires conduct and the organ’s or agent’s functions. As was said in the commentary on
article 7 on State responsibility, the text “indicates that the conduct referred to comprises only
the actions and omissions of organs purportedly or apparently carrying out their official
functions, and not the private actions or omissions of individuals who happen to be organs or
agents of the State”.118
(5)

Article 7 only concerns attribution of conduct and does not prejudice the question whether

an ultra vires act is valid or not under the rules of the organization. Even if the act was
considered to be invalid, it may entail the responsibility of the organization. The need to protect
third parties requires attribution not to be limited to acts that are regarded as valid.
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(6)

The possibility of attributing to an international organization acts that an organ takes

ultra vires has been admitted by the International Court of Justice in its advisory opinion on
Certain expenses of the United Nations, in which the Court said:
“If it is agreed that the action in question is within the scope of the functions of the
Organization but it is alleged that it has been initiated or carried out in a manner not in
conformity with the division of functions among the several organs which the Charter
prescribes, one moves to the internal plane, to the internal structure of the Organization. If
the action was taken by the wrong organ, it was irregular as a matter of that internal
structure, but this would not necessarily mean that the expense incurred was not an
expense of the Organization. Both national or international law contemplate cases in which
the body corporate or politic may be bound, as to third parties, by an ultra vires act of an
agent.”119
The fact that the Court considered that the United Nations would have to bear expenses deriving
from ultra vires acts of an organ reflects policy considerations that appear even stronger in
relation to wrongful conduct. Denying attribution of conduct may deprive third parties of all
redress, unless conduct could be attributed to a State or to another organization.
(7)

A distinction between the conduct of organs and officials and that of other agents would

find little justification in view of the limited significance that the distinction carries in the
practice of international organizations.120 The International Court of Justice appears to have
asserted the organization’s responsibility for ultra vires acts also of persons other than officials.
In its advisory opinion on Difference Relating to Immunity from Legal Process of a Special
Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights, the Court stated:
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The Committee on Accountability of International Organizations of the International Law Association suggested
the following rule:
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“[...] it need hardly be said that all agents of the United Nations, in whatever official
capacity they act, must take care not to exceed the scope of their functions, and should so
comport themselves as to avoid claims against the United Nations.”121
One obvious reason why an agent - in this case an expert on mission - should take care not to
exceed the scope of his or her functions also in order to avoid that claims be preferred against the
organization is that the organization could well be held responsible for the agent’s conduct.
(8)

The rule stated in article 7 also finds support in the following statement of the General

Counsel of the International Monetary Fund:
“Attribution may apply even though the official exceeds the authority given to him, he
failed to follow rules or he was negligent. However, acts of an official that were not
performed in his official capacity would not be attributable to the organization.”122
(9)

Practice of international organizations confirms that ultra vires conduct of an organ or

agent is attributable to the organization when that conduct is linked with the organ’s or agent’s
official functions. This appears to underlie the position taken by the Office of Legal Affairs of
the United Nations in a memorandum concerning claims involving off-duty acts of members of
peacekeeping forces:
“United Nations policy in regard to off-duty acts of the members of peacekeeping forces is
that the Organization has no legal or financial liability for death, injury or damage
resulting from such acts [...] We consider the primary factor in determining an ‘off-duty’
situation to be whether the member of a peacekeeping mission was acting in a
non-official/non-operational capacity when the incident occurred and not whether he/she
was in military or civilian attire at the time of the incident or whether the incident occurred
inside or outside the area of operation [...] [W]ith regard to United Nations legal and
financial liability a member of the Force on a state of alert may nonetheless assume an
off-duty status if he/she independently acts in an individual capacity, not attributable to the
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performance of official duties, during that designated ‘state-of-alert’ period. [...] [W]e wish
to note that the factual circumstances of each case vary and, hence, a determination of
whether the status of a member of a peacekeeping mission is on duty or off duty may
depend in part on the particular factors of the case, taking into consideration the opinion of
the Force Commander or Chief of Staff.”123
While the “off-duty” conduct of a member of a national contingent would not be attributed to the
organization,124 the “on-duty” conduct may be so attributed. One would then have to examine in
the case of ultra vires conduct if it related to the functions entrusted to the person concerned.
Article 8
Conduct acknowledged and adopted by an
international organization as its own
Conduct which is not attributable to an international organization under the
preceding articles shall nevertheless be considered an act of that international organization
under international law if and to the extent that the organization acknowledges and adopts
the conduct in question as its own.
Commentary
(1)

Article 8 concerns the case in which an international organization “acknowledges and

adopts” as its own a certain conduct which would not be attributable to that organization under
the preceding articles. Attribution is then based on the attitude taken by the organization with
regard to a certain conduct. The reference to the “extent” reflects the possibility that
acknowledgement and adoption relate only to part of the conduct in question.
(2)

Article 8 mirrors the content of article 11 on the responsibility of States for internationally

wrongful acts,125 which is identically worded but for the reference to a State instead of an
international organization. As the commentary on article 11 explains, attribution can be based on
acknowledgement and adoption of conduct also when that conduct “may not have been
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attributable”.126 In other words, the criterion of attribution now under consideration may be
applied even when it has not been established whether attribution may be effected on the basis of
other criteria.
(3)

In certain instances of practice, relating both to States and to international organizations, it

may not be clear whether what is involved by the acknowledgement is attribution of conduct or
responsibility. This is not altogether certain, for instance, with regard to the following statement
made on behalf of the European Community in the oral pleading before a WTO panel in the case
European Communities - Customs Classification of Certain Computer Equipment. The European
Community declared that it was:
“ready to assume the entire international responsibility for all measures in the area of tariff
concessions, whether the measure complained about has been taken at the EC level or at
the level of Member States”.127
(4)

The question of attribution was clearly addressed by a decision of Trial Chamber II of the

International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia in Prosecutor v. Dragan Nikolić. The
question was raised whether the arrest of the accused was attributable to the Stabilization Force
(SFOR). The Chamber first noted that the ILC articles on State responsibility were “not binding
on States”. It then referred to article 57 and observed that the articles were “primarily directed at
the responsibility of States and not at those of international organizations or entities”.128
However, the Chamber found that, “[p]urely as general legal guidance”, it would “use the
principles laid down in the draft articles insofar as they may be helpful for determining the issue
at hand”.129 This led the Chamber to quote extensively article 11 and the related commentary.130
The Chamber then added:
“The Trial Chamber observes that both Parties use the same and similar criteria of
‘acknowledgement’, ‘adoption’, ‘recognition’, ‘approval’ and ‘ratification’, as used by
126
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the ILC. The question is therefore whether on the basis of the assumed facts SFOR can be
considered to have ‘acknowledged and adopted’ the conduct undertaken by the individuals
‘as its own’.”131
The Chamber concluded that SFOR’s conduct did not “amount to an ‘adoption’ or
‘acknowledgement’ of the illegal conduct ‘as their own’”.132
(5)

No policy reasons appear to militate against applying to international organizations the

criterion for attribution based on acknowledgement and adoption. The question may arise
regarding the competence of the international organization in making that acknowledgement and
adoption, and concerning which organ or agent would be competent to do so. Although the
existence of a specific rule is highly unlikely, the rules of the organization govern also this issue.
CHAPTER III
BREACH OF AN INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATION
(1)

Articles 5 to 8 of the present articles address the question of attribution of conduct to an

international organization. According to article 4, attribution of conduct is one of the
two conditions for an internationally wrongful act of an international organization to arise. The
other condition is that the same conduct “constitutes a breach of an international obligation of
that organization”. This condition is examined in the present Chapter.
(2)

As specified in article 4, conduct of an international organization may consist of “an action

or omission”. An omission constitutes a breach when the international organization is under an
international obligation to take some positive action and fails to do so. A breach may also consist
in an action that is inconsistent with what the international organization is required to do, or not
to do, under international law.
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(3)

To a large extent, the four articles included in the present Chapter correspond, in their

substance and wording, to articles 12 to 15 on the responsibility of States for internationally
wrongful acts.133 Those articles express principles of a general nature that appear to be applicable
to the breach of an international obligation on the part of any subject of international law. There
would thus be little reason to take a different approach in the present articles, although available
practice relating to international organizations is limited with regard to the various issues
addressed in the present Chapter.
Article 9
Existence of a breach of an international obligation
1.
There is a breach of an international obligation by an international organization when
an act of that international organization is not in conformity with what is required of it by
that obligation, regardless of its origin and character.
2.
Paragraph 1 includes the breach of an international obligation that may arise under
the rules of the organization.
Commentary
(1)

The wording of paragraph 1 corresponds to that of article 12 on the responsibility of States

for internationally wrongful acts,134 with the replacement of the term “State” with “international
organization”.
(2)

As in the case of State responsibility, the term “international obligation” means an

obligation under international law “regardless of its origin”. As mentioned in the commentary on
article 12 on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts,135 this is intended to
convey that the international obligation “may be established by a customary rule of
international law, by a treaty or by a general principle applicable within the international legal
order”.
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(3)

An international obligation may be owed by an international organization to the

international community as a whole, one or several States, whether members or non-members,
another international organization or other international organizations and any other subject of
international law.
(4)

For an international organization most obligations are likely to arise from the rules of the

organization, which are defined in article 2, subparagraph (b), of the present articles as meaning
“in particular, the constituent instruments, decisions, resolutions and other acts of the
organization adopted in accordance with those instruments, and established practice of the
organization”. While it may seem superfluous to state that obligations arising from the
constituent instruments or binding acts that are based on those instruments are indeed
international obligations, the practical importance of obligations under the rules of the
organization makes it preferable to dispel any doubt that breaches of these obligations are also
covered by the present articles. The wording in paragraph 2 is intended to include any
international obligation that may arise from the rules of the organization.
(5)

The question may be raised whether all the obligations arising from rules of the

organization are to be considered as international obligations. The legal nature of the rules of the
organization is to some extent controversial. Many consider that the rules of treaty-based
organizations are part of international law.136 Some authors have held that, although international
organizations are established by treaties or other instruments governed by international law, the
internal law of the organization, once it has come into existence, does not form part of
international law.137 Another view, which finds support in practice,138 is that international
136
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organizations that have achieved a high degree of integration are a special case. A further view,
which was shared by some members of the Commission, would draw a distinction according to
the source and subject matter of the rules of the organization, and exclude, for instance, certain
administrative regulations from the domain of international law.
(6)

Although the question of the legal nature of the rules of the organization is far from

theoretical for the purposes of the present article, since it affects the applicability of the
principles of international law with regard to responsibility for breaches of certain obligations
arising from rules of the organization, paragraph 2 does not attempt to express a clear-cut view
on the issue. It simply intends to say that, to the extent that an obligation arising from the rules of
the organization has to be regarded as an obligation under international law, the principles
expressed in the present article apply.
(7)

Rules of an organization may prescribe specific treatment of breaches of international

obligations, also with regard to the question of the existence of a breach. This does not need to
be stated in article 9, because it could be adequately covered by a general provision (art. 63),
which points to the possible existence of special rules on any of the matters covered by the
present articles. These special rules do not necessarily prevail over principles set out in the
present articles.139 For instance, with regard to the existence of a breach of an international
obligation, a special rule of the organization would not affect breaches of obligations that an
international organization may owe to a non-member State. Nor would special rules affect
obligations arising from a higher source, irrespective of the identity of the subject to whom the
international organization owes the obligation.

“By contrast with ordinary treaties, the EEC Treaty has created its own legal system which, on the entry into
force of the Treaty, became an integral part of the legal systems of the member States and which their courts
are bound to apply. By creating a Community of unlimited duration, having its own institutions, its own
personality, its own legal capacity and capacity of representation on the international plane and, more
particularly, real powers stemming from a limitation of sovereignty or a transfer of powers from the States to
the Community, the member States have limited their sovereign rights, albeit within limited fields, and have
thus created a body of law which binds both their nationals and themselves.”
Case 6/64, Judgment of 15 July 1964, European Court of Justice Reports, 1964, p. 1127 at pp. 1158-1159 (French
edition).
139

The International Law Association stated in this regard: “The characterization of an act of an international
organization as internationally wrongful is governed by international law. Such characterization is not affected by
the characterization of the same act as lawful by the international organization’s internal legal order.” Report of the
Seventy-First Conference, Berlin (2004), p. 200. This paragraph appears to start from the assumption that the rules
of the international organization in question are not part of international law.
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(8)

As explained in the commentary on article 12 on the responsibility of States for

internationally wrongful acts,140 the reference in paragraph 1 to the character of the obligation
concerns the “various classifications of international obligations”.
(9)

Obligations existing for an international organization may relate in a variety of ways to

conduct of its member States or international organizations. For instance, an international
organization may have acquired an obligation to prevent its member States from carrying out a
certain conduct. In this case, the conduct of member States would not per se involve a breach of
the obligation. The breach would consist in the failure, on the part of the international
organization, to comply with its obligation of prevention. Another possible combination of the
conduct of an international organization with that of its member States occurs when the
organization is under an obligation to achieve a certain result, irrespective of whether the
necessary conduct will be taken by the organization itself or by one or more of its member
States. This combination was acknowledged by the European Court of Justice in one of the cases
Parliament v. Council, concerning a treaty establishing cooperation that was concluded by the
European Community and its member States, on the one side, and several non-member States, on
the other side. The Court found that:
“In those circumstances, in the absence of derogations expressly laid down in the
Convention, the Community and its Member States as partners of the ACP States are
jointly liable to those latter States for the fulfilment of every obligation arising from the
commitments undertaken, including those relating to financial assistance.”141
Article 10
International obligation in force for an international organization
An act of an international organization does not constitute a breach of an
international obligation unless the international organization is bound by the obligation in
question at the time the act occurs.
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Commentary
Given the fact that no specific issue appears to affect the application to international
organizations of the principle expressed in article 13 on the responsibility of States for
internationally wrongful acts,142 the term “State” is simply replaced by “international
organization” in the title and text of the present article.
Article 11
Extension in time of the breach of an international obligation
1.
The breach of an international obligation by an act of an international organization
not having a continuing character occurs at the moment when the act is performed, even if
its effects continue.
2.
The breach of an international obligation by an act of an international organization
having a continuing character extends over the entire period during which the act continues
and remains not in conformity with the international obligation.
3.
The breach of an international obligation requiring an international organization to
prevent a given event occurs when the event occurs and extends over the entire period
during which the event continues and remains not in conformity with that obligation.
Commentary
Similar considerations to those made in the commentary on article 10 apply in the case of
the present article. The text corresponds to that of article 14 on the responsibility of States for
internationally wrongful acts,143 with the replacement of the term “State” with “international
organization”.
Article 12
Breach consisting of a composite act
1.
The breach of an international obligation by an international organization through a
series of actions and omissions defined in aggregate as wrongful, occurs when the action or
omission occurs which, taken with the other actions or omissions, is sufficient to constitute
the wrongful act.
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2.
In such a case, the breach extends over the entire period starting with the first of the
actions or omissions of the series and lasts for as long as these actions or omissions are
repeated and remain not in conformity with the international obligation.
Commentary
The observation made in the commentary on article 10 also applies with regard to the
present article. This corresponds to article 15 on the responsibility of States for internationally
wrongful acts,144 with the replacement of the term “State” with “international organization” in
paragraph 1.
CHAPTER IV
RESPONSIBILITY OF AN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION IN
CONNECTION WITH THE ACT OF A STATE OR ANOTHER
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
(1)

Articles 16 to 18 on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts145 cover

the cases in which a State aids or assists, directs and controls, or coerces another State in the
commission of an internationally wrongful act. Parallel situations could be envisaged with regard
to international organizations. For instance, an international organization may aid or assist a
State or another international organization in the commission of an internationally wrongful act.
For the purposes of international responsibility, there would be no reason for distinguishing the
case of an international organization aiding or assisting a State or another international
organization from that of a State aiding or assisting another State. Thus, even if available
practice with regard to international organizations is limited, there is some justification for
including in the present articles provisions that are parallel to articles 16 to 18 on the
responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts.
(2)

The pertinent provisions on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts are

based on the premise that aid or assistance, direction and control, and coercion do not affect
attribution of conduct to the State which is aided or assisted, under the direction or control, or
under coercion. It is that State which commits an internationally wrongful act, although in the
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case of coercion wrongfulness could be excluded, while the other State is held responsible not
for having actually committed the wrongful act but for its causal contribution to the commission
of the act.
(3)

The relations between an international organization and its member States or international

organizations may allow the former organization to influence the conduct of members also in
cases that are not envisaged in articles 16 to 18 on the responsibility of States for internationally
wrongful acts. Some international organizations have the power to take decisions binding their
members, while most organizations may only influence their members’ conduct through
non-binding acts. The consequences that this type of relation, which does not have a parallel in
the relations between States, may entail with regard to an international organization’s
responsibility will also be examined in the present Chapter.
(4)

The question of an international organization’s international responsibility in connection

with the act of a State has been discussed in several cases before international tribunals or other
bodies, but has not been examined by those tribunals or bodies because of lack of jurisdiction
ratione personae. Reference should be made in particular to the following cases: M. & Co. v.
Germany146 before the European Commission of Human Rights; Cantoni v. France,147
Matthews v. United Kingdom,148 Senator Lines v. Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the
United Kingdom,149 and Bosphorus Hava Yollari Turizm ve Ticaret AS v. Ireland150 before the
European Court of Human Rights; and H.v.d.P. v. Netherlands151 before the Human Rights
Committee. In the latter case, a communication concerning the conduct of the European Patent
Office was held to be inadmissible, because that conduct could not,
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“in any way, be construed as coming within the jurisdiction of the Netherlands or of any
other State party to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the
Optional Protocol thereto”.152
Article 13
Aid or assistance in the commission of an internationally wrongful act
An international organization which aids or assists a State or another international
organization in the commission of an internationally wrongful act by the State or the latter
organization is internationally responsible for doing so if:
(a) That organization does so with knowledge of the circumstances of the
internationally wrongful act; and
(b)

The act would be internationally wrongful if committed by that organization.
Commentary

The application to an international organization of a provision corresponding to article 16
on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts153 is not problematic.154 The
present article only introduces a few changes: the reference to the case in which a State aids or
assists another State has been modified in order to refer to an international organization aiding or
assisting a State or another international organization; in consequence, certain changes have been
made in the rest of the text.
Article 14
Direction and control exercised over the commission
of an internationally wrongful act
An international organization which directs and controls a State or another
international organization in the commission of an internationally wrongful act by the State
or the latter organization is internationally responsible for that act if:
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(a) That organization does so with knowledge of the circumstances of the
internationally wrongful act; and
(b)

The act would be internationally wrongful if committed by that organization.
Commentary

(1)

The text of article 14 corresponds to article 17 on the responsibility of States for

internationally wrongful acts,155 with changes similar to those explained in the commentary on
article 13 of the present articles. Thus, the reference to the directing and controlling State has
been replaced by that to an international organization which directs and controls; moreover, the
term “State” has been replaced with “State or another international organization” in the reference
to the entity which is directed and controlled.
(2)

If one assumes that the Kosovo Force [KFOR] is an international organization, an example

of two international organizations allegedly exercising direction and control in the commission
of a wrongful act may be taken from the French Government’s preliminary objections in Legality
of Use of Force (Yugoslavia v. France) before the International Court of Justice, when the
French Government argued that:
“NATO is responsible for the ‘direction’ of KFOR and the United Nations for ‘control’
of it.”156
A joint exercise of direction and control was probably envisaged.
(3)

In the relations between an international organization and its member States and

international organizations the concept of “direction and control” could conceivably be extended
so as to encompass cases in which an international organization takes a decision binding its
members. The commentary on article 17 on the responsibility of States for internationally
wrongful acts explains that “Article 17 is limited to cases where a dominant State actually directs
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and controls conduct which is a breach of an international obligation of the dependent State”,157
that “the term ‘controls’ refers to cases of domination over the commission of wrongful conduct
and not simply the exercise of oversight, still less mere influence or concern”,158 and that “the
word ‘directs’ does not encompass mere incitement or suggestion but rather connotes actual
direction of an operative kind”.159 If one interprets the provision in the light of the passages
quoted above, the adoption of a binding decision on the part of an international organization
could constitute, under certain circumstances, a form of direction or control in the commission of
an internationally wrongful act. The assumption is that the State or international organization
which is the addressee of the decision is not given discretion to carry out conduct that, while
complying with the decision, would not constitute an internationally wrongful act.
(4)

If the adoption of a binding decision were to be regarded as a form of direction and control

within the purview of the present article, this provision would overlap with article 16 of the
present articles. The overlap would only be partial: it is sufficient to point out that article 16 also
covers the case where a binding decision requires a member State or international organization to
commit an act which is not unlawful for that State or international organization. In any case, the
possible overlap between articles 14 and 16 would not create any inconsistency, since both
provisions assert, albeit under different conditions, the international responsibility of the
international organization which has taken a decision binding its member States or international
organizations.
Article 15
Coercion of a State or another international organization
An international organization which coerces a State or another international
organization to commit an act is internationally responsible for that act if:
(a) The act would, but for the coercion, be an internationally wrongful act of the
coerced State or international organization; and
(b) The coercing international organization does so with knowledge of the
circumstances of the act.
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Commentary
(1)

The text of the present article corresponds to article 18 on the responsibility of States for

internationally wrongful acts,160 with changes similar to those explained in the commentary on
article 13 of the present articles. The reference to a coercing State has been replaced with that to
an international organization; moreover, the coerced entity is not necessarily a State, but could
also be an international organization. Also the title has been modified from “Coercion of another
State” to “Coercion of a State or another international organization”.
(2)

In the relations between an international organization and its member States or

international organizations, a binding decision by an international organization could give rise to
coercion only under exceptional circumstances. The commentary on article 18 on the
responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts stresses that:
“Coercion for the purpose of article 18 has the same essential character as force majeure
under article 23. Nothing less than conduct which forces the will of the coerced State
will suffice, giving it no effective choice but to comply with the wishes of the coercing
State.”161
(3)

Should nevertheless an international organization be considered as coercing a member

State or international organization when it adopts a binding decision, there could be an overlap
between the present article and article 16. The overlap would only be partial, given the different
conditions set by the two provisions, and especially the fact that according to article 16 the act
committed by the member State or international organization need not be unlawful for that State
or that organization. To the extent that there would be an overlap, an international organization
could be regarded as responsible under either article 15 or article 16. This would not give rise to
any inconsistency.
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Article 16
Decisions, authorizations and recommendations addressed to
member States and international organizations
1.
An international organization incurs international responsibility if it adopts a
decision binding a member State or international organization to commit an act that would
be internationally wrongful if committed by the former organization and would circumvent
an international obligation of the former organization.
2.

An international organization incurs international responsibility if:

(a) It authorizes a member State or international organization to commit an act that
would be internationally wrongful if committed by the former organization and would
circumvent an international obligation of the former organization, or recommends that a
member State or international organization commit such an act; and
(b) That State or international organization commits the act in question because of
that authorization or recommendation.
3.
Paragraphs 1 and 2 apply whether or not the act in question is internationally
wrongful for the member State or international organization to which the decision,
authorization or recommendation is directed.
Commentary
(1)

The fact that an international organization is a subject of international law distinct from its

members opens up the possibility for the organization to try to influence its members in order to
achieve through them a result that the organization could not lawfully achieve directly, and thus
circumvent one of its international obligations. As was noted by the delegation of Austria during
the debates in the Sixth Committee:
“[...] an international organization should not be allowed to escape responsibility by
‘outsourcing’ its actors.”162
(2)

The Legal Counsel of WIPO considered the case of an international organization requiring

a member State to commit an internationally unlawful act, and wrote:
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“[...] in the event a certain conduct, which a member State takes in compliance with a
request on the part of an international organization, appears to be in breach of an
international obligation both of that State and of that organization, then the organization
should also be regarded as responsible under international law.”163
(3)

The opportunity for circumvention is likely to be higher when the conduct of the member

State or international organization would not be in breach of an international obligation, for
instance because the circumventing international organization is bound by a treaty with a
non-member State and the same treaty does not produce effects for the organization’s members.
(4)

The existence on the part of the international organization of a specific intention of

circumventing is not required. Thus, when an international organization requests its members to
carry out a certain conduct, the fact that the organization circumvents one of its international
obligations may be inferred from the circumstances.
(5)

In the case of a binding decision paragraph 1 does not stipulate as a precondition, for the

international responsibility of an international organization to arise, that the required act be
committed by member States or international organizations. Since compliance by members with
a binding decision is to be expected, the likelihood of a third party being injured would then be
high. It appears therefore preferable to hold the organization already responsible and thus allow
the third party that would be injured to seek a remedy even before the act is committed.
Moreover, if international responsibility arises at the time of the taking of the decision, the
international organization would have to refrain from placing its members in the uncomfortable
position of either infringing their obligations under the decision or causing the international
responsibility of the international organization, as well as possibly incurring their own
responsibility.
(6)

A member State or international organization may be given discretion with regard to

implementation of a binding decision adopted by an international organization. In its judgment
on the merits in Bosphorus Hava Yollari Turizm ve Ticaret AS v. Ireland, the European Court of
Human Rights considered conduct that member States of the European Community take when
implementing binding EC acts and observed:
163
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“[…] [A] State would be fully responsible under the Convention for all acts falling outside
its strict international legal obligations […] [N]umerous Convention cases […] confirm
this. Each case (in particular, Cantoni at para. 26) concerned a review by this Court of the
exercise of State discretion for which Community law provided.”164
(7)

Paragraph 1 assumes that compliance with the binding decision of the international

organization necessarily entails circumvention of one of its international obligations. As was
noted in a statement in the Sixth Committee by the delegation of Denmark on behalf of the
five Nordic countries:
“[...] it appeared essential to find the point where the member State could be said to have
so little ‘room for manoeuvre’ that it would seem unreasonable to make it solely
responsible for certain conduct.”165
Should on the contrary the decision allow the member State or international organization some
discretion to take an alternative course which does not imply circumvention, responsibility
would arise for the international organization that has taken the decision only if circumvention
actually occurs, as stated in paragraph 2.
(8)

Paragraph 2 covers the case in which an international organization circumvents one of its

international obligations by authorizing a member State or international organization to commit a
certain act or by recommending to a member State or international organization the commission
of such an act. The effects of authorizations and recommendations may differ, especially
according to the organization concerned. The reference to these two types of acts is intended to
cover all non-binding acts of an international organization that are susceptible of influencing the
conduct of member States or international organizations.
(9)

For international responsibility to arise, the first condition in paragraph 2 is that the

international organization recommends or authorizes an act that would be wrongful for that
organization and moreover would allow it to circumvent one of its international obligations.
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Since the authorization or recommendation in question is not binding, and may not prompt any
conduct which conforms to the authorization or recommendation, a further condition laid out in
paragraph 2 is that, as specified in subparagraph (a), the act which is authorized or recommended
is actually committed.
(10) Moreover, as specified in subparagraph (b), the act in question has to be committed
“because of that authorization or recommendation”. This condition requires a contextual analysis
of the role that the authorization or recommendation actually plays in determining the conduct of
the member State or international organization.
(11) For the purposes of establishing responsibility, reliance on the authorization or
recommendation should not be unreasonable. The responsibility of the authorizing or
recommending international organization cannot arise if, for instance, the authorization or
recommendation is outdated and not intended to apply to the current circumstances, because of
the substantial changes that have intervened since the adoption.
(12) While the authorizing or recommending international organization would be responsible if
it requested, albeit implicitly, the commission of an act that would represent a circumvention of
one of its obligations, that organization would clearly not be responsible for any other breach
that the member State or international organization to which the authorization or
recommendation is addressed might commit. To that extent, the following statement contained in
a letter addressed on 11 November 1996 by the United Nations Secretary-General to the
Prime Minister of Rwanda appears accurate:
“[...] insofar as ‘Opération Turquoise’ is concerned, although that operation was
‘authorized’ by the Security Council, the operation itself was under national command and
control and was not a United Nations operation. The United Nations is, therefore, not
internationally responsible for acts and omissions that might be attributable to ‘Opération
Turquoise’.”166
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(13) Paragraph 3 makes it clear that, unlike articles 13 to 15, the present article does not base
the international responsibility of the international organization that takes a binding decision, or
authorizes or recommends, on the unlawfulness of the conduct of the member State or
international organization to which the decision, authorization or recommendation is addressed.
As was noted in the commentaries on present articles 14 and 15, when the conduct is unlawful
and other conditions are fulfilled, there is the possibility of an overlap between the cases covered
in those provisions and those to which article 16 applies. However, the consequence would only
be the existence of alternative bases for holding an international organization responsible.
Article 17
Responsibility of an international organization member
of another international organization
Without prejudice to articles 13 to 16, the international responsibility of an
international organization that is a member of another international organization also arises
in relation to an act of the latter under the conditions set out in articles 60 and 61 for States
that are members of an international organization.
Commentary
(1)

This article is “without prejudice to articles 13 to 16” because the international

responsibility of an international organization that is a member of another international
organization may arise also in the cases that are envisaged in those articles. For instance, when
an organization aids or assists another organization in the commission of an internationally
wrongful act, the former organization may be a member of the latter.
(2)

The responsibility of an international organization that is a member of another international

organization may arise under additional circumstances that specifically pertain to members.
Although there is no known practice relating to the responsibility of international organizations
as members of another international organization, there is no reason for distinguishing the
position of international organizations as members of another international organization from
that of States members of the same international organization. Since there is significant practice
relating to the responsibility of member States, it seems preferable to make in the present article
simply a reference to articles 60 and 61 and the related commentaries, which examine the
conditions under which responsibility arises for a member State.
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Article 18
Effect of this chapter
This chapter is without prejudice to the international responsibility of the State or
international organization which commits the act in question, or of any other State or
international organization.
Commentary
The present article is a “without prejudice” clause relating to the whole chapter. It
corresponds in part to article 19 on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful
acts.167 The latter provision intends to leave unprejudiced “the international responsibility, under
other provisions of these articles, of the State which commits the act in question, or of any other
State”. References to international organizations have been added in the present article.
Moreover, since the international responsibility of States committing a wrongful act is covered
by the articles on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts and not by the
present articles, the wording of the clause has been made more general.
CHAPTER V
CIRCUMSTANCES PRECLUDING WRONGFULNESS
(1)

Under the heading “Circumstances precluding wrongfulness” articles 20 to 27 on

responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts168 consider a series of circumstances
that are different in nature but are brought together by their common effect. This is to preclude
wrongfulness of conduct that would otherwise be in breach of an international obligation. As the
commentary to the introduction to the relevant chapter explains,169 these circumstances apply to
any internationally wrongful act, whatever the source of the obligation; they do not annul or
terminate the obligation, but provide a justification or excuse for non-performance.
(2)

Also with regard to circumstances precluding wrongfulness, available practice relating to

international organizations is limited. Moreover, certain circumstances are unlikely to occur in
relation to some, or even most, international organizations. However, there would be little reason
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for holding that circumstances precluding wrongfulness of the conduct of States could not be
relevant also for international organizations: that, for instance, only States could invoke
force majeure. This does not imply that there should be a presumption that the conditions under
which an organization may invoke a certain circumstance precluding wrongfulness are the same
as those applicable to States.
Article 19
Consent
Valid consent by a State or an international organization to the commission of a
given act by another international organization precludes the wrongfulness of that act in
relation to that State or the former organization to the extent that the act remains within the
limits of that consent.
Commentary
(1)

The present article corresponds to article 20 on the responsibility of States for

internationally wrongful acts.170 As the commentary explains,171 this article “reflects the basic
international law principle of consent”. It concerns “consent in relation to a particular situation or
a particular course of conduct”, as distinguished from “consent in relation to the underlying
obligation itself”.172
(2)

Like States, international organizations perform several functions which would give rise to

international responsibility were they not consented to by a State or another international
organization. What is generally relevant is consent by the State on whose territory the
organization’s conduct takes place. Also with regard to international organizations, consent
could affect the underlying obligation, or concern only a particular situation or a particular
course of conduct.
(3)

As an example of consent that renders a specific conduct on the part of an international

organization lawful, one could give that of a State allowing an investigation to be carried out on
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its territory by a commission of inquiry set up by the United Nations Security Council.173
Another example is consent by a State to the verification of the electoral process by an
international organization.174 A further, and specific, example is consent to the deployment of the
Aceh Monitoring Mission in Indonesia, following an invitation addressed in July 2005 by the
Government of Indonesia to the European Union and seven contributing States.175
(4)

Consent dispensing with the performance of an obligation in a particular case must be

“valid”. This term refers to matters “addressed by international law rules outside the framework
of State responsibility”,176 such as whether the agent or person who gave the consent was
authorized to do so on behalf of the State or international organization, or whether the consent
was vitiated by coercion or some other factor. The requirement that consent does not affect
compliance with peremptory norms is stated in article 25. This is a general provision covering all
the circumstances precluding wrongfulness.
(5)

The present article is based on article 20 on the responsibility of States for internationally

wrongful acts. The only textual changes consist in the addition of a reference to an “international
organization” with regard to the entity giving consent and the replacement of the term “State”
with “international organization” with regard to the entity to which consent is given.
Article 20
Self-defence
The wrongfulness of an act of an international organization is precluded if and
to the extent that the act constitutes a lawful measure of self-defence under international
law.
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Commentary
(1)

According to the commentary on the corresponding article (art. 21) on the responsibility of

States for internationally wrongful acts, that article concerns “self-defence as an exception to the
prohibition against the use of force”.177 The reference in that article to the “lawful” character of
the measure of self-defence is explained as follows:
“[...] the term ‘lawful’ implies that the action taken respects those obligations of total
restraint applicable in international armed conflict, as well as compliance with the
requirements of proportionality and of necessity inherent in the notion of self-defence.
Article 21 simply reflects the basic principle for the purposes of Chapter V, leaving
questions of the extent and application of self-defence to the applicable primary rules
referred to in the Charter.”178
(2)

For reasons of coherency, the concept of self-defence which has thus been elaborated with

regard to States should be used also with regard to international organizations, although it is
likely to be relevant for precluding wrongfulness only of acts of a small number of organizations,
such as those administering a territory or deploying an armed force.
(3)

In the practice relating to United Nations forces, the term “self-defence” has often been

used in a different sense, with regard to situations other than those contemplated in Article 51 of
the United Nations Charter. References to “self-defence” have been made also in relation to the
“defence of the mission”.179 For instance, in relation to the United Nations Protection Force
(UNPROFOR), a memorandum of the Legal Bureau of the Canadian Department of Foreign
Affairs and International Trade held that:
“‘self-defence’ could well include the defence of the safe areas and the civilian population
in those areas”.180
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While these references to “self-defence” confirm that self-defence represents a circumstance
precluding wrongfulness of conduct by an international organization, the term is given a
meaning that encompasses cases other than those in which a State or an international
organization responds to an armed attack by a State. At any event, the question of the extent
to which United Nations forces are entitled to resort to force depends on the primary rules
concerning the scope of the mission and need not be discussed here.
(4)

Also the conditions under which an international organization may resort to self-defence

pertain to the primary rules and need not be examined in the present context. One of the issues
relates to the invocability of collective self-defence on the part of an international organization
when one of its member States is the object of an armed attack and the international organization
has the power to act in collective self-defence.181
(5)

In view of the fact that international organizations are not members of the United Nations,

the reference to the Charter of the United Nations in article 21 on the responsibility of States for
internationally wrongful acts has been replaced here with a reference to international law.
Article 21
Countermeasures
1.
Subject to paragraph 2, the wrongfulness of an act of an international organization
not in conformity with an international obligation towards a State or another international
organization is precluded if and to the extent that the act constitutes a countermeasure
taken in accordance with the substantive and procedural conditions required by
international law, including those set forth in Chapter II of Part IV for countermeasures
taken against another international organization.
2.
An international organization may not take countermeasures against a responsible
member State or international organization under the conditions referred to in paragraph 1
unless:
(a)

The countermeasures are not inconsistent with the rules of the organization;

and
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(b) No appropriate means are available for otherwise inducing compliance with the
obligations of the responsible State or international organization concerning cessation of
the breach and reparation.
Commentary
(1)

Countermeasures that an international organization may take against another international

organization are dealt with in articles 50 to 56. Insofar as a countermeasure is taken in
accordance with the substantive and procedural conditions set forth in those articles, the
countermeasure is lawful and represents a circumstance that precludes wrongfulness of an act
that, but for the fact that it is a countermeasure, would have been wrongful.
(2)

The current draft does not examine the conditions for countermeasures to be lawful when

they are taken by an injured international organization against a responsible State. Thus
paragraph 1, while it refers to articles 50 to 56 insofar as countermeasures are taken against
another international organization, only refers to international law for the conditions concerning
countermeasures taken against States. However, one may apply by analogy the conditions that
are set out for countermeasures taken by a State against another State in articles 49 to 54 on the
responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts.182 It is to be noted that the conditions
for lawful countermeasures in articles 50 to 56 of the present articles reproduce to a large extent
the conditions in the articles on State responsibility.
(3)

Paragraph 2 addresses the question whether countermeasures may be taken by an injured

international organization against its members, whether States or international organizations,
when they are internationally responsible towards the former organization. Sanctions, which an
organization may be entitled to adopt against its members according to its rules, are per se lawful
measures and cannot be assimilated to countermeasures. The rules of the injured organization
may restrict or forbid, albeit implicitly, recourse by the organization to countermeasures against
its members. The question remains whether countermeasures may be taken in the absence of any
express or implicit rule of the organization. According to one view, an international organization
could never take countermeasures against one of its members, but the majority of the members
of the Commission did not share that view.
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(4)

Apart from the conditions that generally apply for countermeasures to be lawful,

two additional conditions are listed for countermeasures by an injured international organization
against its members to be lawful. First, countermeasures cannot be “inconsistent with the rules of
the organization”; second, there should not be any available means that may qualify as
“appropriate means […] for otherwise inducing compliance with the obligations of the
responsible State or international organization concerning cessation of the breach and
reparation”. Insofar as the responsible entity is an international organization, these obligations
are set out in greater detail in Part Three of the present articles, while the obligations of a
responsible State are outlined in Part Two of the articles on the responsibility of States for
internationally wrongful acts.
(5)

It is assumed that an international organization would have recourse to the “appropriate

means” referred to in paragraph 2 before resorting to countermeasures against its members. The
term “appropriate means” refers to those lawful means that are readily available and
proportionate, and offer a reasonable prospect for inducing compliance at the time when the
international organization intends to take countermeasures. However, failure on the part of the
international organization to make timely use of remedies that were available may result in
countermeasures becoming precluded.
(6)

Article 51 addresses in similar terms the reverse situation of an injured international

organization or an injured State taking countermeasures against a responsible international
organization of which the former organization or the State is a member.
Article 22
Force majeure
1.
The wrongfulness of an act of an international organization not in conformity with an
international obligation of that organization is precluded if the act is due to force majeure,
that is, the occurrence of an irresistible force or of an unforeseen event, beyond the control
of the organization, making it materially impossible in the circumstances to perform the
obligation.
2.

Paragraph 1 does not apply if:

(a) The situation of force majeure is due, either alone or in combination with other
factors, to the conduct of the organization invoking it; or
(b)

The organization has assumed the risk of that situation occurring.
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Commentary
(1)

With regard to States, force majeure had been defined in article 23 on the responsibility of

States for internationally wrongful acts as “an irresistible force or [...] an unforeseen event,
beyond the control of the State, making it materially impossible in the circumstances to perform
the obligation”.183 This circumstance precluding wrongfulness does not apply when the situation
is due to the conduct of the State invoking it or the State has assumed the risk of that situation
occurring.
(2)

There is nothing in the differences between States and international organizations that

would justify the conclusion that force majeure is not equally relevant for international
organizations or that other conditions should apply.
(3)

One may find a few instances of practice concerning force majeure. Certain agreements

concluded by international organizations provide examples to that effect. For instance,
article XII, paragraph 6, of the Executing Agency Agreement of 1992 between the
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and the World Health Organization stated
that:
“[i]n the event of force majeure or other similar conditions or events which prevent the
successful execution of a Project by the Executing Agency, the Executing Agency shall
promptly notify the UNDP of such occurrence and may, in consultation with the UNDP,
withdraw from the execution of the Project. In case of such withdrawal, and unless the
Parties agree otherwise, the Executing Agency shall be reimbursed the actual costs
incurred up to the effective date of the withdrawal.”184
Although this paragraph concerns withdrawal from the Agreement, it implicitly considers that
non-compliance with an obligation under the Agreement because of force majeure does not
constitute a breach of the Agreement.
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(4)

Force majeure has been invoked by international organizations in order to exclude

wrongfulness of conduct in proceedings before international administrative tribunals.185 In
Judgment No. 24, Torres et al. v. Secretary-General of the Organization of American States, the
Administrative Tribunal of the Organization of American States rejected the plea of
force majeure, which had been made in order to justify termination of an official’s contract:
“The Tribunal considers that in the present case there is no force majeure that would have
made it impossible for the General Secretariat to fulfil the fixed-term contract, since it is
much-explored law that by force majeure is meant an irresistible happening of nature.”186
Although the Tribunal rejected the plea, it clearly recognized the invocability of force majeure.
(5)

A similar approach was taken by the Administrative Tribunal of the International Labour

Organization (ILO) in its Judgment No. 664, in the Barthl case. The Tribunal found that
force majeure was relevant to an employment contract and said:
“Force majeure is an unforeseeable occurrence beyond the control and independent of the
will of the parties, which unavoidably frustrates their common intent.”187
It is immaterial that in the actual case force majeure had been invoked by the employee against
the international organization instead of by the organization.
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(6)

The text of the present article differs from that of article 23 on the responsibility of States

for internationally wrongful acts only because the term “State” has been replaced once with the
term “international organization” and four times with the term “organization”.
Article 23
Distress
1.
The wrongfulness of an act of an international organization not in conformity with an
international obligation of that organization is precluded if the author of the act in question
has no other reasonable way, in a situation of distress, of saving the author’s life or the
lives of other persons entrusted to the author’s care.
2.

Paragraph 1 does not apply if:

(a) The situation of distress is due, either alone or in combination with other
factors, to the conduct of the organization invoking it; or
(b)

The act in question is likely to create a comparable or greater peril.
Commentary

(1)

Article 24 on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts includes distress

among the circumstances precluding wrongfulness of an act and describes this circumstance as
the case in which “the author of the act in question has no other reasonable way, in a situation of
distress, of saving the author’s life or the lives of other persons entrusted to the author’s care”.188
The commentary gives the example from practice of a British military ship entering Icelandic
territorial waters to seek shelter during severe weather,189 and notes that, “[a]lthough historically
practice has focused on cases involving ships and aircraft, article 24 is not limited to such
cases”.190
(2)

Similar situations could occur, though more rarely, with regard to an organ or agent of an

international organization. Notwithstanding the absence of known cases of practice in which an
international organization invoked distress, the same rule should apply both to States and to
international organizations.
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(3)

As with regard to States, the borderline between cases of distress and those which may be

considered as pertaining to necessity191 is not always obvious. The commentary on article 24
notes that “general cases of emergencies [...] are more a matter of necessity than distress”.192
(4)

Article 24 on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts only applies

when the situation of distress is not due to the conduct of the State invoking distress and the act
in question is not likely to create a comparable or greater peril. These conditions appear to be
equally applicable to international organizations.
(5)

The present article is textually identical to the corresponding article on State responsibility,

with the only changes due to the replacement of the term “State” once with the term
“international organization” and twice with the term “organization”.
Article 24
Necessity
1.
Necessity may not be invoked by an international organization as a ground for
precluding the wrongfulness of an act not in conformity with an international obligation of
that organization unless the act:
(a) Is the only means for the organization to safeguard against a grave and
imminent peril an essential interest of the international community as a whole when the
organization has, in accordance with international law, the function to protect that interest;
and
(b) Does not seriously impair an essential interest of the State or States towards
which the obligation exists, or of the international community as a whole.
2.
In any case, necessity may not be invoked by an international organization as a
ground for precluding wrongfulness if:
(a) The international obligation in question excludes the possibility of invoking
necessity; or
(b)

The organization has contributed to the situation of necessity.
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Commentary
(1)

Conditions for the invocation of necessity by States have been listed in article 25 on the

responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts.193 In brief, the relevant conditions are
as follows: the State’s conduct should be the only means to safeguard an essential interest against
a grave and imminent peril; the conduct in question should not impair an essential interest of the
State or the States towards which the obligation exists, or of the international community as a
whole; the international obligation in question does not exclude the possibility of invoking
necessity; the State invoking necessity has not contributed to the situation of necessity.
(2)

With regard to international organizations, practice reflecting the invocation of necessity is

scarce. One case in which necessity was held to be invocable is Judgment No. 2183 of the
ILO Administrative Tribunal in the T.O.R.N. v. CERN case. This case concerned access to the
electronic account of an employee who was on leave. The Tribunal said that:
“[...] in the event that access to an e-mail account becomes necessary for reasons of
urgency or because of the prolonged absence of the account holder, it must be possible for
organizations to open the account using appropriate technical safeguards. That state of
necessity, justifying access to data which may be confidential, must be assessed with the
utmost care.”194
(3)

Even if practice is scarce, as was noted by the International Criminal Police Organization:
“[...] necessity does not pertain to those areas of international law that, by their very nature,
are patently inapplicable to international organizations.”195
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The invocability of necessity by international organizations was also advocated in written
statements by the Commission of the European Union,196 the International Monetary Fund,197 the
World Intellectual Property Organization198 and the World Bank.199
(4)

While the conditions set by article 25 on the responsibility of States for internationally

wrongful acts are applicable also with regard to international organizations, the scarcity of
practice and the considerable risk that invocability of necessity entails for compliance with
international obligations suggest that, as a matter of policy, necessity should not be invocable by
international organizations as widely as by States. This could be achieved by limiting the
essential interests which may be protected by the invocation of necessity to those of the
international community as a whole, to the extent that the organization has, in accordance with
international law, the function to protect them. This solution may be regarded as an attempt to
reach a compromise between two opposite positions with regard to necessity: the view of those
who favour placing international organizations on the same level as States and the opinion of
those who would totally rule out the invocability of necessity by international organizations.
According to some members of the Commission, although subparagraph (1) (a) only refers to the
interests of the international community as a whole, an organization should nevertheless be
entitled to invoke necessity for protecting an essential interest of its member States.
(5)

There is no contradiction between the reference in subparagraph (1) (a) to the protection of

an essential interest of the international community and the condition in subparagraph (1) (b) that
the conduct in question should not impair an essential interest of the international community.
The interests in question are not necessarily the same.
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(6)

In view of the solution adopted for subparagraph (1) (a), which does not allow the

invocation of necessity for the protection of the essential interests of an international
organization unless they coincide with those of the international community, the essential
interests of international organizations have not been added in subparagraph (1) (b) to those that
should not be seriously impaired.
(7)

Apart from the change in subparagraph (1) (a) the text reproduces article 25 on the

responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts, with the replacement of the term
“State” with the terms “international organization” or “organization” in the chapeau of both
paragraphs.
Article 25
Compliance with peremptory norms
Nothing in this chapter precludes the wrongfulness of any act of an international
organization which is not in conformity with an obligation arising under a peremptory
norm of general international law.
Commentary
(1)

Chapter V of Part One of the articles on the responsibility of States for internationally

wrongful acts contains a “without prejudice” provision which applies to all the circumstances
precluding wrongfulness considered in that chapter. The purpose of this provision - article 26 - is
to state that an act, which would otherwise not be considered wrongful, would be so held if it
was “not in conformity with an obligation arising under a peremptory norm of general
international law”.200
(2)

The commentary on article 26 on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful

acts, sets forth that “peremptory norms that are clearly accepted and recognized include the
prohibitions of aggression, genocide, slavery, racial discrimination, crimes against humanity and
torture, and the right to self-determination”.201 In its judgment in the Case concerning Armed
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Activities on the Territory of the Congo (New Application: 2002) (Democratic Republic of
the Congo v. Rwanda), the International Court of Justice found that the prohibition of genocide
“assuredly” was a peremptory norm.202
(3)

Since peremptory norms also bind international organizations, it is clear that, like States,

international organizations could not invoke a circumstance precluding wrongfulness in the case
of non-compliance with an obligation arising under a peremptory norm. Thus, there is the need
for a “without prejudice” provision matching the one applicable to States.
(4)

The present article reproduces the text of article 26 on the responsibility of States for

internationally wrongful acts with the replacement of the term “State” by “international
organization”.
Article 26
Consequences of invoking a circumstance precluding wrongfulness
The invocation of a circumstance precluding wrongfulness in accordance with this
chapter is without prejudice to:
(a) Compliance with the obligation in question, if and to the extent that the
circumstance precluding wrongfulness no longer exists;
(b)
question.

The question of compensation for any material loss caused by the act in
Commentary

(1)

Article 27 on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts makes two

points.203 The first point is that a circumstance precludes wrongfulness only if and to the extent
that the circumstance exists. While the wording appears to emphasize the element of time,204 it is
clear that a circumstance may preclude wrongfulness only insofar as it covers a particular
situation. Beyond the reach of the circumstance, wrongfulness of the act is not affected.
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(2)

The second point is that the question whether compensation is due is left unprejudiced. It

would be difficult to set a general rule concerning compensation for losses caused by an act that
would be wrongful, but for the presence of a certain circumstance.
(3)

Since the position of international organizations does not differ from that of States with

regard to both matters covered by article 27 on the responsibility of States for internationally
wrongful acts, and no change in the wording is required in the present context, the present article
is identical to the corresponding article on the responsibility of States for internationally
wrongful acts.
PART THREE
CONTENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY
OF AN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
(1)

Part Three of the present articles defines the legal consequences of internationally

wrongful acts of international organizations. This Part is organized in three chapters, which
follow the general pattern of the articles on responsibility of States for internationally wrongful
acts.205
(2)

Chapter I (arts. 27 to 32) lays down certain general principles and sets out the scope of

Part Three. Chapter II (arts. 33 to 39) specifies the obligation of reparation in its various forms.
Chapter III (arts. 40 and 41) considers the additional consequences that are attached to
internationally wrongful acts consisting of serious breaches of obligations under peremptory
norms of general international law.
CHAPTER I
GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Article 27
Legal consequences of an internationally wrongful act
The international responsibility of an international organization which is entailed by
an internationally wrongful act in accordance with the provisions of Part Two involves
legal consequences as set out in this Part.
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Commentary
This provision has an introductory character. It corresponds to article 28 on the
responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts,206 with the only difference that the term
“international organization” replaces the term “State”. There would be no justification for using
a different wording in the present article.
Article 28
Continued duty of performance
The legal consequences of an internationally wrongful act under this Part do not
affect the continued duty of the responsible international organization to perform the
obligation breached.
Commentary
(1)

This provision states the principle that the breach of an obligation under international law

by an international organization does not per se affect the existence of that obligation. This is not
intended to exclude that the obligation may terminate in connection with the breach: for instance,
because the obligation arises under a treaty and the injured State or organization avails itself of
the right to suspend or terminate the treaty in accordance with the rule in article 60 of the
1986 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties between States and International Organizations
or between International Organizations.207
(2)

The principle that an obligation is not per se affected by a breach does not imply that

performance of the obligation will still be possible after the breach occurs. This will depend on
the character of the obligation concerned and of the breach. Should for instance an international
organization be under the obligation to transfer some persons or property to a certain State, that
obligation could no longer be performed once those persons or that property have been
transferred to another State in breach of the obligation.
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(3)

The conditions under which an obligation may be suspended or terminated are governed by

the primary rules concerning the obligation. The same applies with regard to the possibility of
performing the obligation after the breach. These rules need not be examined in the context of
the law of responsibility of international organizations.
(4)

With regard to the statement of the continued duty of performance after a breach, there is

no reason for distinguishing between the situation of States and that of international
organizations. Thus the present article uses the same wording as article 29 on the responsibility
of States for internationally wrongful acts,208 the only difference being that the term “State” is
replaced by the term “international organization”.
Article 29
Cessation and non-repetition
The international organization responsible for the internationally wrongful act is
under an obligation:
(a)

To cease that act, if it is continuing;

(b) To offer appropriate assurances and guarantees of non-repetition, if
circumstances so require.
Commentary
(1)

The principle that the breach of an obligation under international law does not per se affect

the existence of that obligation, as stated in article 28, has the corollary that, if the wrongful act
is continuing, the obligation still has to be complied with. Thus, the wrongful act is required to
cease by the primary rule providing for the obligation.
(2)

When the breach of an obligation occurs and the wrongful act continues, the main object

pursued by the injured State or international organization will often be cessation of the wrongful
conduct. Although a claim would refer to the breach, what would actually be sought is
compliance with the obligation under the primary rule. This is not a new obligation that arises as
a consequence of the wrongful act.
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(3)

The existence of an obligation to offer assurances and guarantees of non-repetition will

depend on the circumstances of the case. For this obligation to arise, it is not necessary for the
breach to be continuing. The obligation seems justified especially when the conduct of the
responsible entity shows a pattern of breaches.
(4)

Examples of assurances and guarantees of non-repetition given by international

organizations are hard to find. However, there may be situations in which these assurances and
guarantees are as appropriate as in the case of States. For instance, should an international
organization be found in persistent breach of a certain obligation - such as that of preventing
sexual abuses by its officials or by members of its forces - guarantees of non-repetition would
hardly be out of place.
(5)

Assurances and guarantees of non-repetition are considered in the same context as

cessation because they all concern compliance with the obligation set out in the primary rule.
However, unlike the obligation to cease a continuing wrongful act, the obligation to offer
assurances and guarantees of non-repetition may be regarded as a new obligation that arises as a
consequence of the wrongful act, which signals the risk of future violations.
(6)

Given the similarity of the situation of States and that of international organizations in

respect of cessation and assurances and guarantees of non-repetition, the present article follows
the same wording as article 30 on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts,209
with the replacement of the word “State” with “international organization”.
Article 30
Reparation
1.
The responsible international organization is under an obligation to make full
reparation for the injury caused by the internationally wrongful act.
2.
Injury includes any damage, whether material or moral, caused by the internationally
wrongful act of an international organization.
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Commentary
(1)

The present article sets out the principle that the responsible international organization is

required to make full reparation for the injury caused. This principle seeks to protect the injured
party from being adversely affected by the internationally wrongful act.
(2)

As in the case of States, the principle of full reparation is often applied in practice in a

flexible manner. The injured party may be mainly interested in the cessation of a continuing
wrongful act or in the non-repetition of the wrongful act. The ensuing claim to reparation may
therefore be limited. This especially occurs when the injured State or organization puts forward a
claim for its own benefit and not for that of individuals or entities whom it seeks to protect.
However, the restraint on the part of the injured State or organization in the exercise of its rights
does not generally imply that the same party would not regard itself as entitled to full reparation.
Thus the principle of full reparation is not put in question.
(3)

It may be difficult for an international organization to have all the necessary means for

making the required reparation. This fact is linked to the inadequacy of the financial resources
that are generally available to international organizations for meeting this type of expense.
However, that inadequacy cannot exempt a responsible organization from the legal consequences
resulting from its responsibility under international law.
(4)

The fact that international organizations sometimes grant compensation ex gratia is not due

to abundance of resources, but rather to a reluctance, which organizations share with States, to
admit their own international responsibility.
(5)

In setting out the principle of full reparation, the present article mainly refers to the more

frequent case in which an international organization is solely responsible for an internationally
wrongful act. The assertion of a duty of full reparation for the organization does not necessarily
imply that the same principle applies when the organization is held responsible in connection
with a certain act together with one or more States or one or more other organizations: for
instance, when the organization aids or assists a State in the commission of the wrongful act.210
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(6)

The present article reproduces article 31 on the responsibility of States for internationally

wrongful acts,211 with the replacement in both paragraphs of the term “State” with “international
organization”.
Article 31
Irrelevance of the rules of the organization
1.
The responsible international organization may not rely on its rules as justification
for failure to comply with its obligations under this Part.
2.
Paragraph 1 is without prejudice to the applicability of the rules of an international
organization in respect of the responsibility of the organization towards its member States
and organizations.
Commentary
(1)

Paragraph 1 states the principle that an international organization cannot invoke its rules in

order to justify non-compliance with its obligations under international law entailed by the
commission of an internationally wrongful act. This principle finds a parallel in the principle that
a State may not rely on its internal law as a justification for failure to comply with its obligations
under Part Two of the articles on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts.
The text of paragraph 1 replicates article 32 on State responsibility,212 with two changes: the
term “international organization” replaces “State” and the reference to the rules of the
organization replaces that to the internal law of the State.
(2)

A similar approach was taken by article 27, paragraph 2, of the 1986 Vienna Convention

on the Law of Treaties between States and International Organizations and between International
Organizations,213 which parallels the corresponding provision of the 1969 Vienna Convention on
the Law of Treaties by saying that “[a]n international organization party to a treaty may not
invoke the rules of the organization as justification for its failure to perform the treaty”.
(3)

In the relations between an international organization and a non-member State or

organization, it seems clear that the rules of the former organization cannot per se affect the
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obligations that arise as a consequence of an internationally wrongful act. The same principle
does not necessarily apply to the relations between an organization and its members. Rules of the
organization could affect the application of the principles and rules set out in this Part. They
may, for instance, modify the rules on the forms of reparation that a responsible organization
may have to make towards its members.
(4)

Rules of the organization may also affect the application of the principles and rules set out

in Part Two in the relations between an international organization and its members, for instance
in the matter of attribution. They would be regarded as special rules and need not be made the
object of a special reference. On the contrary, in Part Three a “without prejudice” provision
concerning the application of the rules of the organization in respect of members seems useful in
view of the implications that may otherwise be inferred from the principle of irrelevance of the
rules of the organization. The presence of such a “without prejudice” provision would alert the
reader to the fact that the general statement in paragraph 1 may admit of exceptions in the
relations between an international organization and its member States and organizations.
(5)

The provision in question, which is set out in paragraph 2, only applies insofar as the

obligations in Part Three relate to the international responsibility that an international
organization may have towards its member States and organizations. It cannot affect in any
manner the legal consequences entailed by an internationally wrongful act towards a
non-member State or organization. Nor can it affect the consequences relating to breaches of
obligations under peremptory norms as these breaches would affect the international community
as a whole.
Article 32
Scope of international obligations set out in this Part
1.
The obligations of the responsible international organization set out in this Part may
be owed to one or more other organizations, to one or more States, or to the international
community as a whole, depending in particular on the character and content of the
international obligation and on the circumstances of the breach.
2.
This Part is without prejudice to any right, arising from the international
responsibility of an international organization, which may accrue directly to any person or
entity other than a State or an international organization.
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Commentary
(1)

In the articles on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts, Part One

concerns any breach of an obligation under international law that may be attributed to a State,
irrespectively of the nature of the entity or person to whom the obligation is owed. The scope of
Part Two of those articles is limited to obligations that arise for a State towards another State.
This seems to be because of the difficulty of considering the consequences of an internationally
wrongful act and thereafter the implementation of responsibility in respect of an injured party
whose breaches of international obligations are not covered in Part One. The reference to
responsibility existing towards the international community as a whole does not raise a similar
problem, since it is hardly conceivable that the international community as a whole would incur
international responsibility.
(2)

Should one take a similar approach with regard to international organizations in the present

articles, one would have to limit the scope of Part Three to obligations arising for international
organizations towards other international organizations or towards the international community
as a whole. However, it seems logical to include also obligations that organizations have towards
States, given the existence of the articles on State responsibility. As a result, Part Three of the
present articles encompasses obligations that an international organization may have towards one
or more other organizations, one or more States, or the international community as a whole.
(3)

With the change in the reference to the responsible entity and with the addition explained

above, paragraph 1 follows the wording of article 33, paragraph 1, on State responsibility.214
(4)

While the scope of Part Three is limited according to the definition in paragraph 1, this

does not mean that obligations entailed by an internationally wrongful act do not arise towards
persons or entities other than States and international organizations. Like article 33, paragraph 2,
on State responsibility,215 paragraph 2 provides that Part Three is without prejudice to any right
that arises out of international responsibility and may accrue directly to those persons and
entities.
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(5)

With regard to the international responsibility of international organizations, one

significant area in which rights accrue to persons other than States or organizations is that of
breaches by international organizations of their obligations under international law concerning
employment. Another area is that of breaches committed by peacekeeping forces and affecting
individuals.216 While the consequences of these breaches with regard to individuals, as stated in
paragraph (1), are not covered by the draft, certain issues of international responsibility arising in
these contexts are arguably similar to those that are examined in the draft.
CHAPTER II
REPARATION FOR INJURY
Article 33
Forms of reparation
Full reparation for the injury caused by the internationally wrongful act shall take the
form of restitution, compensation and satisfaction, either singly or in combination, in
accordance with the provisions of this chapter.
Commentary
(1)

The above provision is identical to article 34 on the responsibility of States for

internationally wrongful acts.217 This seems justified since the forms of reparation consisting of
restitution, compensation and satisfaction are applied in practice to international organizations as
well as to States. Certain examples relating to international organizations are given in the
commentaries to the following articles, which specifically address the various forms of
reparation.
(2)

A note by the Director General of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)

provides an instance in which the three forms of reparation are considered to apply to a
responsible international organization. Concerning the “international responsibility of the
Agency in relation to safeguards”, he wrote on 24 June 1970:
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“Although there may be circumstances when the giving of satisfaction by the Agency may
be appropriate, it is proposed to give consideration only to reparation properly so called.
Generally speaking, reparation properly so called may be either restitution in kind or
payment of compensation.”218
Article 34
Restitution
An international organization responsible for an internationally wrongful act is under
an obligation to make restitution, that is, to re-establish the situation which existed before
the wrongful act was committed, provided and to the extent that restitution:
(a)

Is not materially impossible;

(b) Does not involve a burden out of all proportion to the benefit deriving from
restitution instead of compensation.
Commentary
The concept of restitution and the related conditions, as defined in article 35 on the
responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts,219 appear to be applicable also to
international organizations. There is no reason that would suggest a different approach with
regard to the latter. The text above therefore reproduces article 35 on State responsibility, the
only difference being that the term “State” is replaced by “international organization”.
Article 35
Compensation
1.
The international organization responsible for an internationally wrongful act is
under an obligation to compensate for the damage caused thereby, insofar as such damage
is not made good by restitution.
2.
The compensation shall cover any financially assessable damage including loss of
profits insofar as it is established.
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Commentary
(1)

Compensation is the form of reparation most frequently made by international

organizations. The most well-known instance of practice concerns the settlement of claims
arising from the United Nations operation in the Congo. Compensation to nationals of Belgium,
Switzerland, Greece, Luxembourg and Italy was granted through exchanges of letters
between the Secretary-General and the permanent missions of the respective States in keeping
with the United Nations declaration contained in these letters according to which the
United Nations:
“stated that it would not evade responsibility where it was established that United Nations
agents had in fact caused unjustifiable damage to innocent parties”.220
With regard to the same operation, further settlements were made with Zambia, the United States
of America, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and France,221 and also
with the International Committee of the Red Cross.222
(2)

The fact that such compensation was given as reparation for breaches of obligations under

international law may be gathered not only from some of the claims but also from a letter, dated
6 August 1965, addressed by the Secretary-General to the Permanent Representative of the
Soviet Union. In this letter, the Secretary-General said:
“It has always been the policy of the United Nations, acting through the Secretary-General,
to compensate individuals who have suffered damages for which the Organization was
legally liable. This policy is in keeping with generally recognized legal principles and with
the Convention on Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations. In addition, in regard
to the United Nations activities in the Congo, it is reinforced by the principles set forth in
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the international conventions concerning the protection of the life and property of civilian
population during hostilities as well as by considerations of equity and humanity which the
United Nations cannot ignore.”223
(3)

A reference to the obligation on the United Nations to pay compensation was also made by

the International Court of Justice in its advisory opinion on Difference Relating to Immunity from
Legal Process of a Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights.224
(4)

There is no reason to depart from the text of article 36 on the responsibility of States for

internationally wrongful acts,225 apart from replacing the term “State” by “international
organization”.
Article 36
Satisfaction
1.
The international organization responsible for an internationally wrongful act is
under an obligation to give satisfaction for the injury caused by that act insofar as it cannot
be made good by restitution or compensation.
2.
Satisfaction may consist in an acknowledgement of the breach, an expression of
regret, a formal apology or another appropriate modality.
3.
Satisfaction shall not be out of proportion to the injury and may not take a form
humiliating to the responsible international organization.
Commentary
(1)

Practice offers some examples of satisfaction on the part of international organizations,

generally in the form of an apology or an expression of regret. Although the examples that
follow do not expressly refer to the existence of a breach of an obligation under international
law, they at least imply that an apology or an expression of regret by an international
organization would be one of the appropriate legal consequences for such a breach.
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(2)

With regard to the fall of Srebrenica, the United Nations Secretary-General said:
“The United Nations experience in Bosnia was one of the most difficult and painful in our
history. It is with the deepest regret and remorse that we have reviewed our own actions
and decisions in the face of the assault on Srebrenica.”226

(3)

On 16 December 1999, upon receiving the report of the independent inquiry into the

actions of the United Nations during the 1994 genocide in Rwanda, the Secretary-General stated:
“All of us must bitterly regret that we did not do more to prevent it. There was a
United Nations force in the country at the time, but it was neither mandated nor equipped
for the kind of forceful action which would have been needed to prevent or halt the
genocide. On behalf of the United Nations, I acknowledge this failure and express my deep
remorse.”227
(4)

Shortly after the NATO bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade, a NATO spokesman

said in a press conference:
“I think we have done what anybody would do in these circumstances, first of all we have
acknowledged responsibility clearly, unambiguously, quickly; we have expressed our
regrets to the Chinese authorities.”228
A further apology was addressed on 13 May 1999 by German Chancellor Gerhard Schröder on
behalf of Germany, NATO and NATO Secretary-General Javier Solana to Foreign Minister
Tang Jiaxuan and Premier Zhu Rongji.229
(5)

The modalities and conditions of satisfaction that concern States are applicable also to

international organizations. A form of satisfaction intended to humiliate the responsible
international organization may be unlikely, but is not unimaginable. A theoretical example
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would be that of the request of a formal apology in terms that would be demeaning to the
organization or one of its organs. The request could also refer to the conduct taken by one or
more member States or organizations within the framework of the responsible organization.
Although the request for satisfaction might then specifically target one or more members, the
responsible organization would have to give it and would necessarily be affected.
(6)

Thus, the paragraphs of article 37 on the responsibility of States for internationally

wrongful acts230 may be transposed, with the replacement of the term “State” with “international
organization” in paragraphs 1 and 3.
Article 37
Interest
1.
Interest on any principal sum due under this chapter shall be payable when necessary
in order to ensure full reparation. The interest rate and mode of calculation shall be set so
as to achieve that result.
2.
Interest runs from the date when the principal sum should have been paid until the
date the obligation to pay is fulfilled.
Commentary
The rules contained in article 38 on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful
acts

231

with regard to interest are intended to ensure application of the principle of full

reparation. Similar considerations in this regard apply to international organizations. Therefore,
both paragraphs of article 38 on State responsibility are here reproduced without change.
Article 38
Contribution to the injury
In the determination of reparation, account shall be taken of the contribution to the
injury by wilful or negligent action or omission of the injured State or international
organization or of any person or entity in relation to whom reparation is sought.
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Commentary
(1)

No apparent reason would preclude extending to international organizations the provision

set out in article 39 on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts.232 Such an
extension is made in two directions: first, international organizations are also entitled to invoke
contribution to the injury in order to diminish their responsibility; second, the entities that may
have contributed to the injury include international organizations. The latter extension requires
the addition of the words “or international organization” after “State” in the corresponding article
on State responsibility.
(2)

One instance of relevant practice in which contribution to the injury was invoked concerns

the shooting of a civilian vehicle in the Congo. In this case compensation by the United Nations
was reduced because of the contributory negligence by the driver of the vehicle.233
(3)

This article is without prejudice to any obligation to mitigate the injury that the injured

party may have under international law. The existence of such an obligation would arise under a
primary rule. Thus, it does not need to be discussed here.
(4)

The reference to “any person or entity in relation to whom reparation is sought” has to be

read in conjunction with the definition given in article 32 of the scope of the international
obligations set out in Part Three. This scope is limited to obligations arising for a responsible
international organization towards States, other international organizations or the international
community as a whole. The above reference seems appropriately worded in this context. The
existence of rights that directly accrue to other persons or entities is thereby not prejudiced.
Article 39
Ensuring the effective performance of the obligation of reparation
The members of a responsible international organization are required to take, in
accordance with the rules of the organization, all appropriate measures in order to provide
the organization with the means for effectively fulfilling its obligations under this chapter.
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Commentary
(1)

International organizations that are considered to have a separate international legal

personality are in principle the only subjects for which the legal consequences of their
internationally wrongful acts are entailed. When an international organization is responsible for
an internationally wrongful act, States and other organizations incur responsibility because of
their membership of a responsible organization according to the conditions stated in articles 17,
60 and 61. The present article does not envisage any further instance in which States and
international organizations would be held internationally responsible for the act of the
organization of which they are members.
(2)

Consistent with the views expressed by several States that responded to a question raised

by the Commission in its 2006 report to the General Assembly,234 no subsidiary obligation of
members towards the injured party is considered to arise when the responsible organization is
not in a position to make reparation.235 The same opinion was expressed in statements by the
International Monetary Fund and the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons.236
This approach appears to conform to practice, which does not show any support for the existence
of such an obligation under international law.
(3)

Thus, the injured party would have to rely only on the fulfilment by the responsible

international organization of its obligations. It is expected that in order to comply with its
obligation to make reparation, the responsible organization would use all available means that
exist under its rules. In most cases this would involve requesting contributions by the members
of the organization concerned.
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(4)

A proposal was made to state expressly that “[t]he responsible international organization

shall take all appropriate measures in accordance with its rules in order to ensure that its
members provide the organization with the means for effectively fulfilling its obligations under
this chapter”. This proposal received some support. However, the majority of the Commission
considered that such a provision was not necessary, because the stated obligation would already
be implied in the obligation to make reparation.
(5)

The majority of the Commission was in favour of including the present article, which is

essentially of an expository character. It intends to remind members of a responsible
international organization that they are required to take, in accordance with the rules of the
organization, all appropriate measures in order to provide the organization with the means for
effectively fulfilling its obligation to make reparation.
(6)

The reference to the rules of the organization is meant to define the basis of the

requirement in question.237 While the rules of the organization may not necessarily deal with the
matter expressly, an obligation for members to finance the organization as part of the general
duty to cooperate with the organization may be taken as generally implied under the relevant
rules. As was noted by Judge Sir Gerald Fitzmaurice in his separate opinion in the Certain
Expenses of the United Nations advisory opinion:
“Without finance, the Organization could not perform its duties. Therefore, even in the
absence of Article 17, paragraph 2, a general obligation for Member States collectively to
finance the Organization would have to be read into the Charter, on the basis of the same
principle as the Court applied in the Injuries to United Nations Servants case, namely ‘by
necessary implication as being essential to the performance of its [i.e. the Organization’s]
duties’ (I.C.J. Reports 1949, at p. 182).”238
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(7)

The majority of the Commission maintained that no duty arose for members of an

international organization under general international law to take all appropriate measures in
order to provide the responsible organization with the means for fulfilling its obligation to make
reparation. However, some members were of the contrary opinion, while some other members
expressed the view that such an obligation should be stated as a rule of progressive development.
This obligation would supplement any obligation existing under the rules of the organization.
CHAPTER III
SERIOUS BREACHES OF OBLIGATIONS UNDER PEREMPTORY
NORMS OF GENERAL INTERNATIONAL LAW
Article 40
Application of this chapter
1.
This chapter applies to the international responsibility which is entailed by a serious
breach by an international organization of an obligation arising under a peremptory norm
of general international law.
2.
A breach of such an obligation is serious if it involves a gross or systematic failure
by the responsible international organization to fulfil the obligation.
Commentary
(1)

The scope of Chapter III corresponds to the scope defined in article 40 on the

responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts.239 The breach of an obligation under a
peremptory norm of general international law may be less likely on the part of international
organizations than on the part of States. However, the risk that such a breach takes place cannot
be entirely ruled out. If a serious breach does occur, it calls for the same consequences as in the
case of States.
(2)

The two paragraphs of the present article are identical to those of article 40 on the

responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts,240 but for the replacement of the term
“State” with “international organization”.
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Article 41
Particular consequences of a serious breach
of an obligation under this chapter
1.
States and international organizations shall cooperate to bring to an end through
lawful means any serious breach within the meaning of article 40.
2.
No State or international organization shall recognize as lawful a situation created by
a serious breach within the meaning of article 40, nor render aid or assistance in
maintaining that situation.
3.
This article is without prejudice to the other consequences referred to in this Part and
to such further consequences that a breach to which this chapter applies may entail under
international law.
Commentary
(1)

This article sets out that, should an international organization commit a serious breach of

an obligation under a peremptory norm of general international law, States and international
organizations have duties corresponding to those applying to States according to article 41 on the
responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts.241 Therefore, the same wording is used
here as in that article, with the addition of the words “and international organizations” in
paragraph 1 and “or international organization” in paragraph 2.
(2)

In response to a question raised by the Commission in its 2006 report to the

General Assembly,242 several States expressed the view that the legal situation of an international
organization should be the same as that of a State having committed a similar breach.243
Moreover, several States maintained that international organizations would also be under an
obligation to cooperate to bring the breach to an end.244
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(3)

The Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons made the following

observation:
“States should definitely be under an obligation to cooperate to bring such a breach to
an end because in the case when an international organization acts in breach of a
peremptory norm of general international law, its position is not much different from that
of a State.”245
With regard to the obligation to cooperate on the part of international organizations, the same
organization noted that an international organization “must always act within its mandate and in
accordance with its rules”.246
(4)

Paragraph 1 of the present article is not designed to vest international organizations with

functions that are alien to their respective mandates. On the other hand, some international
organizations may be entrusted with functions that go beyond what is required in the present
article. This article is without prejudice to any function that an organization may have with
regard to certain breaches of obligations under peremptory norms of general international law, as
for example the United Nations in respect of aggression.
(5)

While practice does not offer examples of cases in which the obligations stated in the

present article were asserted in respect of a serious breach committed by an international
organization, it is not insignificant that these obligations were considered to apply to
international organizations when a breach was allegedly committed by a State.
(6)

In this context it may be useful to recall that in the operative part of its advisory opinion on

the Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory the
International Court of Justice first stated the obligation incumbent upon Israel to cease the works
of construction of the wall and, “[g]iven the character and the importance of the rights and
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obligations involved”, the obligation for all States “not to recognize the illegal situation resulting
from the construction of the wall and not to render aid or assistance in maintaining the situation
created by such construction”.247 The Court then added:
“The United Nations, and especially the General Assembly and the Security Council,
should consider what further action is required to bring to an end the illegal situation
resulting from the construction of the wall and the associated regime, taking due account of
the present Advisory Opinion.”248
(7)

Some instances of practice relating to serious breaches committed by States concern the

duty of international organizations not to recognize as lawful a situation created by one of those
breaches. For example, with regard to the annexation of Kuwait by Iraq, Security Council
resolution 662 (1990) called upon “all States, international organizations and specialized
agencies not to recognize that annexation, and to refrain from any action or dealing that might be
interpreted as an indirect recognition of the annexation”.249 Another example is provided by the
Declaration that the European Community and its member States made in 1991 on the
“Guidelines on the Recognition of New States in Eastern Europe and in the Soviet Union”. This
text included the following sentence: “The Community and its member States will not recognize
entities which are the result of aggression.”250
(8)

The present article concerns the obligations of States and international organizations in the

event of a serious breach of an obligation under a peremptory norm of general international law
by an international organization. It is not intended to exclude that similar obligations also exist
for other persons or entities.
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PART FOUR
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY
OF AN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
(1)

Part Four of the present articles concerns the implementation of the international

responsibility of international organizations. This Part is subdivided into two chapters, according
to the general pattern of the articles on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful
acts.251 Chapter I deals with the invocation of international responsibility and with certain
associated issues. These do not include questions relating to remedies that may be available for
implementing international responsibility. Chapter II considers countermeasures taken in order to
induce the responsible international organization to cease the unlawful conduct and to provide
reparation.
(2)

Issues relating to the implementation of international responsibility are here considered

insofar as they concern the invocation of the responsibility of an international organization.
Thus, while the present articles consider the invocation of responsibility by a State or an
international organization, they do not address questions relating to the invocation of
responsibility of States.252 However, one provision (art. 47) refers to the case in which the
responsibility of one or more States is concurrent with that of one or more international
organizations for the same wrongful act.
CHAPTER I
INVOCATION OF THE RESPONSIBILITY OF AN
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
Article 42
Invocation of responsibility by an injured State
or international organization
A State or an international organization is entitled as an injured State or an injured
international organization to invoke the responsibility of another international organization
if the obligation breached is owed to:
(a)

That State or the former international organization individually;
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(b) A group of States or international organizations including that State or the
former international organization, or the international community as a whole, and the
breach of the obligation:
(i)

Specially affects that State or that international organization; or

(ii)

Is of such a character as radically to change the position of all the other
States and international organizations to which the obligation is owed with
respect to the further performance of the obligation.
Commentary

(1)

The present article defines when a State or an international organization is entitled to

invoke responsibility as an injured State or international organization. This implies the
entitlement to claim from the responsible international organization compliance with the
obligations that are set out in Part Three.
(2)

Subparagraph (a) addresses the more frequent case of responsibility arising for an

international organization: that of a breach of an obligation owed to a State or another
international organization individually. This subparagraph corresponds to article 42 (a) on the
responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts.253 It seems clear that the conditions for
a State to invoke responsibility as an injured State cannot vary according to the fact that the
responsible entity is another State or an international organization. Similarly, when an
international organization owes an obligation to another international organization individually,
the latter organization has to be regarded as entitled to invoke responsibility as an injured
organization in case of breach.
(3)

Practice concerning the entitlement of an international organization to invoke international

responsibility because of the breach of an obligation owed to that organization individually
mainly concerns breaches of obligations that are committed by States. Since the current articles
do not address questions relating to the invocation of responsibility of States, this practice is here
relevant only indirectly. The obligations breached to which practice refers were imposed either
by a treaty or by general international law. It was in the latter context that in its advisory opinion
on Reparation for Injuries Suffered in the Service of the United Nations the International Court
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of Justice stated that it was “established that the Organization has capacity to bring claims on the
international plane”.254 Also in the context of breaches of obligations under general international
law that were committed by a State the Governing Council of the United Nations Compensation
Commission envisaged compensation “with respect to any direct loss, damage, or injury to
Governments or international organizations as a result of Iraq’s unlawful invasion and
occupation of Kuwait”.255 On this basis, several entities that were expressly defined as
international organizations were, as a result of their claims, awarded compensation by the panel
of commissioners: the Arab Planning Institute, the Inter-Arab Investment Guarantee
Corporation, the Gulf Arab States Educational Research Center, the Arab Fund for Economic
and Social Development, the Joint Program Production Institution for the Arab Gulf Countries
and the Arab Towns Organization.256
(4)

According to article 42 (b) on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts,

a State may invoke responsibility as an injured State also when the obligation breached is owed
to a group of States or to the international community as a whole, and the breach of the
obligation (i) specially affects that State, or (ii) is of such a character as radically to change the
position of all the other States to which the obligation is owed with regard to the further
performance of the obligation.257 The related commentary gives as an example for the first
category a coastal State that is particularly affected by the breach of an obligation concerning
pollution of the high seas;258 for the second category, the party to a disarmament treaty or “any
other treaty where each party’s performance is effectively conditioned upon and requires the
performance of each of the others”.259
(5)

Breaches of this type, which rarely affect States, are even less likely to be relevant for

international organizations. However, one cannot rule out that an international organization may
commit a breach that falls into one or the other category and that a State or an international
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organization may then be entitled to invoke responsibility as an injured State or international
organization. It is therefore preferable to include in the present article the possibility that a State
or an international organization may invoke responsibility of an international organization as an
injured State or international organization under similar circumstances. This is provided in
subparagraph (b) (i) and (ii).
(6)

While the chapeau of the present article refers to “the responsibility of another

international organization”, this is due to the fact that the text cumulatively considers invocation
of responsibility by a State or an international organization. The reference to “another”
international organization is not intended to exclude the case that a State is injured and only one
international organization - the responsible organization - is involved. Nor does the reference to
“a State” and to “an international organization” in the same chapeau imply that more than one
State or international organization may not be injured by the same internationally wrongful act.
(7)

Similarly, the reference in subparagraph (b) to “a group of States or international

organizations” does not necessarily imply that the group should comprise both States and
international organizations or that there should be a plurality of States or international
organizations. Thus, the text is intended to include the following cases: that the obligation
breached is owed by the responsible international organization to a group of States; that it is
owed to a group of other organizations; that it is owed to a group comprising both States and
organizations, but not necessarily a plurality of either.
Article 43
Notice of claim by an injured State or international organization
1.
An injured State or international organization which invokes the responsibility of
another international organization shall give notice of its claim to that organization.
2.

The injured State or international organization may specify in particular:

(a) The conduct that the responsible international organization should take in order
to cease the wrongful act, if it is continuing;
(b) What form reparation should take in accordance with the provisions of
Part Three.
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Commentary
(1)

This article corresponds to article 43 on the responsibility of States for internationally

wrongful acts.260 With regard to notice of claim for invoking international responsibility of an
international organization, there would be little reason for envisaging different modalities from
those that are applicable when an injured State invokes the responsibility of another State.
Moreover, the same rule should apply whether the entity invoking responsibility is a State or an
international organization.
(2)

Paragraph 1 does not specify what form the invocation of responsibility should take. The

fact that, according to paragraph 2, the State or international organization invoking responsibility
may specify some elements, and in particular “what form reparation should take”, does not imply
that the responsible international organization is bound to conform to those specifications.
(3)

While paragraph 1 refers to the responsible international organization as “another

international organization”, this does not mean that, when the entity invoking responsibility is a
State, more than one international organization needs to be involved.
(4)

Although the present article refers to “an injured State or international organization”,

according to article 48, paragraph 5, the same rule applies to notice of claim when a State or an
international organization is entitled to invoke responsibility without being an injured State or
international organization within the definition of article 42.
Article 44
Admissibility of claims
1.
An injured State may not invoke the responsibility of an international organization if
the claim is not brought in accordance with any applicable rule relating to nationality of
claims.
2.
When a rule requiring the exhaustion of local remedies applies to a claim, an injured
State or international organization may not invoke the responsibility of another
international organization if any available and effective remedy provided by that
organization has not been exhausted.
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Commentary
(1)

This article corresponds to article 44 on the responsibility of States for internationally

wrongful acts.261 It concerns the admissibility of certain claims that States or international
organizations may make when invoking the international responsibility of an international
organization. Paragraph 1 deals with those claims that are subject to the rule on nationality of
claims, while paragraph 2 relates to the claims to which the local remedies rule applies.
(2)

Nationality of claims is a requirement applying to States exercising diplomatic protection.

Although article 1 of the articles on diplomatic protection defines that institution with regard to
the invocation by a State of the responsibility of another State “for an injury caused by an
internationally wrongful act of that State to a natural or legal person that is a national of the
former State”, this definition is made “for the purposes of the […] draft articles”.262 The
reference only to the relations between States is understandable in view of the fact that generally
diplomatic protection is relevant in that context.263 However, diplomatic protection could be
exercised by a State also towards an international organization, for instance when an
organization deploys forces on the territory of a State and the conduct of those forces leads to a
breach of an obligation under international law concerning the treatment of individuals.
(3)

The requirement that a person be a national for diplomatic protection to be admissible is

already implied in the definition quoted in the previous paragraph. It is expressed in article 3,
paragraph 1, on diplomatic protection in the following terms: “The State entitled to exercise
diplomatic protection is the State of nationality.”264
(4)

Paragraph 1 of the present article only concerns the exercise of diplomatic protection by a

State. When an international organization prefers a claim against another international
organization no requirement concerning nationality applies. With regard to the invocation of the
responsibility of a State by an international organization, the International Court of Justice stated
261
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in its advisory opinion on Reparation for Injuries Suffered in the Service of the United Nations
that “the question of nationality is not pertinent to the admissibility of the claim”.265
(5)

Paragraph 2 relates to the local remedies rule. Under international law, this rule does not

apply only to claims concerning diplomatic protection, but also to claims relating to respect for
human rights.266 The local remedies rule does not apply in the case of functional protection,267
when an international organization acts in order to protect one of its officials or agents in relation
to the performance of his or her mission, although an organization may include in its claim also
“the damage suffered by the victim or by persons entitled through him”, as the International
Court of Justice said in its advisory opinion on Reparation for Injuries Suffered in the Service of
the United Nations.268
(6)

With regard to a responsible international organization, the need to exhaust local remedies

depends on the circumstances of the claim. Provided that the requirement applies in certain
cases, there is no need to define here more precisely when the local remedies rule would be
applicable. One clear case appears to be that of a claim in respect of the treatment of an
individual by an international organization while administering a territory. The local remedies
rule has also been invoked with regard to remedies existing within the European Union. One
instance of practice is provided by a statement made on behalf of all the member States of the
European Union by the Director-General of the Legal Service of the European Commission
before the Council of the International Civil Aviation Organization in relation to a dispute
between those States and the United States concerning measures taken for abating noise
originating from aircraft. The member States of the European Union contended that the claim of
the United States was inadmissible because remedies relating to the controversial EC regulation
had not been exhausted, since the measure was at the time “subject to challenge before the
265
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national courts of EU Member States and the European Court of Justice”.269 This practice
suggests that, whether a claim is addressed to the EU member States or the responsibility of the
European Union is invoked, exhaustion of remedies existing within the European Union would
be required.
(7)

The need to exhaust local remedies with regard to claims against an international

organization has been accepted, at least in principle, by the majority of writers.270 Although the
term “local remedies” may seem inappropriate in this context, because it seems to refer to
remedies available in the territory of the responsible entity, it has generally been used in English
texts as a term of art and as such has been included also in paragraph 2.
(8)

As in article 44 on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts, the

requirement for local remedies to be exhausted is conditional on the existence of “any available
269
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and effective remedy”. This requirement has been elaborated in greater detail by the Commission
in articles 14 and 15 on diplomatic protection,271 but for the purpose of the present articles the
more concise description may prove adequate.
(9)

While available and effective remedies within an international organization may exist only

in the case of a limited number of organizations, paragraph 2, by referring to remedies “provided
by that organization”, intends to include also remedies that are available before arbitral tribunals,
national courts or administrative bodies when the international organization has accepted their
competence to examine claims. The location of the remedies may affect their effectiveness in
relation to the individual concerned.
(10) As in other provisions, the reference to “another” international organization in paragraph 2
is not intended to exclude that responsibility may be invoked against an international
organization even when no other international organization is involved.
(11) Paragraph 2 is also relevant when, according to article 48, responsibility is invoked by a
State or an international organization other than an injured State or international organization.
A reference to article 44, paragraph 2, is made in article 48, paragraph 5, to this effect.
Article 45
Loss of the right to invoke responsibility
The responsibility of an international organization may not be invoked if:
(a)

The injured State or international organization has validly waived the claim;

(b) The injured State or international organization is to be considered as having, by
reason of its conduct, validly acquiesced in the lapse of the claim.
Commentary
(1)

The present article closely follows the text of article 45 on the responsibility of States for

internationally wrongful acts,272 with replacement of “a State” by “an international organization”
in the chapeau and the addition of “or international organization” in subparagraphs (a) and (b).
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(2)

It is clear that, for an injured State, the loss of the right to invoke responsibility can hardly

depend on whether the responsible entity is a State or an international organization. In principle
also an international organization should be considered to be in the position of waiving a claim
or acquiescing in the lapse of the claim. However, it is to be noted that the special features of
international organizations make it generally difficult to identify which organ is competent to
waive a claim on behalf of the organization and to assess whether acquiescence on the part of the
organization has taken place. Moreover, acquiescence on the part of an international organization
may involve a longer period than the one normally sufficient for States.
(3)

Subparagraphs (a) and (b) specify that a waiver or acquiescence entails the loss of the right

to invoke responsibility only if it is “validly” made. As was stated in the commentary on
article 19 of the present articles, this term “refers to matters ‘addressed by international law rules
outside the framework of State responsibility’, such as whether the agent or person who gave the
consent was authorized to do so on behalf of the State or international organization, or whether
the consent was vitiated by coercion or some other factor”.273 In the case of an international
organization validity generally implies that the rules of the organization have to be respected.
However, this requirement may encounter limits such as those stated in article 46, paragraphs 2
and 3, of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties between States and International
Organizations or between International Organizations274 with regard to the relevance of
respecting the rules of the organization relating to competence to conclude treaties in relation to
the invalidity of the treaty for infringement of those rules.
(4)

When there is a plurality of injured States or injured international organizations, the waiver

by one or more State or international organization does not affect the entitlement of the other
injured States or organizations to invoke responsibility.
(5)

Although subparagraphs (a) and (b) refer to “the injured State or international

organization”, a loss of the right to invoke responsibility because of a waiver or acquiescence
may occur also for a State or an international organization that is entitled, in accordance with
article 48, to invoke responsibility not as an injured State or international organization. This is
made clear by the reference to article 45 contained in article 48, paragraph 5.
273
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Article 46
Plurality of injured States or international organizations
Where several States or international organizations are injured by the same
internationally wrongful act of an international organization, each injured State or
international organization may separately invoke the responsibility of the international
organization for the internationally wrongful act.
Commentary
(1)

This provision corresponds to article 46 on the responsibility of States for internationally

wrongful acts.275 The following cases, all relating to responsibility for a single wrongful act, are
here considered: that there is a plurality of injured States; that there exists a plurality of injured
international organizations; that there are one or more injured States and one or more injured
international organizations.
(2)

Any injured State or international organization is entitled to invoke responsibility

independently from any other injured State or international organization. This does not preclude
some or all of the injured entities invoking responsibility jointly, if they so wish. Coordination of
claims would contribute to avoid the risk of a double recovery.
(3)

An instance of claims that may be concurrently preferred by an injured State and an injured

international organization was envisaged by the International Court of Justice in its advisory
opinion on Reparation for Injuries Suffered in the Service of the United Nations. The Court
found that both the United Nations and the national State of the victim could claim “in respect of
the damage caused […] to the victim or to persons entitled through him” and noted that there
was “no rule of law which assigns priority to the one or to the other, or which compels either the
State or the Organization to refrain from bringing an international claim. The Court sees no
reason why the parties concerned should not find solutions inspired by goodwill and common
sense […]”.276
(4)

An injured State or international organization could undertake to refrain from invoking

responsibility, leaving other injured States or international organizations to do so. If this
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undertaking is not only an internal matter between the injured entities, it could lead to the loss
for the former State or international organization of the right to invoke responsibility according
to article 45.
(5)

When an international organization and one or more of its members are both injured as the

result of the same wrongful act, the rules of the organization could similarly attribute to the
organization or to its members the exclusive function of invoking responsibility.
Article 47
Plurality of responsible States or international organizations
1.
Where an international organization and one or more States or other organizations
are responsible for the same internationally wrongful act, the responsibility of each State or
international organization may be invoked in relation to that act.
2.
Subsidiary responsibility, as in the case of article 61, may be invoked insofar as the
invocation of the primary responsibility has not led to reparation.
3.

Paragraphs 1 and 2:

(a) Do not permit any injured State or international organization to recover, by
way of compensation, more than the damage it has suffered;
(b) Are without prejudice to any right of recourse that the State or international
organization providing reparation may have against the other responsible States or
international organizations.
Commentary
(1)

The present article addresses the case where an international organization is responsible for

a given wrongful act together with one or more other entities, either international organizations
or States. The joint responsibility of an international organization with one or more States is
envisaged in articles 13 to 17, which concern the responsibility of an international organization
in connection with the act of a State, and in articles 57 to 61, which deal with the responsibility
of a State in connection with the act of an international organization. Another example is
provided by so-called mixed agreements that are concluded by the European Community
together with its member States, when such agreements do not make other provision. As was
stated by the European Court of Justice in a case Parliament v. Council relating to a mixed
cooperation agreement: “In those circumstances, in the absence of derogations expressly laid
down in the Convention, the Community and its member States as partners of the ACP States are
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jointly liable to those latter States for the fulfilment of every obligation arising from the
commitments undertaken, including those relating to financial assistance.”277
(2)

Like article 47 on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts,278

paragraph 1 provides that the responsibility of each responsible entity may be invoked by the
injured State or international organization. However, there may be cases in which a State or an
international organization bears only subsidiary responsibility, to the effect that it would have an
obligation to provide reparation only if, and to the extent that, the primarily responsible State or
international organization fails to do so. Article 61, to which paragraph 2 of the present article
refers, gives an example of subsidiary responsibility, by providing that, when the responsibility
of a member State arises for the wrongful act of an international organization, responsibility is
“presumed to be subsidiary”.
(3)

Whether responsibility is primary or subsidiary, an injured State or international

organization is not required to refrain from addressing a claim to a responsible entity until
another entity whose responsibility has been invoked has failed to provide reparation.
Subsidiarity does not imply the need to follow a chronological sequence in addressing a claim.
(4)

Paragraph 3 corresponds to article 47, paragraph 2, on the responsibility of States for

internationally wrongful acts, with the addition of the words “or international organization” in
subparagraphs (a) and (b). A slight change in the wording of subparagraph (b) is intended to
make it clearer that the right of recourse accrues to the State or international organization
“providing reparation”.
Article 48
Invocation of responsibility by a State or an international organization
other than an injured State or international organization
1.
A State or an international organization other than an injured State or international
organization is entitled to invoke the responsibility of another international organization in
accordance with paragraph 4 if the obligation breached is owed to a group of States or
international organizations, including the State or organization that invokes responsibility,
and is established for the protection of a collective interest of the group.
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2.
A State other than an injured State is entitled to invoke the responsibility of an
international organization in accordance with paragraph 4 if the obligation breached is
owed to the international community as a whole.
3.
An international organization other than an injured international organization is
entitled to invoke the responsibility of another international organization in accordance
with paragraph 4 if the obligation breached is owed to the international community as a
whole and safeguarding the interest of the international community underlying the
obligation breached is included among the functions of the international organization
invoking responsibility.
4.
A State or an international organization entitled to invoke responsibility under
paragraphs 1 to 3 may claim from the responsible international organization:
(a) Cessation of the internationally wrongful act, and assurances and guarantees of
non-repetition in accordance with article 29; and
(b) Performance of the obligation of reparation in accordance with Part Three, in
the interest of the injured State or international organization or of the beneficiaries of the
obligation breached.
5.
The requirements for the invocation of responsibility by an injured State or
international organization under articles 43, 44, paragraph 2, and 45 apply to an invocation
of responsibility by a State or international organization entitled to do so under
paragraphs 1 to 4.
Commentary
(1)

The present article corresponds to article 48 on the responsibility of States for

internationally wrongful acts.279 It concerns the invocation of responsibility of an international
organization by a State or another international organization which, although it is owed the
obligation breached, cannot be regarded as injured within the meaning of article 42 of the present
articles. According to paragraph 4, when that State or the latter international organization is
entitled to invoke responsibility, it may claim cessation of the internationally wrongful act,
assurances and guarantees of non-repetition and the performance of the obligation of reparation
“in the interest of the injured State or international organization or of the beneficiaries of the
obligation breached”.
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(2)

Paragraph 1 concerns the first category of cases in which this limited entitlement arises.

The category comprises cases when the “obligation breached is owed to a group of States or
international organizations, including the State or organization that invokes responsibility, and is
established for the protection of a collective interest of the group”. Apart from the addition of the
words “or international organizations” and “or organization”, this text reproduces
subparagraph (a) of article 48, paragraph 1, on State responsibility.
(3)

The reference in paragraph 1 to the “collective interest of the group” is intended to specify

that the obligation breached is not only owed, under the specific circumstances in which the
breach occurs, to one or more members of the group individually. For instance, should an
international organization breach an obligation under a multilateral treaty for the protection of
the common environment, the other parties to the treaty may invoke responsibility because they
are affected by the breach, although not specially so. Each member of the group would then be
entitled to request compliance as a guardian of the collective interest of the group.
(4)

Obligations that an international organization may have towards its members under its

internal rules do not necessarily fall within this category. Moreover, the internal rules may
restrict the entitlement of a member to invoke responsibility of the international organization.
(5)

The wording of paragraph 1 does not imply that the obligation breached should necessarily

be owed to a group comprising States and international organizations. That obligation may also
be owed to either a group of States or a group of international organizations. As in other
provisions, the reference to “another international organization” in the same paragraph does not
imply that more than one international organization needs to be involved.
(6)

Paragraphs 2 and 3 consider the other category of cases when a State or an international

organization that is not injured within the meaning of article 42 may nevertheless invoke
responsibility, although to the limited extent provided in paragraph 4. Paragraph 2, which refers
to the invocation of responsibility by a State, is identical to article 48, paragraph 1,
subparagraph (b) on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts. It seems clear
that, should a State be regarded as entitled to invoke the responsibility of another State which has
breached an obligation towards the international community as a whole, the same applies with
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regard to the responsibility of an international organization that has committed a similar breach.
As was observed by the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons, “there does not
appear to be any reason why States - as distinct from other international organizations - may not
also be able to invoke the responsibility of an international organization”.280
(7)

While no doubts have been expressed within the Commission with regard to the

entitlement of a State to invoke responsibility in the case of a breach of an international
obligation towards the international community as a whole, some members expressed concern
about considering that also international organizations, including regional organizations, would
be so entitled. However, regional organizations would then act only in the exercise of functions
that have been attributed to them by their member States, which would be entitled to invoke
responsibility individually or jointly in relation to a breach.
(8)

Legal writings concerning the entitlement of international organizations to invoke

responsibility in case of a breach of an obligation owed to the international community as a
whole mainly focus on the European Union. The views are divided among authors, but a clear
majority favours an affirmative solution.281 Although authors generally consider only the
invocation by an international organization of the international responsibility of a State, a similar
solution would seem to apply to the case of a breach by another international organization.
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(9)

Practice in this regard is not very indicative. This is not just because practice relates to

action taken by international organizations in respect of States. When international organizations
respond to breaches committed by their members they often act only on the basis of their
respective rules. It would be difficult to infer from this practice the existence of a general
entitlement of international organizations to invoke responsibility. The most significant practice
appears to be that of the European Union, which has often stated that non-members committed
breaches of obligations which appear to be owed to the international community as a whole. For
instance, a common position of the Council of the European Union of 26 April 2000 referred to
“severe and systematic violations of human rights in Burma”.282 It is not altogether clear whether
responsibility was jointly invoked by the member States of the European Union or by the
European Union as a distinct organization. In most cases this type of statement by the
European Union led to the adoption of economic measures against the allegedly responsible
State. Those measures will be discussed in the next chapter.
(10) Paragraph 3 restricts the entitlement of an international organization to invoke
responsibility in case of a breach of an international obligation owed to the international
community as a whole. It is required that “safeguarding the interest of the international
community underlying the obligation breached be included among the functions of the
international organization invoking responsibility”. Those functions reflect the character and
purposes of the organization. The rules of the organization would determine which are the
functions of the international organization. There is no requirement of a specific mandate of
safeguarding the interest of the international community under those rules.
(11) The solution adopted in paragraph 3 corresponds to the view expressed by several States283
in the Sixth Committee of the General Assembly, in response to a question raised by the
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Commission in its 2007 report to the General Assembly.284 A similar view was shared by some
international organizations that expressed comments on this question.285
(12) Paragraph 5 is based on article 48, paragraph 3, on responsibility of States for
internationally wrongful acts. It is designed to indicate that the provisions concerning notice of
claim, admissibility of claims and loss of the right to invoke responsibility apply also with regard
to States and international organizations that invoke responsibility according to the present
article. While article 48, paragraph 3, on State responsibility makes a general reference to the
corresponding provisions (articles 43 to 45), it is not intended to extend the applicability of “any
applicable rule relating to the nationality of claims”, which is stated in article 44,
subparagraph (a), because that requirement is clearly not relevant to the obligations dealt with in
article 48. Although this may be taken as implied, the reference in paragraph 5 of the present
article has been expressly limited to the paragraph on admissibility of claims that relates to the
exhaustion of local remedies.
Article 49
Scope of this Part
This Part is without prejudice to the entitlement that a person or entity other than a
State or an international organization may have to invoke the international responsibility of
an international organization.
Commentary
(1)

Articles 42 to 48 above address the implementation of the responsibility of an international

organization only to the extent that responsibility is invoked by a State or another international
organization. This accords with article 32, which defines the scope of the international
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obligations set out in Part Three by stating that these only relate to the breach of an obligation
under international law that an international organization owes to a State, another international
organization or the international community as a whole. The same article further specifies that
this is “without prejudice to any right, arising from the international responsibility of an
international organization, which may accrue directly to any person or entity other than a State or
an international organization”. Thus, by referring only to the invocation of responsibility by a
State or an international organization the scope of the present Part reflects that of Part Three.
Invocation of responsibility is considered only insofar as it concerns the obligations set out in
Part Three.
(2)

While it could be taken as implied that the articles concerning invocation of responsibility

are without prejudice to the entitlement that a person or entity other than a State or an
international organization may have to invoke responsibility of an international organization, an
express statement to this effect serves the purpose of conveying more clearly that the present Part
is not intended to exclude any such entitlement.
CHAPTER II
COUNTERMEASURES
Article 50
Object and limits of countermeasures
1.
An injured State or an injured international organization may only take
countermeasures against an international organization which is responsible for an
internationally wrongful act in order to induce that organization to comply with its
obligations under Part Three.
2.
Countermeasures are limited to the non-performance for the time being of
international obligations of the State or international organization taking the measures
towards the responsible international organization.
3.
Countermeasures shall, as far as possible, be taken in such a way as to permit the
resumption of performance of the obligations in question.
4.
Countermeasures shall, as far as possible, be taken in such a way as to limit their
effects on the exercise by the responsible international organization of its functions.
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Commentary
(1)

As set forth in article 21, when an international organization incurs international

responsibility, it could become the object of countermeasures. An injured State or international
organization could take countermeasures, since there is no convincing reason for categorically
exempting responsible international organizations from being possible targets of
countermeasures. In principle, the legal situation of a responsible international organization in
this regard appears to be similar to that of a responsible State.
(2)

This point was made also in the comments of certain international organizations. The

World Health Organization agreed that “there is no cogent reason why an international
organization that breaches an international obligation should be exempted from countermeasures
taken by an injured State or international organization to bring about compliance by the former
organization with its obligations”.286 Also UNESCO stated that it “[did] not have any objection
to the inclusion of draft articles on countermeasures” in a text on the responsibility of
international organizations.287
(3)

In response to a question raised by the Commission, several States expressed the view that

rules generally similar to those that were devised for countermeasures taken against States in
articles 49 to 53 of the articles on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts
should be applied to countermeasures directed against international organizations.288
(4)

Practice concerning countermeasures taken against international organizations is

undoubtedly scarce. However, one may find some examples of measures that were defined as
countermeasures. For instance, in United States - Import Measures on Certain Products from the
European Communities, a WTO panel considered that the suspension of concessions or other
obligations which had been authorized by the Dispute Settlement Body against the European
Communities was “essentially retaliatory in nature”. The panel observed:
286
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“Under general international law, retaliation (also referred to as reprisals or
countermeasures) has undergone major changes in the course of the twentieth century,
specially, as a result of the prohibition of the use of force (jus ad bellum). Under
international law, these types of countermeasures are now subject to requirements, such as
those identified by the International Law Commission in its work on State responsibility
(proportionality, etc. ... see article 43 of the draft). However, in WTO, countermeasures,
retaliations and reprisals are strictly regulated and can take place only within the
framework of the WTO/DSU.”289
(5)

Paragraphs 1 to 3 define the object and limits of countermeasures in the same way as has

been done in the corresponding paragraphs of article 49 on the responsibility of States for
internationally wrongful acts.290 There is no apparent justification for a distinction in this regard
between countermeasures taken against international organizations and countermeasures directed
against States.
(6)

One matter of concern that arises with regard to countermeasures affecting international

organizations is the fact that countermeasures may hamper the functioning of the responsible
international organization and therefore endanger the attainment of the objectives for which that
organization was established. While this concern could not justify the total exclusion of
countermeasures against international organizations, it may lead to asserting some restrictions.
Paragraph 4 addresses the question in general terms. Further restrictions, that specifically pertain
to the relations between an international organization and its members, are considered in the
following article.
(7)

The exercise of certain functions by an international organization may be of vital interest to

its member States and in certain cases to the international community. However, it would be
difficult to define restrictions to countermeasures on the basis of this criterion, because the
distinction would not always be easy to make and moreover the fact of impairing a certain
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function may have an impact on the exercise of other functions. Thus, paragraph 4 requires an
injured State or international organization to select countermeasures that would affect, in as
limited a manner as possible, the exercise by the targeted international organization of any of its
functions. A qualitative assessment of the functions that would be likely to be affected may
nevertheless be taken as implied.
Article 51
Countermeasures by members of an international organization
An injured State or international organization which is a member of a responsible
international organization may not take countermeasures against that organization under
the conditions set out in the present Chapter unless:
(a)

The countermeasures are not inconsistent with the rules of the organization;

and
(b) No appropriate means are available for otherwise inducing compliance with the
obligations of the responsible organization under Part Three.
Commentary
(1)

The adoption of countermeasures against an international organization by its members may

be precluded by the rules of the organization. The same rules may on the contrary allow
countermeasures, but only on certain conditions that may differ from those applying under
general international law. Those conditions are likely to be more restrictive. As was noted by the
World Health Organization, “for international organizations of quasi-universal membership such
as those of the United Nations system, the possibility for their respective Member States to take
countermeasures against them would either be severely limited by the operation of the rules of
those organizations, rendering it largely virtual, or would be subject to a lex specialis - thus
outside the scope of the draft articles - to the extent that the rules of the organization concerned
do not prevent the adoption of countermeasures by its Member States”.291
(2)

The rules of the organization may affect the admissibility of countermeasures in the

relations between a responsible international organization and its members. It seems useful to
state clearly that countermeasures shall not be “inconsistent with the rules of the organization”
even if this may already result from the general provision (art. 63) concerning the applicability of
291
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lex specialis, and in particular of the rules of the organization. What needs to be considered is the
residual rule that applies when the rules of the organization do not address the question of
whether countermeasures may be adopted against the organization by one of its members.
(3)

When the rules of the organization do not regulate, explicitly or implicitly, the question of

countermeasures in the relations between an international organization and its members, one
cannot assume that countermeasures are totally excluded in those relations. While a different
view was expressed, the majority of the members of the Commission found that it would be
difficult to find a basis for such an exclusion. In its comments, UNESCO, “considering that often
countermeasures are not specifically provided for by the rules of international organizations,
[supported] the possibility for an injured member of an international organization to resort to
countermeasures which are not explicitly allowed by the rules of the organization”.292 However,
as UNESCO also noted, some specific restrictions are called for.293 These restrictions would be
consonant with the principle of cooperation underlying the relations between an international
organization and its members.294
(4)

The restrictions in question are meant to be additional to those that are generally applicable

to countermeasures that are taken against an international organization. It would probably not be
necessary to say that the restrictions set forth in the present article are additional to those that
appear in the other articles included in the Chapter. However, for the sake of greater clarity, the
words “under the conditions set out in the present Chapter” have been included in the chapeau.
(5)

The present article provides that countermeasures may not be resorted to when some

“appropriate means” for inducing compliance are available. Moreover, the taking of
countermeasures need not be based on the rules of the organization, but should not be
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inconsistent with those rules. The term “appropriate means” refers to those lawful means that are
proportionate and offer a reasonable prospect for inducing compliance when the member intends
to take countermeasures. However, failure on the part of the member to make timely use of
remedies that were available could result in countermeasures becoming precluded.
(6)

An example of the relevance of appropriate means existing in accordance with the rules of

the organization is offered by a judgment of the Court of Justice of the European Communities.
Two member States had argued that, although they had breached an obligation under the
constituent instrument, their infringement was excused by the fact that the Council of the
European Economic Community (EEC) had previously failed to comply with one of its
obligations. The Court of Justice said:
“[...] except where otherwise expressly provided, the basic concept of the [EEC] Treaty
requires that the member States shall not take the law into their own hands. Therefore the
fact that the Council failed to carry out its obligations cannot relieve the defendants from
carrying out theirs.”295
The existence of judicial remedies within the European Communities appears to be the basic
reason for this statement.
(7)

As has been stated in article 21, paragraph 2, restrictions similar to the ones here envisaged

apply in the reverse case of an international organization intending to take countermeasures
against one of its members, when the rules of the organization do not address the question.
Article 52
Obligations not affected by countermeasures
1.

Countermeasures shall not affect:

(a) The obligation to refrain from the threat or use of force as embodied in the
Charter of the United Nations;
(b)
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(c)

Obligations of a humanitarian character prohibiting reprisals;

(d)

Other obligations under peremptory norms of general international law.

2.
An injured State or international organization taking countermeasures is not relieved
from fulfilling its obligations:
(a) Under any dispute settlement procedure applicable between the injured State or
international organization and the responsible international organization;
(b) To respect any inviolability of agents of the responsible international
organization and of the premises, archives and documents of that organization.
Commentary
(1)

With the exception of the last subparagraph, the present article reproduces the list of

obligations not affected by countermeasures that is contained in article 50 on the responsibility
of States for internationally wrongful acts.296 Most of these obligations are obligations that the
injured State or international organization has towards the international community. With regard
to countermeasures taken against an international organization, the breaches of these obligations
are relevant only insofar as the obligation in question is owed to the international organization
concerned, since the existence of an obligation towards the targeted entity is a condition for a
measure to be defined a countermeasure. Thus, the use of force could be considered a
countermeasure taken against an international organization only if the prohibition to use force is
owed to that organization. This occurs if the organization is considered to be a component of the
international community to which the obligation is owed or if the obligation breached is owed to
the organization because of special circumstances, for instance because force is used in relation
to a territory that the organization administers.
(2)

Article 50, paragraph 2 (b) on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts

provides that obligations concerning the “inviolability of diplomatic or consular agents,
premises, archives and documents” are not affected by countermeasures. Since those obligations
cannot be owed to an international organization, this case is clearly inapplicable to international
organizations and has not been included in the present article. However, the rationale underlying
that restriction, namely the need to protect certain persons and property that could otherwise
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become an easy target of countermeasures,297 also applies to international organizations and their
agents. Thus a restriction concerning obligations that protect international organizations and their
agents has been set forth in paragraph 2 (b). The content of obligations concerning the
inviolability of the agents and of the premises, archives and documents of international
organizations may vary considerably according to the applicable rules. Therefore the
subparagraph refers to “any” inviolability. The term “agent” is wide enough to include any
mission that an international organization would send, permanently or temporarily, to a State or
another international organization.
Article 53
Proportionality
Countermeasures must be commensurate with the injury suffered, taking into account
the gravity of the internationally wrongful act and the rights in question.
Commentary
(1)

The text of the present article is identical to article 51 on the responsibility of States for

internationally wrongful acts.298 It reproduces, with a few additional words, the requirement
stated by the International Court of Justice in the Gabčíkovo-Nagymaros Project case, that “the
effects of a countermeasure must be commensurate with the injury suffered, taking account of
the rights in question”.299
(2)

As was stated by the Commission in its commentary on article 51, proportionality “is

concerned with the relationship between the internationally wrongful act and the
countermeasure”; “a countermeasure must be commensurate with the injury suffered, including
the importance of the issue of principle involved and this has a function partly independent of the
question whether the countermeasure was necessary to achieve the result of ensuring
compliance”.300 The commentary further explained that “the reference to ‘the rights in question’
has a broad meaning, and includes not only the effect of a wrongful act on the injured State but
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also on the rights of the responsible State”.301 In the present context this reference would apply to
the effects on the injured State or international organization and to the rights of the responsible
international organization.
(3)

One aspect that is relevant when assessing proportionality of a countermeasure is the

impact that it may have on the targeted entity. One and the same countermeasure may affect a
State or an international organization in a different way according to the circumstances. For
instance, an economic measure that might hardly affect a large international organization may
severely hamper the functioning of a smaller organization and for that reason not meet the test of
proportionality.
(4)

When an international organization is injured, it is only the organization and not its

members that is entitled to take countermeasures. Should the international organization and its
members both be injured, as in other cases of a plurality of injured entities, there could be the
risk of a reaction that is excessive in terms of proportionality.302
Article 54
Conditions relating to resort to countermeasures
1.

Before taking countermeasures, an injured State or international organization shall:

(a) Call upon the responsible international organization, in accordance with
article 43, to fulfil its obligations under Part Three;
(b) Notify the responsible international organization of any decision to take
countermeasures and offer to negotiate with that organization.
2.
Notwithstanding paragraph 1 (b), the injured State or international organization may
take such urgent countermeasures as are necessary to preserve its rights.
3.
Countermeasures may not be taken, and if already taken must be suspended without
undue delay if:
(a)

The internationally wrongful act has ceased; and

(b) The dispute is pending before a court or tribunal which has the authority to
make decisions binding on the parties.
301
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4.
Paragraph 3 does not apply if the responsible international organization fails to
implement the dispute settlement procedures in good faith.
Commentary
(1)

Procedural conditions relating to countermeasures have been developed mainly in relations

between States. Those conditions are not however related to the nature of the targeted entity.
Thus the rules that are set forth in article 52 on the responsibility of States for internationally
wrongful acts303 appear to be equally applicable when the responsible entity is an international
organization. The conditions stated in article 52 have been reproduced in the present article with
minor adaptations.
(2)

Paragraph 1 sets forth the requirement that the injured State or international organization

call on the responsible international organization to fulfil its obligations of cessation and
reparation, and notify the intention to take countermeasures, while offering negotiations. The
responsible international organization is thus given an opportunity to appraise the claim made by
the injured State or international organization and become aware of the risk of being the target of
countermeasures. By allowing urgent countermeasures, paragraph 2 makes it however possible
for the injured State or international organization to apply immediately those measures that are
necessary to preserve its rights, in particular those that would lose their potential impact if
delayed.
(3)

Paragraphs 3 and 4 concern the relations between countermeasures and the applicable

procedures for the settlement of disputes. The idea underlying these two paragraphs is that, when
the parties to a dispute concerning international responsibility have agreed to entrust the
settlement of the dispute to a body which has the authority to make binding decisions, the task of
inducing the responsible international organization to comply with its obligations under
Part Three will rest with that body. These paragraphs are likely to be of limited importance in
practice in relations with a responsible international organization, in view of the reluctance of
most international organizations to accept methods for the compulsory settlement of disputes.304
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Article 55
Termination of countermeasures
Countermeasures shall be terminated as soon as the responsible international
organization has complied with its obligations under Part Three in relation to the
internationally wrongful act.
Commentary
(1)

The content of this article follows from the definition of the object of countermeasures in

article 50. Since the object of countermeasures is to induce an international organization to
comply with its obligations under Part Three with regard to an internationally wrongful act for
which that organization is responsible, countermeasures are no longer justified and have to be
terminated once the responsible organization has complied with those obligations.
(2)

The wording of this article closely follows that of article 53 on the responsibility of States

for internationally wrongful acts.305
Article 56
Measures taken by an entity other than an injured
State or international organization
This chapter is without prejudice to the right of any State or international
organization, entitled under article 48, paragraphs 1 to 3, to invoke the responsibility of an
international organization, to take lawful measures against the latter international
organization to ensure cessation of the breach and reparation in the interest of the injured
party or of the beneficiaries of the obligation breached.
Commentary
(1)

Countermeasures taken by States or international organizations which are not injured

within the meaning of article 42, but are entitled to invoke responsibility of an international
organization according to article 48 of the present articles, could have as an object only cessation
of the breach and reparation in the interest of the injured State or international organization or of
the beneficiaries of the obligation breached.
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Article 54 on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts306 leaves

(2)

“without prejudice” the question whether a non-injured State that is entitled to invoke
responsibility of another State would have the right to resort to countermeasures. The basic
argument given by the Commission in its commentary on article 54 was that State practice
relating to countermeasures taken in the collective or general interest was “sparse” and involved
“a limited number of States”.307 No doubt, this argument would be even stronger when
considering the question whether a non-injured State or international organization may take
countermeasures against a responsible international organization. In fact, practice does not offer
examples of countermeasures taken by non-injured States or international organizations against a
responsible international organization. On the other hand, in the context of the rarity of cases in
which countermeasures against an international organization could have been taken by a
non-injured State or international organization, the absence of practice relating to
countermeasures cannot lead to the conclusion that countermeasures by non-injured States or
international organizations would be inadmissible.308 It seems therefore preferable to leave
equally “without prejudice” the question whether countermeasures by a non-injured State or
international organization are allowed against a responsible international organization.
PART FIVE
RESPONSIBILITY OF A STATE IN CONNECTION WITH
THE ACT OF AN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
(1)

In accordance with article 1, paragraph 2, the present articles are intended to fill a gap that

was deliberately left in the articles on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful
acts. As stated in article 57 on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts, those
articles are “without prejudice to any question of the responsibility [...] of any State for the
conduct of an international organization”.309
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(2)

Not all the questions that may affect the responsibility of a State in connection with the act

of an international organization are examined in the present draft articles. For instance, questions
relating to attribution of conduct to a State are covered only in the articles on the responsibility
of States for internationally wrongful acts. Thus, if an issue arises as to whether a certain conduct
is to be attributed to a State or to an international organization or to both, the present articles will
provide criteria for ascertaining whether conduct is to be attributed to the international
organization, while the articles on State responsibility will regulate attribution of conduct to the
State.
(3)

The present chapter assumes that there exists conduct attributable to an international

organization. In most cases, it also assumes that that conduct is internationally wrongful.
However, exceptions are provided for the cases envisaged in articles 59 and 60, which deal
respectively with coercion of an international organization by a State and with international
responsibility in case of a member State seeking to avoid compliance with one of its international
obligations by taking advantage of the competence of an international organization.
(4)

According to articles 60 and 61, the State that incurs responsibility in connection with the

act of an international organization is necessarily a member of that organization. In the cases
envisaged in articles 57, 58 and 59, the responsible State may or may not be a member.
(5)

The present chapter does not address the question of responsibility that may arise for

entities other than States that are also members of an international organization. Chapter IV of
Part Two of the current draft already considers the responsibility that an international
organization may incur when it aids or assists or directs and controls in the commission of an
internationally wrongful act of another international organization of which the former
organization is a member. The same chapter also deals with coercion by an international
organization that is a member of the coerced organization. Article 17 considers further cases of
responsibility of international organizations as members of another international organization.
Questions relating to the responsibility of entities, other than States or international
organizations, that are also members of international organizations fall outside the scope of the
present articles.
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Article 57
Aid or assistance by a State in the commission of an internationally
wrongful act by an international organization
A State which aids or assists an international organization in the commission of an
internationally wrongful act by the latter is internationally responsible for doing so if:
(a) That State does so with knowledge of the circumstances of the internationally
wrongful act; and
(b)

The act would be internationally wrongful if committed by that State.
Commentary

(1)

The present article addresses a situation parallel to the one covered in article 13, which

concerns aid or assistance by an international organization in the commission of an
internationally wrongful act by another international organization. Both articles closely follow
the text of article 16 on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts.310
(2)

A State aiding or assisting an international organization in the commission of an

internationally wrongful act may or may not be a member of that organization. Should the State
be a member, the influence that may amount to aid or assistance could not simply consist in
participation in the decision-making process of the organization according to the pertinent rules
of the organization. However, the possibility that aid or assistance could result from conduct
taken by the State within the framework of the organization cannot be totally excluded. This
could entail some difficulties in ascertaining whether aid or assistance has taken place in
borderline cases. The factual context such as the size of membership and the nature of the
involvement will probably be decisive.
(3)

Aid or assistance by a State could constitute a breach of an obligation that the State has

acquired under a primary norm. For example, a nuclear-weapon State Party to the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons311 would have to refrain from assisting a
non-nuclear-weapon State in the acquisition of nuclear weapons, and the same would seem to
apply to assistance given to an international organization of which some non-nuclear-weapon
States are members.
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(4)

The present article sets under (a) and (b) the conditions for international responsibility to

arise for the aiding or assisting State. The article uses the same wording as article 16 on the
responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts, because it would be hard to find reasons
for applying a different rule when the aided or assisted entity is an international organization
rather than a State. It is to be noted that no distinction is made with regard to the temporal
relation between the conduct of the State and the internationally wrongful act of the international
organization.
(5)

The heading of article 16 on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts

has been slightly adapted, by introducing the words “by a State”, in order to distinguish the
heading of the present article from that of article 13 of the present articles.
Article 58
Direction and control exercised by a State over the commission of
an internationally wrongful act by an international organization
A State which directs and controls an international organization in the commission of
an internationally wrongful act by the latter is internationally responsible for that act if:
(a) That State does so with knowledge of the circumstances of the internationally
wrongful act; and
(b)

The act would be internationally wrongful if committed by that State.
Commentary

(1)

While article 14 relates to direction and control exercised by an international

organization in the commission of an internationally wrongful act by another international
organization, the present article considers the case in which direction and control are exercised
by a State. Both articles closely follow the text of article 17 on the responsibility of States for
internationally wrongful acts.312
(2)

The State directing and controlling an international organization in the commission of an

internationally wrongful act may or may not be a member of that organization. As in the case of
aid or assistance, which is considered in article 57 and the related commentary, a distinction has
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to be made between participation by a member State in the decision-making process of the
organization according to its pertinent rules, and direction and control which would trigger the
application of the present article. Since the latter conduct could take place within the framework
of the organization, in borderline cases one would face the same problems that have been
referred to in the commentary on the previous draft article.
(3)

The present article sets under (a) and (b) the conditions for the responsibility of the State to

arise with the same wording that is used in article 17 on the responsibility of States for
internationally wrongful acts. There are no reasons for making a distinction between the case in
which a State directs and controls another State in the commission of an internationally
wrongful act and the case in which the State similarly directs and controls an international
organization.
(4)

The heading of the present article has been slightly adapted from article 17 on the

responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts by adding the words “by a State”, in
order to distinguish it from the heading of article 14 of the present articles.
Article 59
Coercion of an international organization by a State
A State which coerces an international organization to commit an act is
internationally responsible for that act if:
(a) The act would, but for the coercion, be an internationally wrongful act of that
international organization; and
(b)

That State does so with knowledge of the circumstances of the act.
Commentary

(1)

Article 15 deals with coercion by an international organization in the commission of what

would be, but for the coercion, a wrongful act of another international organization. The present
article concerns coercion by a State in a similar situation. Both draft articles closely follow
article 18 on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts.313
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(2)

The State coercing an international organization may or may not be a member of that

organization. Should the State be a member, a distinction that is similar to the one that was made
with regard to the previous two articles has to be made between participation in the
decision-making process of the organization according to its pertinent rules, on the one hand, and
coercion, on the other hand.
(3)

The conditions that the present article sets forth for international responsibility to arise are

identical to those that are listed in article 18 on the responsibility of States for internationally
wrongful acts. Also with regard to coercion, there is no reason to provide a different rule from
that which applies in the relations between States.
(4)

The heading of the present article slightly adapts that of article 18 on the responsibility of

States for internationally wrongful acts by introducing the words “by a State”: this in order to
distinguish it from the heading of article 15 of the current draft.
Article 60
Responsibility of a member State seeking to avoid compliance
1.
A State member of an international organization incurs international responsibility if
it seeks to avoid complying with one of its own international obligations by taking
advantage of the fact that the organization has competence in relation to the subject matter
of that obligation, thereby prompting the organization to commit an act that, if committed
by the State, would have constituted a breach of the obligation.
2.
Paragraph 1 applies whether or not the act in question is internationally wrongful for
the international organization.
Commentary
(1)

The present article concerns a situation which is to a certain extent analogous to those

considered in article 16. According to that article, an international organization incurs
international responsibility when it circumvents one of its international obligations by adopting a
decision binding a member State or international organization to commit an act that would be
internationally wrongful if committed by the former organization. Article 16 also covers
circumvention through authorizations or recommendations given to member States or
international organizations. The present article concerns circumvention by a State of one of its
international obligations when it avails itself of the separate legal personality of an international
organization of which it is a member.
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(2)

As the commentary on article 16 explains, the existence of a specific intention of

circumvention is not required.314 The reference to the fact that a State “seeks to avoid complying
with one of its own international obligations” is meant to exclude that international responsibility
arises when the act of the international organization, which would constitute a breach of an
international obligation if done by the State, has to be regarded as an unwitting result of
prompting a competent international organization to commit an act. On the other hand, the
present article does not refer only to cases in which the member State may be said to be abusing
its rights.315
(3)

The jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights provides a few examples of

States being held responsible when they have attributed competence to an international
organization in a given field and have failed to ensure compliance with their obligations under
the European Convention of Human Rights in that field. In Waite and Kennedy v. Germany the
Court examined the question whether the right of access to justice had been unduly impaired by
a State that granted immunity to the European Space Agency, of which it was a member, in
relation to claims concerning employment. The Court said that:
“Where States establish international organizations in order to pursue or strengthen their
cooperation in certain fields of activities, and where they attribute to these organizations
certain competences and accord them immunities, there may be implications as to
protection of fundamental rights. It would be incompatible with the purpose and object of
the Convention, however, if the Contracting States were thereby absolved from their
responsibility under the Convention in relation to the field of activity covered by such
attribution.”316
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Judgment of 18 February 1999, ECHR Reports, 1999-I, p. 410, para. 67. The Court concluded that the “essence
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(4)

In Bosphorus Hava Yollary Turizm ve Ticaret Anonim Sirketi v. Ireland the Court took a

similar approach with regard to a State measure implementing a regulation of the
European Community. The Court said that a State could not free itself from its obligations under
the European Convention of Human Rights by transferring functions to an international
organization, because:
“absolving Contracting States completely from their Convention responsibility in the areas
covered by such a transfer would be incompatible with the purpose and object of the
Convention; the guarantees of the Convention could be limited or excluded at will, thereby
depriving it of its peremptory character and undermining the practical and effective nature
of its safeguards [...]. The State is considered to retain Convention liability in respect of
treaty commitments subsequent to the entry into force of the Convention [...].”317
(5)

According to the present article, three conditions are required for international

responsibility to arise. The first one is that the international organization has competence in
relation to the subject matter of an international obligation of a State. This could occur through
the transfer of State functions to an organization of integration. However, the cases covered are
not so limited. Moreover, an international organization could be established in order to exercise
functions that States may not have. What is relevant for international responsibility to arise under
the present article, is that the international obligation covers the area in which the international
organization is provided with competence. The obligation may specifically relate to that area or
be more general, as in the case of obligations under treaties for the protection of human rights.
(6)

The second condition for international responsibility to arise is that the international

organization commits an act that, if committed by the State, would have constituted a breach of
the obligation. An act that would constitute a breach of the obligation has to be committed.
Court of Human Rights were expressed by A. Di Blase, “Sulla responsabilità internazionale per attività dell’ONU”,
Rivista di Diritto Internazionale, vol. 57 (1974), p. 270 at pp. 275-276; M. Hirsch, The Responsibility of
International Organizations toward Third Parties (Dordrecht/Boston/London: Nijhoff, 1995), p. 179; K. Zemanek,
in Annuaire de l’Institut de Droit International, vol. 66-I (1995), p. 329; P. Sands, in: P. Sands and P. Klein (eds.),
Bowett’s Law of International Institutions (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 2001), p. 524; D. Sarooshi, International
Organizations and their Exercise of Sovereign Powers (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), p. 64.
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(7)

A third condition for international responsibility to arise according to the present article is

that there is a significant link between the conduct of the member State seeking to avoid
compliance and that of the international organization. The act of the international organization
has to be prompted by the member State. An assessment of a specific intent on the part of the
member State of circumventing an international obligation is not required. Circumvention may
reasonably be inferred from the circumstances.
(8)

Paragraph 2 explains that the present article does not require the act to be internationally

wrongful for the international organization concerned. Circumvention is more likely to occur
when the international organization is not bound by the international obligation. However, the
mere existence of an international obligation for the organization does not necessarily exempt the
State from international responsibility.
(9)

Should the act of the international organization be wrongful and be caused by the member

State, there could be an overlap between the cases covered in article 60 and those considered in
the three previous articles. This would occur when the conditions set by one of these articles are
fulfilled. However, such an overlap would not be problematic, because it would only imply the
existence of a plurality of bases for holding the State responsible.
Article 61
Responsibility of a State member of an international organization
for the internationally wrongful act of that organization
1.
Without prejudice to articles 57 to 60, a State member of an international
organization is responsible for an internationally wrongful act of that organization if:
(a)

It has accepted responsibility for that act; or

(b)

It has led the injured party to rely on its responsibility.

2.
The international responsibility of a State which is entailed in accordance with
paragraph 1 is presumed to be subsidiary.
Commentary
(1)

The saving clause with reference to draft articles 57 to 60 at the beginning of paragraph 1

of the present article is intended to make it clear that a State member of an international
organization may be held responsible also in accordance with the previous draft articles.
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The present article envisages two additional cases in which member States incur responsibility.
Member States may furthermore be responsible according to the articles on the responsibility of
States for internationally wrongful acts,318 but this need not be the object of a saving clause since
it is beyond the scope of the present draft.
(2)

Consistently with the approach generally taken by the current draft as well as by the

articles on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts, the present article
positively identifies those cases in which a State incurs responsibility and does not say when
responsibility is not deemed to arise. Although some members did not agree, the Commission
found that it would be inappropriate to include in the draft a provision stating a residual, and
negative, rule for those cases in which responsibility is not considered to arise for a State in
connection with the act of an international organization. It is however clear that such a
conclusion is implied and that therefore membership does not as such entail for member States
international responsibility when the organization commits an internationally wrongful act.
(3)

The view that member States cannot generally be regarded as internationally responsible

for the internationally wrongful acts of the organization has been defended by several States in
contentious cases. The German Government recalled in a written comment that it had:
“advocated the principle of separate responsibility before the European Commission of
Human Rights (M. & Co.), the European Court of Human Rights (Senator Lines) and the
International Court of Justice (Legality of Use of Force) and [had] rejected responsibility
for reason of membership for measures taken by the European Community, NATO and the
United Nations”.319
(4)

A similar view was taken by the majority opinions in the British courts in the litigation

concerning the International Tin Council (ITC), albeit incidentally in disputes concerning private
contracts. The clearest expressions were given by Lord Kerr in the Court of Appeal and by
Lord Templeman in the House of Lords. Lord Kerr said that he could not:
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This would apply to the case envisaged by the Institute of International Law in article 5 (c) (ii) of its resolution
on the “Legal Consequences for Member States of the Non-fulfilment by International Organizations of their
Obligations towards Third Parties”: the case that “the international organization has acted as the agent of the State,
in law or in fact”. Annuaire de l’Institut de Droit International, vol. 66-II (1996), p. 445.
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“find any basis for concluding that it has been shown that there is any rule of international
law, binding upon the member States of the ITC, whereby they can be held liable - let
alone jointly and severally - in any national court to the creditors of the ITC for the debts
of the ITC resulting from contracts concluded by the ITC in its own name.”320
With regard to an alleged rule of international law imposing on “States members of an
international organization, joint and several liability for the default of the organization in the
payment of its debts unless the treaty which establishes the international organization clearly
disclaims any liability on the part of the members”, Lord Templeman found that:
“No plausible evidence was produced of the existence of such a rule of international law
before or at the time of ITA6 [the Sixth International Tin Agreement] in 1982 or
afterwards.”321
(5)

Although writers are divided on the question of responsibility of States when an

international organization of which they are members commits an internationally wrongful act, it
is noteworthy that the Institute of International Law adopted in 1995 a resolution in which it took
the position that:
“Save as specified in article 5, there is no general rule of international law whereby States
members are, due solely to their membership, liable, concurrently or subsidiarily, for the
obligations of an international organization of which they are members.”322
(6)

The view that member States are not in general responsible does not rule out that there are

certain cases, other than those considered in the previous articles, in which a State would be
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responsible for the internationally wrongful act of the organization. The least controversial case
is that of acceptance of international responsibility by the States concerned. This case is stated in
subparagraph (a). No qualification is given to acceptance. This is intended to mean that
acceptance may be expressly stated or implied and may occur either before or after the time
when responsibility arises for the organization.
(7)

In his judgment in the Court of Appeal concerning the International Tin Council,

Lord Ralph Gibson referred to acceptance of responsibility in the “constituent document”.323 One
can certainly envisage that acceptance results from the constituent instrument of the international
organization or from other rules of the organization. However, member States would then incur
international responsibility towards a third party only if their acceptance produced legal effects
in their relations to the third party.324 It could well be that member States only bind themselves
towards the organization or agree to provide the necessary financial resources as an internal
matter.325
(8)

Paragraph 1 envisages a second case of responsibility of member States: when the conduct

of member States has given the third party reason to rely on the responsibility of member States:
for instance, that they would stand in if the responsible organization did not have the necessary
funds for making reparation.326
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C.F. Amerasinghe, “Liability to third parties of member States of international organizations: practice, principle
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(9)

An example of responsibility of member States based on reliance engendered by the

conduct of member States was provided by the second arbitral award in the dispute concerning
Westland Helicopters. The panel found that the special circumstances of the case invited:
“the trust of third parties contracting with the organization as to its ability to cope with its
commitments because of the constant support of the member States”.327
(10) Reliance is not necessarily based on an implied acceptance. It may also reasonably arise
from circumstances which cannot be taken as an expression of an intention of the member States
to bind themselves. Among the factors that have been suggested as relevant is the small size of
membership,328 although this factor together with all the pertinent factors would have to be
considered globally. There is clearly no presumption that a third party should be able to rely on
the responsibility of member States.
(11) Subparagraph (b) uses the term “injured party”. In the context of international
responsibility, this injured party would in most cases be another State or another international
organization. However, it could also be a subject of international law other than a State or an
international organization. While Part One of the articles on the responsibility of States for
internationally wrongful acts covers the breach of any obligation that a State may have under
international law, Part Two, which concerns the content of international responsibility, only
deals with relations between States, but contains in article 33 a saving clause concerning the
rights that may arise for “any person or entity other than a State”.329 Similarly, subparagraph (b)
is intended to cover any State, international organization, person or entity with regard to whom a
member State may incur international responsibility.
(12) According to subparagraphs (a) and (b) international responsibility arises only for those
member States who accepted that responsibility or whose conduct induced reliance. Even when
acceptance of responsibility results from the constituent instrument of the organization, this
could provide for the responsibility only of certain member States.
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(13) Paragraph 2 addresses the nature of the responsibility that is entailed in accordance with
paragraph 1. Acceptance of responsibility by a State could relate either to subsidiary or to joint
and several responsibility. The same applies to responsibility based on reliance. As a general
rule, one could only state a rebuttable presumption. Also in view of the limited nature of the
cases in which responsibility arises according to the present article, it is reasonable to presume
that, when member States accept responsibility, only subsidiary responsibility, which has a
supplementary character, is intended.330
Article 62
Effect of this Part
This Part is without prejudice to international responsibility, under other provisions
of these draft articles, of the international organization which commits the act in question,
or of any other international organization.
Commentary
(1)

The present article finds a parallel in article 18, according to which the chapter on

responsibility of an international organization in connection with the act of a State or another
international organization is “without prejudice to the international responsibility of the State or
international organization which commits the act in question, or of any other State or
international organization”.
(2)

The present article is a saving clause relating to the whole Part. It corresponds to article 19

on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts.331 The purpose of that provision,
which concerns only relations between States, is first to clarify that the responsibility of the State
aiding or assisting, or directing and controlling another State in the commission of an
internationally wrongful act is without prejudice to the responsibility that the State committing
the act may incur. Moreover, as the commentary on article 19 explains, the article is also
intended to make it clear “that the provisions [of the chapter] are without prejudice to any other
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basis for establishing the responsibility of the assisting, directing or coercing State under any rule
of international law defining particular conduct as wrongful” and to preserve the responsibility of
any other State “to whom the internationally wrongful conduct might also be attributable under
other provisions of the articles”.332
(3)

There appears to be less need for an analogous “without prejudice” provision in a chapter

concerning responsibility of States which is included in a draft on responsibility of international
organizations. It is hardly necessary to save responsibility that may arise for States according to
the articles on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts and not according to
the current draft. On the contrary, a “without prejudice” provision analogous to that of article 19
on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts would have some use if it
concerned international organizations. The omission in this Part of a provision analogous to
article 19 could have raised doubts. Moreover, at least in the case of a State aiding or assisting or
directing and controlling an international organization in the commission of an internationally
wrongful act, there is some use in saying that the responsibility of the State is without prejudice
to the responsibility of the international organization that commits the act.
(4)

In the present draft article the references to the term “State” in article 19 on the

responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts have been replaced by references to the
term “international organization”.
PART SIX
GENERAL PROVISIONS
(1)

This Part comprises general provisions that are designed to apply to issues concerning both

the international responsibility of an international organization (Parts Two, Three and Four) and
the responsibility of a State for the internationally wrongful act of an international organization
(Part Five).
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Article 63
Lex specialis
These articles do not apply where and to the extent that the conditions for the
existence of an internationally wrongful act or the content or implementation of the
international responsibility of an international organization, or a State for an internationally
wrongful act of an international organization, are governed by special rules of international
law, including rules of the organization applicable to the relations between the
international organization and its members.
Commentary
(1)

Special rules relating to international responsibility may supplement more general rules or

may replace them, in full or in part. These special rules may concern the relations that certain
categories of international organizations or one specific international organization have with
some or all States or other international organizations. They may also concern matters addressed
in Part Five of the present articles.
(2)

It would be impossible to try and identify each of the special rules and their scope of

application. By way of illustration, it may be useful to refer to one issue which has given rise in
practice to a variety of opinions concerning the possible existence of a special rule: that of the
attribution to the European Community of conduct of States members of the Community when
they implement binding acts of the Community. According to the Commission of the
European Union, that conduct would have to be attributed to the Community; the same would
apply to “other potentially similar organizations”.333
(3)

Several cases concern the relations between the European Community and its

member States. In M. & Co. v. Germany the European Commission of Human Rights held:
“The Commission first recalls that it is in fact not competent ratione personae to examine
proceedings before or decisions of organs of the European Communities [...] This does not
mean, however, that by granting executory power to a judgment of the European Court of
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Justice the competent German authorities acted quasi as Community organs and are to that
extent beyond the scope of control exercised by the conventional organs.”334
(4)

A different view was recently endorsed in European Communities - Protection of

Trademarks and Geographical Indications for Agricultural Products and Foodstuffs by a World
Trade Organization (WTO) panel, which:
“accepted the European Communities’ explanation of what amounts to its sui generis
domestic constitutional arrangements that Community laws are generally not executed
through authorities at Community level but rather through recourse to the authorities of its
member States which, in such a situation, ‘act de facto as organs of the Community, for
which the Community would be responsible under WTO law and international law
in general’”.335
This approach implies admitting the existence of a special rule on attribution, to the effect that,
in the case of a European Community act binding a member State, State authorities would be
considered as acting as organs of the Community.
(5)

The issue came before the European Court of Human Rights in Bosphorus Hava Yollari

Turizm ve Ticaret AS v. Ireland. The Court said in its decision on admissibility in this case that it
would examine at a later stage of the proceedings:
“whether the impugned acts can be considered to fall within the jurisdiction of the
Irish State within the meaning of article 1 of the Convention, when that State claims that it
was obliged to act in furtherance of a directly effective and obligatory EC Regulation”.336
In its unanimous judgment on the merits of 30 June 2005 the Grand Chamber of the Court held:
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“In the present case it is not disputed that the act about which the applicant complained, the
detention of the aircraft leased by it for a period of time, was implemented by the
authorities of the respondent State on its territory following a decision to impound of the
Irish Minister for Transport. In such circumstances the applicant company, as the addressee
of the impugned act fell within the ‘jurisdiction’ of the Irish State, with the consequence
that its complaint about that act is compatible ratione loci, personae and materiae with the
provision of the Convention.”337
(6)

The present article is modelled on article 55 on the responsibility of States for

internationally wrongful acts.338 It is designed to make it unnecessary to add to many of the
preceding articles a proviso such as “subject to special rules”.
(7)

Given the particular importance that the rules of the organization are likely to have as

special rules concerning international responsibility in the relations between an international
organization and its members, a specific reference to the rules of the organization has been added
at the end of the present article. The rules of the organization may, expressly or implicitly,
govern various aspects of the issues considered in Parts Two to Five. For instance, they may
affect the consequences of a breach of international law that an international organization may
commit when the injured party is a member State or international organization.
Article 64
Questions of international responsibility not
regulated by these articles
The applicable rules of international law continue to govern questions concerning the
responsibility of an international organization or a State for an internationally wrongful act
to the extent that they are not regulated by these articles.
Commentary
(1)

Like article 56 on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts,339 the

present article points to the fact that the current draft does not address all the issues that may be
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relevant in order to establish whether an international organization or a State is responsible and
what international responsibility entails. This also in view of possible developments on matters
that are not yet governed by international law.
(2)

Since issues relating to the international responsibility of a State are considered in the

current draft only to the extent that they are addressed in Part Five, it may seem unnecessary to
specify that other matters concerning the international responsibility of a State - for instance,
questions relating to attribution of conduct to a State - continue to be governed by the applicable
rules of international law, including the principles and rules set forth in the articles on the
responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts. However, if the present article only
mentioned international organizations, the omission of a reference to States could lead to
unintended implications. Therefore, the present article reproduces article 56 on the responsibility
of States for internationally wrongful acts with the addition of a reference to “an international
organization”.
Article 65
Individual responsibility
These articles are without prejudice to any question of the individual responsibility
under international law of any person acting on behalf of an international organization or a
State.
Commentary
(1)

With the addition of the reference to “an international organization”, the present article

reproduces article 58 on the responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts.340 The
statement may appear obvious, since the scope of the current draft, as defined in article 1, only
concerns the international responsibility of an international organization or a State. However, it
may not be superfluous as a reminder of the fact that issues of individual responsibility may arise
under international law in connection with a wrongful act of an international organization or a
State and that these issues are not regulated in the current draft.
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(2)

Thus, the fact that the conduct of an individual is attributed to an international organization

or a State does not exempt that individual from the international criminal responsibility that he or
she may incur for his or her conduct. On the other hand, when an internationally wrongful act of
an international organization or a State is committed, the international responsibility of
individuals that have been instrumental to the wrongful act cannot be taken as implied. However,
in certain cases the international criminal responsibility of some individuals is likely to arise, for
instance when they have been instrumental for the serious breach of an obligation under a
peremptory norm in the circumstances envisaged in article 40.
Article 66
Charter of the United Nations
These articles are without prejudice to the Charter of the United Nations.
Commentary
(1)

The present article replicates article 59 on the responsibility of States for internationally

wrongful acts,341 which sets forth a “without prejudice” provision concerning the Charter of the
United Nations. The reference to the Charter includes obligations that are directly stated in the
Charter as well as those flowing from binding decisions of the Security Council, which
according to the International Court of Justice similarly prevail over other obligations under
international law on the basis of article 103 of the United Nations Charter.342
(2)

Insofar as this general provision relates to issues of State responsibility that are covered in

the current draft, there could be no reason to query the applicability of the same “without
prejudice” provision as the corresponding article on the responsibility of States for
internationally wrongful acts. A question may be raised only with regard to the responsibility of
international organizations, since they are not members of the United Nations and therefore have
not formally agreed to be bound by the Charter. However, even if the prevailing effect of
obligations under the Charter may have a legal basis for international organizations that differs
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from the legal basis applicable to States,343 practice points to the existence of a prevailing effect
also with regard to international organizations. For instance, when establishing an arms embargo
which requires all its addressees not to comply with an obligation to supply arms that they may
have accepted under a treaty, the Security Council does not distinguish between States and
international organizations.344 It is at any event not necessary, for the purpose of the current draft,
to determine the extent to which the international responsibility of an international organization
is affected, directly or indirectly, by the Charter of the United Nations.
(3)

The present article is not intended to affect the applicability of the principles and rules set

forth in the preceding articles to the international responsibility of the United Nations.
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